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ABSTRACT 
The Ethics of Care and Socio-Emotional Commons: Ameliorating and Dissolving the Effects of 

Global Care Chains 
Heather A. Coletti 

Doctor of Philosophy 
Temple University, 2011 

Doctoral Advisory Committee Chair: Dr. Carol C. Gould 
 

In recent decades, care ethics has become more visible in discussions of contemporary moral 

problems; however, longstanding ethical theories such as deontology and utilitarianism remain 

prominent in discussing controversial contemporary issues. I show the relevance of care ethics in 

discussions of globalization, especially regarding care ethics’s applicability to the problem of 

“global care chains.” Global care chains form when a person from a developing nation, usually a 

female, emigrates to serve as a fulltime nanny or housekeeper for a middle or upper class 

household. Her remittances pay for another care worker to replace her at home during her 

absence. This chain of caring labor extends across oceans and involves multiple households and 

various intricate webs of relationship. 

 Care chains are problematic for three reasons.  First, immigrant care workers find 

themselves particularly vulnerable to manipulation and abuse at the hands of their wealthy 

employers: Generally, labor laws in most countries do not apply to workers in private 

households.  Second, the consistent migration of female care workers from poorer to wealthier 

countries eventually damages the socio-emotional commons in these workers’ home 

communities.  Third, care chains maintain the global illusion that women have achieved genuine 

equality with men: Because the gendered division of labor persists in the private and public 

sphere along with the masculine career model, women generally still find themselves burdened 

with the second-shift of caring labor in their homes.  
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In response, I propose the use of “caring contracts” to address these conflicts.  First, the 

caring contract shows how care ethics’s feminist priorities can work in conjunction with the 

liberally derived concept of contractual arrangements between seemingly distant parties.  

Second, caring contracts prohibit the abuse of immigrant care workers while motivating a global 

conversation regarding the patriarchal and masculinist norms that have encouraged women’s 

reliance on care chains. Privileged men and women will have to reconsider the true value of care 

work and understand why all capable individuals should participate in its completion. This 

dialogue would have to include revising global economic polices that have forced women in 

developing countries to emigrate for employment opportunities. 
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INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
 

USING THE FRAMEWORK OF CARE TO ILLUMINATE THE ETHICAL CONFLICT OF 
GLOBAL CARE CHAINS  

 

In this dissertation, I will characterize and evaluate the ethics of care and its unique usefulness to 

understanding and developing an adequate response to the quietly insidious current issue of 

global care chains. Allison Weir claims that global care chains pose the most critical challenges 

to contemporary feminist thought and practice since they rely upon refusing to problematize 

transnational relations that pit women against women, men against women, and the world’s rich 

against the world’s poor.1 Despite the unique constellation of issues that constitute and surround 

global care chains, they have not yet attracted serious or sustained attention from feminist 

scholars, even though, when we delve beneath the surface of them, they reveal familiar 

challenges on a global scale.  

Arlie Hochschild first articulated the term “global care chains” at the beginning of this 

decade. She says that “global capitalism affects whatever it touches, and it touches virtually 

everything including what I call global care chains—a series of personal links between people 

across the globe based on the paid or unpaid work of caring.”2 The most common example of 

this type of care chain begins with a poorer woman in a developing country emigrating and 

leaving her family behind to take a job as a domestic worker for a wealthier family in a 

developed country. Since many of these women are mothers or daughters caring for parents and 

other extended family, they send their wages back to their families so that care work can be 

afforded for their left-behind relatives in their home communities. In this way, care work 

performed for a salary in a wealthier country pays the salary of another care worker who tends to 

the needs of the original care worker’s family in her absence. Generally, global care chains 
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“[express] an invisible human ecology of care, one kind of care depending on another and so 

on.”3 The primary trait of care chains is the involvement of individuals—primarily women— 

from various countries with great disparities in wealth. 

Global care chains take root in response to a number of intertwined social problems and 

developments, including the slow movement of gender de-institutionalization; the perpetual 

existence of patriarchal societal frameworks; the prevalence of the masculine career model; and 

the unceasing demands of the “second shift” or demands of daily domestic labor that 

professional women continue when done with remunerated work. With more opportunities for 

higher education and the wider range of professional opportunities that accompany it, women 

have increasingly pursued and maintained jobs and careers in recent decades regardless of 

whether they work for professional achievement or simply for a salary and benefits. However, 

due to deeply embedded gender norms, women still perform the majority of housework and men 

have not been expected to increase their contribution to such labor. As a result, there has been an 

increased demand for nannies and domestic workers within the United States and portions of 

Western and Central Europe in recent decades.  

The wealthiest women in privileged countries have always relied on domestic workers 

and nannies to do large amounts of housework and provide fulltime supervision for children. 

Due to the increased participation of middle class women in the workforce, more women have 

been in need of domestic care services. These women have continued to reach out for assistance 

in maintaining their homes, and they have found a greater response from other women rather 

than their own spouses, family members, or immediate community. The international division of 

domestic labor becomes relevant at this point: Many of the people filling these domestic care 

jobs are other women from developing countries. As the first world need for domestic workers 
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increases in developed countries, poorer women from developing countries respond to this need 

and travel great distances to take jobs in these wealthier homes. 

It may seem that global care chains are little more than a basic solution—whether short or 

long term—for women trying to negotiate the ubiquitous challenges of professional work and 

home-life balance. But, care chains become more troublesome when the informal nature of these 

domestic work opportunities becomes apparent. There has been no legal compulsion for the 

formalization of these arrangements since few public laws bother to address work undertaken in 

the private household as employment. Additionally, because of the awkwardness of formalizing 

a business agreement that revolves around the personal care of individuals in a private 

household, few employers take it upon themselves to outline clearly the labor conditions of their 

domestic worker. This provides an opportunity for abuse since a lack of formal arrangements 

leaves domestic workers without options for recourse when unfair circumstances arise. While a 

typical employee in most professions understands the pre-established set of criteria that 

determine how well she performs at work, domestic workers are subject to the particular criteria 

established by the heads of the given household. 

Jobs in the public sphere typically have clear job descriptions, contracts that outline the 

terms of employment, and (in many cases) Human Resources departments to oversee conformity 

to these obligations. Oftentimes, similar arrangements do not exist within private homes reliant 

on a care worker. There are widely accepted expectations for housecleaners, nannies, and those 

who care for the sick and elderly. These expectations may seem straightforward, but this is not 

always the case. For example, nannies very generally care for and protect children. However, the 

hiring parent may assume that their children’s laundry and preparation of family meals would 

naturally qualify as the nanny’s responsibility: The performance of these tasks is related to 
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childcare. The purpose of this project is not to debate whether these tasks are childcare and 

proper to nannies. Rather, this project investigates the ramifications of neglecting to outline clear 

and reasonable working expectations and conditions for employees in private homes. This is 

especially critical when the employee involved is vulnerable due to her immigrant status or lack 

of proficiency with her new household’s language and customs.  

When work expectations are not discussed and agreed upon within private homes or care 

chains, this may lead to overwork or abuse. In addition to facing potential abuse or intimidation 

from their employers, many immigrant domestic workers struggle to maintain long-distance 

relationships with family. Immigrant domestic workers travel great distances away from their 

families and rarely have the chance to return for regular visits. Because so many women with 

extensive family relations are leaving their home countries to find overseas work, their home 

communities must cope with a substantial loss of capable care workers: The traditional gendered 

division of labor typically dictates that those who tend to the sick, the young, and the elderly are 

women. This disproportionate loss of mothers, grandmothers, sisters, and daughters in 

developing counties leads to the problems of “emotional surplus value” in developed countries—

or the extra care and attention that immigrant care workers can give to their employing 

households but not to loved-ones of the worker’s choosing—and the erosion of developing 

countries’ “socio-emotional commons.”4 

An analysis of care chains reveal that many different resources are poorly distributed 

within them, and among these resources are care, love, and the attention that individuals would 

give to their immediate home communities in ordinary circumstances. Because so many women 

and mothers are leaving the same communities to pursue more lucrative employment overseas, 

these communities are rapidly losing their most knowledgeable caretakers. Communities with so 
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many transnational families struggle to adapt to these widespread circumstances over long 

periods of time. This long term struggle eventually depletes what could have been a healthy 

socio-emotional commons, or a functional web of interdependence between caregivers and care 

recipients. The current set-up of care chains, however, tends to erode this social web and forces 

these households in poorer countries to become increasingly dependent on overseas work and 

remittances while local caring resources become depleted. 

When we view care chains from this perspective, we can see how they have trapped 

households and communities into unbalanced webs of dependence rather than functional webs of 

interdependence. Clearly, these circumstances deserve attention and require a normative ethical 

response if we hope to eradicate them completely. In this dissertation, I will present arguments 

for three related claims with the intention of dissolving global care chains. These arguments find 

their basis in the ethics of care, and they demonstrate the strengths of care ethics in addition to 

presenting a starting point for addressing the dilemma of care chains. First, my study of care 

ethics’s history shows that care ethics can interact with other major moral frameworks, and I will 

argue that care ethics is complex and versatile in the way it illuminates a variety of local and 

global social problems. Not only does the value of care offer an important supplement to these 

other theories in some cases, it will be seen that care ethics possesses the same degree of 

relevance as other traditional moral frameworks. 

Second, I will argue that care ethics is best suited to provide the primary ethical 

framework for working on the problem of global care chains. While care ethics may seek to 

achieve the ethical outcomes of justice and fairness, similarly to utilitarianism and Kantian 

ethics, care ethics primarily pursues these goals by recognizing all relevant individuals as 

embedded in layers of relationship. A care ethical approach respects these webs of relationships 
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while seeking a fair response to the relevant party involved in a conflict. Third, my concept of 

the “caring contract” to dictate working arrangements in care chains not only conforms to the 

values of care ethics but also provides a firm starting point for a wider social dialogue regarding 

the value of care, care work, care workers, and the gendered nature of this work.  The 

implementation of these contracts responds to the unjust circumstances typically confronted by 

workers in care chains, and these contracts also draw attention to the pervasive nature of the 

second shift in the lives of professional women.  As a result, caring contracts point beyond the 

immediate situation of a care chain to the wider social changes that must occur (for example, the 

greater availability of high-quality affordable daycare) to distribute caring labor more equitably. 

In what follows, I discuss, over the course of four chapters, care ethics as its own ethical 

framework, one that can engage with and supplement other respected frameworks in conflicts 

that involve agents’ personal commitments to others. I offer a chronological background of the 

history of care ethics and the characteristics that make it, in the context of particular ethical 

dilemmas, uniquely valuable. I then use the lens of care to investigate the multilayered nature of 

relationships within global care chains and the social problems associated with them before 

finally applying care ethics to global care chains in the specific form of “caring contracts,” or 

liberally derived contracts that include and conform to the normative values of care ethics.  

Chapter One discusses the place of care ethics within the general terrain of ethics. In the 

thirty years that feminists have been discussing and critiquing care ethics, this relatively new 

ethical perspective has struggled to claim its rightful spot on the terrain of moral philosophy. 

Rather than regard care ethics as a moral framework—or potential moral framework—that could 

exist somewhat symbiotically with traditional theories, ethicists (especially non-feminist 

ethicists) have marginalized care ethics to the perimeter of ethical discussions. 
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However, it is from this place on the margins of ethics that care ethicists have been able 

to identify the major fault lines in Kantian deontology, consequentialism, and virtue ethics. 

These fault lines mark distinct places of intersection and divergence between care ethics and 

these other traditional theories. In this chapter, I outline the major features of each traditional 

ethical framework and the manner in which their respective principles operate. Then, I engage 

care ethics with these theories to demonstrate not only the strengths of care ethics, but also the 

potential weaknesses of more established ethical alternatives. Rather than subsume care ethics 

under virtue ethics or dismiss care ethics as inadequate in comparison to these other theories, I 

join several other distinguished feminist ethicists in claiming that care ethics can inform the 

mundane and exceptional dilemmas we face as helpfully as virtue ethics, utilitarianism, or 

Kantian ethics. Indeed, just as these other frameworks, care ethics offers its own unique 

perspective to ethics generally.  

 It will be seen that traditional ethical frameworks pursue common goals, such as just 

outcomes to conflicts, with care ethics; however, in the cases where the theories’ ethical 

approaches diverge from each other, care ethics may fortify the weaknesses of the other 

frameworks and care ethics may also be fortified by traditional theories. An example of this 

potential interrelation between care ethics and other ethical theories will be found in the final 

chapter, which discusses how formulating and utilizing caring contracts in domestic work 

situations better achieves just working conditions by recognizing the immigrant worker’s need to 

maintain her overseas web of relations. Care ethics’s distinctiveness takes root in its emphasis on 

a relational ontology that assumes that relationships necessarily give rise to the moral dilemmas 

that we discuss and study; that these relationships are always comprised of connected 
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individuals; and that moral dilemmas are most adequately addressed in ways that recognize and 

accommodate our being-in-relationship with others. 

 Chapter Two provides a detailed overview of care ethics that moves chronologically 

through the central works of Carol Gilligan, Sara Ruddick, Joan Tronto, Virginia Held, and 

Fiona Robinson, highlighting the unique insights offered by each of these theorists in order to 

demonstrate the relevance that care ethics has acquired beyond matters purely of the private 

sphere. Care ethics is most concerned with the caring practices that individuals carry out to 

maintain the well-being of others or to remedy circumstances that endanger them. Additionally, 

it regards people as concrete, connected beings: Human beings are embedded in various 

relationships and intricate social webs throughout the course of their lives. Moral decisions 

therefore are based on assessments of their context as well as consideration of relevantly 

connected others, such as family members, friends, colleagues at work or school, or even more 

distant community members. Conflicts, including those within and surrounding global care 

chains, take root in the competing moral claims of individuals and larger communities. Thus, any 

resolution for these conflicts must consistently understand people as “individuals-in-relation,” 

rather than withdrawn and isolated beings.  

 Ultimately, care ethics understands all people as interdependent: People both depend on, 

and provide for, others in their struggle for survival. This interdependence may impact how 

people make choices in their everyday lives, and care ethicists believe that many circumstances 

require that we primarily consider our interconnectedness with others when making decisions. 

By discussing the critical details of care ethics and the individual insights of these particular 

feminist theorists, I will offer a clear understanding of care ethics that also demonstrates its 

ability to address a global dilemma that impacts far more than a few singular households. 
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Following the overview of care ethics, I address the major internal critiques of care ethics made 

by feminists who have carefully scrutinized it over the past thirty years. By discussing the 

concerns that have attracted many theorists’ attention, we can achieve a better understanding of 

care’s relation to the public sphere and we can begin redefining what it means to be 

“autonomous” or “mature” as a socially situated ethical thinker. 

Chapters Three and Four respectively focus on the specific details of global care chains 

and an approach to resolving them that takes its cues from the demands of care ethics. While 

Chapter Three will further explore the aspects of care chains mentioned earlier in this 

Introduction, Chapter Four will draw on the main points of Chapters One and Two to 

demonstrate how care ethics is best suited to address this particular issue. While Chapter Three 

focuses on the sociological factors that have created and maintained global care chains, the final 

chapter outlines how we might eliminate care chains; the challenges that would no doubt hinder 

this goal; and the wide range of effects this goal would have if achieved.  

As will become evident, care chains flourish because of the deformalized nature of care 

work within them. In light of this, my primary recommendation for remedying global care chains 

will rely on modifying the liberal concept of a formalized work contract. Typically a formal 

contract reflects the deontological and consequentialist priority of seeking just criteria for a fair 

exchange between individuals. However, in the case of deformalized care work, we have to 

rethink what would constitute a fair exchange between an employer and immigrant care worker. 

A formal contract reflective of care ethics’s priorities will still seek a just and fair exchange 

between these individuals, but the modified contract that I recommend in this chapter also 

espouses the qualities of attentiveness, responsibility, and responsiveness inherent to the care 
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ethical perspective. My suggestion for the formalization of domestic workers’ employment 

circumstances requires that care guide the use of the traditional liberal notion of a contract.  

This modified formalized arrangement in care chains—dictated by the terms of what I 

call a “caring contract”—prioritizes caring values such as attentiveness and responsiveness by 

putting the needs of immigrant domestic workers and nannies ahead of the employing family’s 

needs. Since these caring contracts prioritize the care worker, there will most likely be household 

“gaps in care coverage” that primarily impact the employing female head of household and her 

family. Because these contracts would spell out reasonable responsibilities of the relevant parties 

in the care chain, contracts would also reveal currently unchecked care work arrangements as 

unjust or severely lacking. In the worst cases of care chains, contracts would reveal employers’ 

expectations of domestic workers as unreasonable or even abusive. In these cases, contracts 

would force employers to reevaluate their professional expectations within the care chain. This 

would be a step toward fairer arrangements since it would reprioritize immigrant workers’ need 

to maintain their own personal relationships when working overseas. An employer would have to 

acknowledge that a domestic worker’s web of relations require attention and maintenance in the 

same manner as the employer’s relationships. Caring contracts would allow this maintenance to 

become a reasonable priority for both worker and employer within a care chain. 

Acknowledging the current circumstances of care chains will point to the necessity to 

avoid the exploitation of care workers and rebuild functional webs of interdependence within 

care chains. If we disallow the exploitation of care workers, many families currently able to 

“afford” these workers would be priced-out of the housekeeper and nanny market. Households 

that can afford the real price of domestic care workers within a formalized contract will still find 

themselves in a similar position to those households that cannot pay this new price: Both types of 
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households will still be burdened with an uneven distribution of caring labor since domestic 

workers can no longer be overworked and/or underpaid to accomplish all household 

assignments. 

Ultimately, caring contracts will inevitably point back to the additional social changes 

that global communities must make to distribute equally caring labor regardless of actual 

involvement in care chains. Professional women who rely on domestic care work may find 

themselves burdened again with the second shift if they cannot afford the new terms of the caring 

contract. To prevent professional women from giving up their salaries and career aspirations, 

major social changes would have to follow fair payment for domestic work, including corporate 

flextime for male and female parents, publicly supported childcare, and payment for traditionally 

un-paid care work. When the equitable distribution of care is seriously considered and pursued, 

then care, care labor, and care workers will gradually shed the stigma of their social station and 

become an accepted and valued aspect of human life and interaction. 

Not only would contracts motivate us to reconsider the importance of affordable 

childcare or corporate flextime, but contracts would inevitably spur on further discussions of 

other current policies, such as immigration policies, wealthier countries’ dependence on 

immigrant workers, and the global economic policies that compel poor individuals in developing 

countries to emigrate for employment opportunities. Although all of these social issues and 

policies are controversial and the debates surrounding them are at times contentious, the time has 

come for wealthier countries—especially the United States—to discuss seriously how we should 

address changes to corporate culture as well as our reliance on immigrant labor and the resources 

of poorer countries. The use of caring contracts to negotiate relationships in global care chains 

would be most effective if wealthier countries and households acknowledged and questioned 
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why powerful individuals can so easily rely on poorer, more vulnerable people for the 

completion of their care work. 

All capable people should take responsibility for the world’s care work. If these ideas 

such as publicly supported childcare became more realistic rather than idealistic, care chains and 

their accompanying contracts would gradually become unnecessary. Formalization, if created 

and pursued with care ethics in mind, will begin making global care chains a more fair way of 

doing business until we reach a point where we can phase them out entirely. In recommending 

care ethics as the best moral framework for resolving this dilemma, I do not mean to argue that it 

must serve as the primary framework for all conflicts. But in the case of global care chains, care 

ethics clearly has much to offer those studying the effects of these global relationships. While 

contracts rooted in care ethics will not serve as a cure-all to this issue, they certainly contain 

great potential as a strong first step for resolving it. Ideally, caring contracts could serve as a 

starting point for a much-needed dialogue in our non-ideal world regarding care chains, gendered 

concepts of labor, taken-for-granted assumptions surrounding the precarious professional and 

home life balance, and the value of work in the public and private spheres.  
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CHAPTER 1 
 

PLACES OF INTERSECTION AND DIVERGENCE: DOMINANT MORAL FRAMEWORKS 
AND THE ALTERNATIVE OF CARE  

 
 
When feminist philosophers began to formulate and debate the viability of care ethics thirty 

years ago, it did not have an obvious place in the traditional ethical terrain. Although some 

advocates of care ethics hoped that it could coexist in fruitful exchange with traditional ethical 

theories, most ethicists actively marginalized it as a legitimate moral framework either through 

disparaging it or simply disregarding it. Ironically, thinking from the margins has both forced 

and enabled care ethicists to consider precisely where they converge and diverge from the other 

major paradigms of ethical reflection. This marginal perspective has allowed care ethicists to 

identify the major fault lines in Kantian deontology, consequentialism, and virtue ethics. This 

chapter offers an orientation to philosophical discussions of ethics by introducing the defining 

features of Kantian deontology, consequentialism, and virtue ethics in order to highlight the 

unique contributions of each as they compare with the strengths and weaknesses of care ethics. 

I will first outline the major features of each traditional ethical framework and the manner 

in which their respective principles operate. Then, I wish to engage care ethics with these 

theories to highlight not only the general strengths of care ethics, but also those belonging to the 

established ethical traditions. I will demonstrate that traditional and care ethical frameworks have 

more relevance to each other than is often assumed. Additionally, care ethics magnifies 

dimensions of negotiating ethical dilemmas that could be a resource to its more hegemonic 

alternatives. In these cases when the theories diverge from each other, care ethics may fortify the 

weaknesses of another framework and care ethics may also be fortified by traditional theories. I 

will conclude by arguing that Kantian deontology, consequentialism, virtue and care ethics each 
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offer insights into particular facets of ethical life and that agents do better to embrace a 

multiplicity of frameworks to illustrate the full range of difficult predicaments faced in the 

concrete world. 

 The first section focuses on Kantian deontology and its points of intersection and 

divergence with care ethics. For many years, care ethicists such as Virginia Held have remained 

skeptical of Immanuel Kant’s emphasis on the categorical imperative—a working criterion that 

generalizes the maxim of one’s will in order to determine whether the proposed maxim is a 

universally acceptable, and thus moral, response to a dilemma. Additionally, care ethicists have 

remained wary of the sense of moral autonomy that Kant’s ethics associates with an agent’s 

proficient use of the categorical imperative. Care ethicists such as Held also indicate that Kant’s 

moral framework may be especially suited to matters of the public sphere—such as the judicial 

system—but may not have the ability to consistently recommend actions for matters in a more 

personal setting. 

Despite these differences, these theories also overlap on a fundamental point: For as 

much as care ethics discourages the tendency to define moral actions as universalizable ones, 

care ethics tends—if often implicitly—to discuss care and caring action as a universal 

responsibility belonging to all people at some point in their lives. Universalism plays a different 

role in each camp: While Kant’s deontology seeks to define morality by articulating 

universalizable rules of behavior that apply in all circumstances, care ethicists frame care as an 

indispensable universal need that obligates everyone. Investigating this common ground may 

highlight both the importance and the danger of desiring particular actions as “universalizable.” 

 John Stuart Mill’s Utilitarianism provides the basis for my discussion of 

consequentialism. While Mill’s primary principle of utility works in a universalizing manner, it 
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encourages agents to reflect on the potential consequences of their actions, unlike the categorical 

imperative. Care ethicists remain skeptical of how the principle of utility operates as a generally 

applicable moral rule and question the priority of partial relationships—those most reliant on and 

contributing to our care—when subject to a principle that is impartial by nature. Both 

frameworks value impartial thinking regarding dilemmas of the public sphere; however, 

feminists such as Held and Fiona Robinson sometimes criticize utilitarianism as not weighing 

relationships enough when an agent’s personal obligations conflict with the interest of others in 

the public sphere. Those exercising the principle of utility appear too willing to set aside 

obligations to personal relationships in their attempt to maximize utility. On the other hand, some 

ethicists sometimes condemn care ethics as accommodating partial ties to the point of 

discounting equality between persons and permitting preferential treatment for particular others. 

I will recommend that the value of care can supplement the principle of utility for agents 

reconciling tensions between their personal relationships and responsibilities to distant others. 

That is, in particular cases, the implementation of care’s values allows one to better pursue 

utility. 

 Finally, the comparison between Aristotelian virtue ethics and care ethic frameworks is 

extremely revealing. As I will show, they have the most in common. When virtue ethicists 

suggest subsuming care and care ethics under the domain of virtue ethics, their reasoning is often 

very compelling. Care ethics places a strong emphasis on emotion and its potential to enhance, 

rather than detract from, our most reasonable thinking. Similarly, virtue ethics’s emphasis on 

phronesis, or practical wisdom, seems to call for a less-cerebral supplement to purely rational 

moral thinking. While virtue ethics highly values care, even as a primary virtue, care ethicists 

resist classifying and approaching care in this manner. Classifying care as one human virtue 
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among many may appeal to feminists who would like to see all people—male and female—value 

care and caring work in the same manner as justice, courage, or patience. 

However, care and its accompanying guidelines and observations have explicit feminist 

ties that are lost in the incorporation with virtue ethics. That is, while including concerns of care, 

virtue ethics does not do so in a way that links it to prioritizing the questioning of oppressive 

patriarchal norms in the manner of care ethics. While care ethicists treat care as a critical human, 

rather than purely female, virtue they also consider it a value and a practice that rejects 

masculinist notions of power and autonomy. Furthermore, it is arguable that virtue ethicists 

rarely think in more sociological terms about who historically has been expected to manifest 

particular virtues and whose enactment of them may be rendered invisible. For example, if we 

examine the virtues of courage and care through a historical or sociological lens, we would 

determine that both are certainly virtues but the opportunities for men and women to practice or 

be recognized for them are different in a way that conflating them obscures. For as much as care 

ethics and virtue ethics intersect on the importance of practical wisdom and the role of context in 

a dilemma, virtue ethics does not question masculinist norms in the manner of care ethics. 

 At the end of this chapter, it should be clear that care ethics intersects with these other 

theories in critical and important ways and yet is not derivate of them. The instances where care 

ethics does diverge from these traditional frameworks provide opportunities for investigating 

important challenges to ethical reflection. If care ethicists can display that care has relevance to 

these other frameworks, then it may be easier to demonstrate why care ethics itself should be 

regarded more seriously another free-standing moral framework.  Additionally, just as care ethics 

can illuminate particular dilemmas—such as global care chains—in unique ways, deontology, 

consequentialism, and virtue ethics magnify other particular facets of ethical life that makes them 
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indispensable. Understanding these places of intersection and divergence between these various 

frameworks will create the foundation for the following chapters where I explicitly relate the 

importance of care ethics to the problem of global care chains. 

 

Comparison of Care Ethics to Kantian Deontology 

If we reexamine the earliest care ethics literature, such as Carol Gilligan’s In a Different Voice, it 

becomes apparent that care ethics was born out of a major ethical debate. For example, In a 

Different Voice demonstrates the various ways that people try to understand, analyze, and act in 

response to moral dilemmas. This work revolves around the recognition of a new ethical “voice” 

that associates responsible moral behavior with those actions that primarily support and maintain 

one’s webs of relation; however, this voice garners attention because it contrasts so starkly with a 

well respected tradition in ethical reasoning: Kantian deontology. In a Different Voice reveals 

Gilligan’s analysis of Lawrence Kohlberg’s psychological studies on children’s moral thinking. 

Gilligan claims that Kohlberg’s scale of moral maturity reflects Kant’s suggestion of ideal moral 

thinking, and Gilligan concludes that this scale cannot measure the maturity of the “different 

voice” that she hears in some subjects’ ethical reasoning—a “voice” usually possessed by 

women participants.1 

Some of the worries that Gilligan and other feminists share surround deontology’s 

emphasis on the consistent application of universal moral rules, especially as they are formulated 

through the categorical imperative. Those who defend the application of universal rules and 

principles suggest that this process encourages individuals to disregard the particular details of 

the dilemma at hand and thereby avoid bias or partiality in their decision-making. These 

advocates believe that justice will more likely result from a decision that has been made 
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impartially through the application of abstract, general, and standard guidelines that minimize the 

effects of personal considerations and commitments. Indeed, justice has a critical role in moral 

decision-making; however, care ethicists such as Gilligan, Held, and Robinson have suggested 

that justice should not always be the primary value guiding all moral decision-making processes. 

In fact, consistent reliance on abstract, generalized rules and principles may hinder the 

achievement of justice in some cases. 

Care ethicists point out that moral theories, such as Kantian deontology, that place great 

importance on rationality and the universal application of rules has emphasized a sense of moral 

autonomy that encourages people to remain detached from others and relationships (their own 

and others’) in moral thinking. This worry stems from the perceived downplaying of emotion 

that Kantian ethics strongly encourages: Kantians fear that emotion usually prevents impartial 

moral thinking—and thus the achievement of justice—from taking place. As we will see, care 

ethicists believe that emotion can sometimes helpfully inform our moral thinking and allow us to 

pay closer attention to the context of the situation at hand. This attention to context may not only 

result in justice for those who deserve it, but an understanding of context may also allow us to 

determine where a breakdown in relation, communication, or solidarity has taken place. If we 

abstract away the details of particular dilemma, we may overlook valuable details that could aid 

in our thinking. 

Even with these differences in mind, it may be true that care ethics and Kantian ethics 

could compromise on the topic of moral duty, generally speaking. That is, for as much as care 

ethicists do not want to promote consistent dedication to overarching, universal moral principles, 

care ethics has somewhat alluded to a universal obligation for all capable people to care—on 

some scale—for other people. Even though care ethicists have had trouble outlining the extent to 
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which an individual should care for others, especially strangers, care ethicists should point to and 

embrace this subtle pattern in care ethics literature: For as much as care ethicists want to 

downplay the application of universal rules, their work also suggests that all people have some 

obligation to care for others, however vague. This pattern may not have to point to a 

contradiction or hypocrisy in care ethics, but it may point to an opportunity to learn—and receive 

strength—from Kantian deontology. I will first address how the role of universality works in 

tandem with Kant’s categorical imperative. This facet of Kant’s ethics sheds light on the role of 

context within the categorical imperative, the respective roles of reason and emotion in this 

framework, and its accompanying concept of autonomy. 

Kant’s Grounding for the Metaphysics of Morals is motivated by his attempt to articulate 

the very conditions for morality, including “seeking out and establishing the supreme principle of 

morality.”2 In the first section of this work, Kant states this supreme principle of morality as the 

primary formulation of the categorical imperative: “I should never act except in such a way that I 

can also will that my maxim should become a universal law.”3 The categorical imperative serves 

as means for an agent to clarify moral law for him or herself. Interestingly, Kant does not claim 

to invent the categorical imperative. Rather he points to this principle as already firmly 

established in the minds of rational individuals: “This supreme principle is, rather, ordinarily 

presumed in all moral judgments; it is a working criterion supposedly employed by any rational 

agent as a guide for making his own choices and judgments but without his being necessarily 

able to formulate it and make it explicit.”4 The categorical imperative, in all of the various forms 

offered, serves as a consistent standard for assessing moral actions, even in moments when we 

may not realize our achievement of this standard. 
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When deciding the proper course of action, agents should only act in a universally 

acceptable manner. That is, all rational people capable of understanding the dilemma and the 

commands of the categorical imperative would have to agree that the maxim one wills is 

universalizable and thus the maxim that all people would rationally choose for that situation. To 

demonstrate how this moral principle tests the validity of our actions, Kant gives the famous 

account of the “lying promise”: 

The most direct and infallible way, however, to answer the question as to whether 
a lying promise accords with duty is to ask myself whether … everyone may 
promise falsely when he finds himself in a difficulty from which he can find no 
other way to extricate himself. Then I immediately become aware that I can 
indeed will the lie but cannot at all will a universal law to lie … [M]y maxim 
would necessarily destroy itself just as soon as it was made a universal law.5 

The concept of universality is indispensable to the coherence of the categorical imperative: “An 

imperative is first of all a directive to act in a certain way—it is not a statement of fact. 

Furthermore, if the imperative is categorical, then the action commanded by it should be done 

because that action is the right thing to do”—not because the agent receives a reward or benefit 

for performing it.6 Thus, one’s maxim “must apply universally and permit no exceptions within 

its domain. If something is right for me to do, then it must be so for everybody else.”7  We can 

reasonably agree that all people should behave according to the proposed principle, or we cannot 

possibly agree to this prospect. When a maxim fails the universalizing test because it is not a 

reasonable command, a rational person considering the maxim must reject it and find another 

course of action if it is to be moral. 

 When a person follows through with a maxim that no reasonable person would will to 

become a universal law, such as following through with a false promise, we can make two 

observations. First, we can say that this person “will[s] the lie but cannot at all will a universal 
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law to lie”—that is, this person is simply content to make herself an exception to a universal rule 

while assuming that others will still abide by this rule even as she herself breaks it. Thus, the 

false promise may have some immediate pay-off for the liar until those tricked by it understand 

how they have been fooled. Second, in the case that this person claims that they will the lie as 

well as a universal law to permit false promises, Kant would doubt the rationality of the person at 

hand. An adult who does not understand the gravity of false promises lacks human reason or has 

no respect for it: “[T]he maxim must be rejected, not because of any disadvantage accruing to me 

or even to others, but because it cannot be fitting as a principle in a possible legislation of 

universal law, and reason exacts from me immediate respect for such legislation.”8 To will the 

universal permissibility of false promises is nonsense because doing so renders all promises null 

and void. Human reason cannot agree to nonsense in this manner. The person who makes herself 

an exception to the rule of promises does not agree to nonsense, but instead simply counts on all 

others to listen to reason, believe the rule, and follow it when she invokes it. Even in this case, 

however, the liar still betrays reason when she refuses to tell the truth. 

 Ultimately, Kant reveals that reason should have the greatest influence on our moral 

thinking, rather than empirical data such as inclinations and emotions. Kant has tapped into the 

categorical imperative to help us eliminate the hindrance of personal inclination and allow us 

clearly to examine our maxims in a less biased manner. Thinking in a less partial manner better 

permits the act of authoring laws for shared living since these laws must achieve a degree of 

generality with which we tend not to operate. However, Kant is more than aware that people 

often fail to set emotions and inclinations aside when testing the viability of moral maxims. He 

notes that the “frailty and impurity” of human nature makes us “too weak to follow this idea: 

Reason, which should legislate for human nature, is used only to look after the interest of 
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inclinations, whether singly or, at best, in their greatest possible harmony with one another.”9 

Human reason alone possesses the power to guide our moral thinking, but Kant claims that 

reason is too often pushed aside by individuals using it more narrowly to cater to their personal 

whims. In this latter case, agents tend to subordinate reason to other capacities such as personal 

desires or emotions. However, those who do will themselves consistently to listen to the 

commands of reason not only readily adhere to the standard of the categorical imperative, but 

they also show a great appreciation for reason itself.  

One who listens to the commands of reason does not necessarily live as an unemotional 

robot, but this person can readily set aside his or her emotions and personal desires when 

required: 

For the pure thought of duty and of the moral law generally, unmixed with any 
extraneous addition of empirical inducements, has by the way of reason alone … 
an influence on the human heart so much more powerful than all other incentives 
which may be derived from the empirical field that reason in the consciousness of 
its dignity despises such incentives and is able to gradually become their master.10 

This process of learning to despise the incentives of emotion and personal wants in moral 

thinking is undoubtedly arduous. But, Kant strongly believes that mastering this technique leads 

to consistent success in moral thinking: “[A] mixed moral philosophy, drawn from feelings and 

inclinations and at the same time of rational concepts, must make the mind waver between 

motives that cannot be brought under any principle and that can only by accident lead to the 

good but often can also lead to the bad.”11 The more an individual allows emotion and personal 

inclinations to affect his moral thinking, the less likely he wills himself to choose a response that 

is good in itself, irrespective of consequences or outcome. If an agent’s actions accord with duty 

but are not done out of duty—perhaps because he or she primarily, even unintentionally, pursues 

an emotional benefit by performing this action—the action in question may appear good “by 
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accident” but does not attain the moral worth of an action performed purely for the sake of one’s 

duty. 

 To demonstrate how one’s reason applies itself to the standard of the categorical 

imperative, Kant offers four different quandaries: a man pondering suicide; a man considering a 

lying promise for the sake of money; another man wondering whether he should bother 

cultivating his personal talents; and another asking whether he should care about or do for others 

struggling with tremendous hardship.12 In all cases, Kant explains how the categorical imperative 

works as a test that verifies the morality of the subject’s proposed personal maxim. Kant arrives 

at definitive answers that he claims would be upheld universally by other rational people; 

however, in the course of applying the categorical imperative to the respective scenarios, certain 

details of these scenarios are not revealed.13 In the case of Kant’s second scenario, he tells us that 

a man “finds himself forced to borrow money” and the man knows he cannot repay it in the 

future. Kant applies the categorical imperative to the man’s maxim (“I will borrow money and 

promise to pay it back although I know that I can never do so”), and he determines that the 

maxim fails the universalizing test and is thus immoral. 

With this example, an advocate of Kantian ethics may say that leaving out the context 

surrounding the false promise is appropriate. Understanding the finer details of the issue may 

undermine the ability to discern one’s duty in this case. If we learn that the person falsely 

promising to pay back a loan is desperate because he or she has lost his job and has to feed his or 

her young children, we may feel bad about this quandary and actually find ourselves 

sympathizing with the lying-promise. But, the categorical imperative has indicated that such 

sympathy is irrational if we allow it to endorse the agent’s action as something other than 

immoral: We cannot reasonably agree to live in a world where people behave in this manner 
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whenever they like. Additionally, an emotional response to the lying promise may possibly help 

those resorting to the lie, but participation in emotionally fueled charity still falls short of a 

proper response rooted in moral duty. 

Sally Sedgwick discusses the role of emotions in Kant’s ethics: 

[E]motions are generally viewed by Kant with suspicion: both because even the 
most other-regarding variety may serve as a front behind which the “dear self” 
hides, and because unless emotions are regulated by practical reason, they are apt 
on his view to be untrustworthy in their discernment of duty. The only candidate 
for moral agency is the subject who is able to free herself of their determining 
influence.14 

Kant’s worry of the “dear self” points to his skepticism regarding the importance of human 

emotions when we try to discern our moral duty. Kant says that “most of our actions are in 

accordance with duty; but if we look more closely … we everywhere come upon the dear self, 

which is always turning up, and upon which the intent of our actions is based rather than upon 

the strict command of duty (which would often require self-denial).”15  

Kant worries that we too often cave to the desires of our “dear selves” rather than set 

aside our own wants for the sake of acting purely out of duty. Sedgwick understands Kant’s 

description of the “dear self” as the average person who can feel the pull of emotion just as much 

as—sometimes more than—the pull of reason. If one seeks out and acknowledges the particular 

details of a moral dilemma, this may lead to having certain emotions about it, and people very 

often find their thinking susceptible to these emotions. This being the case, Kant recommends a 

wary outlook toward the “dear self” and contextual details that may have great emotional pull 

but do not accurately help agents to discern their duty in a situation. 

Thus, approaching a moral problem in an abstract or arms-length manner prevents us 

from becoming mired in details that may thwart our most reasonable thinking. And, it is our 
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proficiency at reasonable thinking that Kant points to as the highest mark of autonomy.16 Onora 

O’Neill describes this account of autonomy: “[T]o be autonomous is no mere matter of 

willfulness or independence from others or from social conventions; it is to have the mode of 

self-control that takes account of others’ like moral status. To be Kantianly autonomous is to act 

morally.”17 The autonomous person is self-legislating while simultaneously law-bound and acts 

only on maxims that all others would share precisely because they are maxims that respect the 

moral status of other agents. To be a rational and autonomous moral thinker, agents must 

separate themselves from questions such as, “Why does this person want to make a lying-

promise? Who or what depends on the success of the lie?” Kant does not explicitly forbid agents 

from asking these questions, but he also does not encourage asking them because the possible 

consequences of one’s personal maxims—which these questions point to—do not determine the 

morality of one’s actions. 

Agents must consistently pull themselves away from these smaller details in order to 

achieve the arms-length approach that better achieves rational moral thinking. The person who 

can best examine a dilemma in an abstract manner sees the general features of the problem and 

prevents her emotions or personal inclinations to sway her thinking. This person will most likely 

exemplify a high degree of autonomy on Kant’s view: This person does not yield to or rely on 

external or empirical factors in his or her moral thinking. Rather, the agent determines his or her 

own response to the issue by means of the internal commands of reason 

Feminists such as Virginia Held and Joan Tronto have expressed some concern regarding 

Kant’s ethics. This worry typically takes root in the Kantian relationship between autonomy and 

morality. For example, Tronto suggests that perhaps “more is necessary to describe morality than 

the delineation of moral rules and the requirement that human [beings] will use their reason to 
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understand and to apply these moral rules.”18 The process of using one’s reason to discern moral 

duty without any distraction from emotions may achieve Kant’s standard of autonomy, but this 

method may not be appropriate for all moral problems. Specifically, feminists like Tronto and 

Held worry that it may not always be appropriate to encourage agents to detach themselves 

radically from relevant others in their moral thinking. 

Herta Nagl-Docekal believes that feminists such as Held and Tronto are mistaken in their 

critical assessments of Kant’s ethics and the problems they attach to his concept of autonomy: “It 

has become a widely accepted view that Kant, in introducing this concept [of autonomy], is 

suggesting—and needs to be criticized for suggesting—that we perceive human beings as 

isolated and detached.”19 Feminists fail to understand that Kant understands autonomy as “what 

it means to be morally responsible” where morality consists in self-authoring and –authorizing 

collective laws under which we live.20 Many feminists, especially care ethicists, do understand 

Kantian autonomy in this sense; however, if the most autonomous (or “morally responsible”) 

person consistently examines dilemmas from an abstract perspective to avoid the pull of 

emotions or personal inclinations, this person must detach herself from the problem at hand. 

In this manner of thinking, isolation is necessary to some degree because we should not 

worry about the consequences or motives surrounding one’s decision to make, for example, false 

promises. These details, which could allow the moral thinker to become too deeply attached to 

the dilemma, should be set aside if impartiality and respect for reason are to remain intact. When 

we think autonomously, or in a morally responsible manner by properly employing the 

categorical imperative, we may find ourselves pushed into moral isolation very easily, whether 

or not Kant intended this outcome in concrete situations. The categorical imperative may provide 
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a clearer window to morality, but employing it typically requires agents to view a specific 

dilemma very generally in order to clarify their personal maxims.  

Sedgwick further addresses the role of details and context in Kant’s ethics. Although 

Kant does not completely prohibit certain relevant details of an issue to enter agents’ moral 

analyses, he also does not offer specific guidelines for labeling certain details as relevant: 

The determination of precisely what content is relevant from the point of view of 
our evaluation of moral or legal fitness is something not specified by the 
categorical imperative itself, but decided on [Kant’s] view by human judgment 
…We furthermore need to ensure that the content we admit as relevant not be so 
agent- or action- specific as to defeat the purpose of carrying out the 
[universalizing] test. Kant unfortunately provides little guidance specifying just 
where that line should be drawn.21 

In theory, the universalizing test proves valuable because it serves as one alternative regarding 

how agents might articulate and sustain moral rules. In the case of the lying-promise as described 

above by Kant, this action fails the universalizing test because it makes no sense: All promises 

would become worthless if all rational people agreed to this maxim. If agents could or should 

admit particular details of this case to their deliberations, it may become difficult assessing how 

to go about this process. 

In the concrete world of ethical problems, the universalizing test does not usually shed 

light on this issue. Sedgwick continues: 

It won’t do to ignore a person’s history, her relationships, the contingencies of her 
situation, if what we are interested in assessing is the maxim of that person as a 
unique individual—if, that is, we are working at a level of applied ethics … [W]e 
can at least say that [Kant] thinks that features individuating an agent or her 
actions to some degree constitute at that level morally relevant content.22 

The problem here is that attempting to demonstrate the universalizability of a person’s maxim 

does not always, and sometimes cannot, go hand-in-hand with a completely concrete 

understanding of a problematic scenario. Viewing a dilemma from a moral distance forces us to 
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discount the background of personal details involved in the case at hand: “[E]ven at this 

[applied] level of specificity an act of abstraction is required if the universalizability test is to be 

properly applied … [T]hose sympathetic to the Kantian position [deem this] to be a small price 

to pay for the determination of moral worth.”23 Since an abstract approach to moral dilemmas 

leaves us with the general features of the problem, moral thinkers are less likely to find 

themselves bogged down by details that hinder a completely impartial and rational moral choice. 

But, Sedgwick points out that feminists have difficulty attaching autonomous moral 

thinking to this capability of rational and abstract thinking: “My autonomy and identity as a 

moral subject is made to depend on my severing ties to my community and relationships, 

because these are thought to endanger my capacity of self-determination and to interfere with my 

ability to be impartial in the face of competing self-interest.”24 Although agents should reflect on 

whether they freely choose a particular course of action or whether their choice reflects some 

manipulation on the part of others, little room remains for questions such as “Why does this 

person want to make a lying-promise?” Agents could consider the circumstances surrounding 

another person’s reliance on lying, but this does not have moral import. To the extent that agents 

must respect the principle of universalizability, they must somewhat place themselves in the 

situation of the liar to test the maxim of the lying promise; however, it remains morally irrelevant 

for the agent to collect the details of this “person’s history, her relationships, [and] the 

contingencies of her situation” if the real task is to test the moral worth of a particular maxim. 

Clearly, there is a point of tension between Held, Tronto, and Sedgwick on the one hand 

and Nagl-Docekal and O’Neill on the other. I understand this tension, especially in regards to the 

lying promise, to center on the most general aspect of this case’s context: Is this case properly 

understood as belonging to the public or private sphere or both? While Sedgwick points out that 
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Kant gives readers little guidance for sorting out extraneous and important contextual details, I 

believe the critical contextual question that agents may want to ask centers on personal or 

impersonal nature of the relationship between the offender and the one offended. The more 

personal the matter—that is, the more tightly tethered it is to the private sphere—the more 

appropriate it may be for agents to collect the details mentioned by Sedgwick. 

For example, the hypothetical promise that Kant describes may strike his readers as a 

personal issue, one that takes place in the private sphere between two connected individuals. Of 

course, lying promises can occur in the public sphere: A businessperson may promise goods or 

services without any intention to deliver on this agreement. Most likely, few ethicists of any 

stripe would defend this businessperson or describe him or her as anything except disreputable. 

Kant’s own hypothetical case, however, does not seem to reflect corrupt business practices. This 

scenario, despite its non-descript nature, sensibly reads as one person asking another person with 

whom he or she has a relationship for a loan: Strangers do not typically ask other strangers for 

sizeable loans. It is precisely this aspect of the case—its personal nature—that these care 

ethicists find incompatible with Kantian ethics. 

If a businessperson intentionally makes a false promise, we would hope that his or her 

victims have the opportunity to rectify the situation in a court of law. We would further hope that 

the judge and jury deciding the case view the facts from a distant and impartial standpoint, 

without feeling influenced by strong emotions, partial leanings, or prejudice: This setting easily 

conforms to Kant’s framework. In light of the facts, the judge and jury may question, “Did this 

businessperson act in a manner that is universally acceptable, or did he or she act as an exception 

to a rational rule?” Even if this businessperson lied to feed and clothe his or her children, it 

remains extremely unlikely that he or she would not face some punishment. However, care 
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ethicists such as Held and Tronto hesitate to extend this distant and impersonal approach to all 

scenarios, especially those within more personal settings, because it sometimes seems 

inappropriate.  

If the lying promise has taken place within a more personal relationship, agents 

(especially the lied-to individual) may want to ask why the liar has resorted to such desperate 

measures and if the loan eased dire circumstances. If unjust circumstances have forced the liar 

essentially to steal money from unsuspecting friends or family, these circumstances form the 

heart of this issue and the lying-promise is a manifestation of them. But, if an agent must always 

use abstract thinking in regards to every lying-promise he or she encounters, then the agent must 

dismiss these questions because his or her relationship to the liar and the liar’s circumstances 

may too strongly admit emotion or attachment that the agent feels toward the liar. 

In a personal context, an agent’s attempt to be a fair, impartial, and just moral thinker 

may backfire: Without the general context of the lie, we may deem someone’s actions immoral 

while overlooking the real heart of the matter. On the other hand, if we include the context of the 

situation at hand, then we may have a completely different outlook on the validity of this 

person’s maxim. We may even feel inclined to approve of it in this case, which risks insulting 

human reason. But, if agents make no distinction between cases of more or less personal nature 

while adhering to a Kantian framework, then agents must agree with Kant and ultimately deny 

the morality of a false promise. Care ethicists such as Held and Tronto suggest that Kant’s ethics 

conform well to the workings of the public sphere, but these ethics may not always be 

appropriate for a quandary involving more personal relations. 

 For as different, even oppositional, Kant’s ethics appear to care ethics, both frameworks 

intersect on an interesting point. One of care ethics’s biggest criticisms of deontology focuses on 
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the requirement of universality in regards to personal maxims: A person’s maxim must meet a 

universally acceptable and impartial standard of rationality. But, care ethicists worry that such a 

standard forces us to discount details specific to each moral dilemma, such as the context that 

may influence a person’s decision to lie. However, across a wider survey of care ethics literature, 

a subtle pattern of universality underlies the texts of care. Care ethicists describe care—in terms 

of an emotion, value, and practice—as potentially within all people: An emphasis is placed on all 

people’s ability to care and to value care labor, despite whatever value society assigns to this 

labor or which specific group of people find themselves assigned the tasks of care. 

John Paley notes this undercurrent of universal obligation in care ethics literature: “[T]he 

writings of Gilligan and [Nel] Noddings are full of implicit and explicit references to principles, 

right and duties.”25 Additionally Nagl-Docekal observes that “care ethicists claim to offer an 

alternative to moral universalism, [but] they introduce the ‘particularity-is-to-be-respected’ 

concept, which, on closer inspection, turns out to be a universal moral principle.”26 Nagl-

Docekal explains that an agent deliberating about whom most requires her care actually follows a 

universal command of duty when she feels conviction to extend her help where it is most 

urgently demanded. The care-giver would actually be following a universalizable maxim in this 

case: “It is my duty to help others, wherever I can, to become or to remain human beings who are 

as fully as possible in command of their capacities and thereby to enable them to pursue their 

self-chosen ends.”27 At the same time, if we decide that our help is not necessary for whatever 

reason, a universal rule could support this decision as well and provide proper justification for 

refraining from action. 

Virginia Held offers a hypothetical problem that I will use to demonstrate two points: 

First, an overarching rule—such as the categorical imperative—does not always offer the best 
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approach to moral thinking, especially in regards to matters that involve close relationships. 

Second, the example illustrates the “particularity-is-to-be-respected” concept that Nagl-Docekal 

understands as hypocritical on the part of care ethicists. Held’s describes the hypothetical 

situation: “A father of a young child is by profession a teacher with a special skill in helping 

troubled young children succeed academically,” and this father tries to determine whether he 

should put his free time into achieving greater excellence at work—assisting others’ children—or 

into building his relationship with his child.28 

Held takes three approaches to this question. First, she adopts “the point of view of 

universal utilitarian rules” and determines that he would technically achieve greater utility 

improving his performance at work than in improving his relationships at home.29 Then, Held 

adopts a Kantian perspective where his work performance and his dedication to parenthood are 

both classified as imperfect duties. While one may always be blamed for neglecting perfect 

duties (that is, acting in a way that is illogical because these actions cannot be universally 

upheld), one may not find him or herself blamed for neglecting imperfect duties. Imperfect duties 

somewhat depend on our individual preferences. Kant, for example, refers to the cultivation of 

our individual talents as an example of an imperfect duty. While it is blameworthy to overlook 

perfect duties, we usually receive praise for our pursuit of imperfect and perfect duties. 

In Held’s example, this father decides that the imperfect duty to his students outweighs 

the imperfect duty owed to his one child. A universal application of impartiality compels him to 

think: 

Reasoning as an abstract agent as such, I should act on moral rules that all could 
accept from a perspective of impartiality. Those rules recommend that we treat all 
persons equally, including our children, with respect to exercising our 
professional skills, and that when we have special skills we should use them for 
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the benefit of all persons equally … especially when [these skills] are seriously 
needed.30 

But, Held also contrasts this and the consequentialist perspective with the perspective of care. In 

both cases, this third perspective indicates that the father should build his relationship with his 

child and subordinate his professional concerns to this unique relationship: “He thinks he should 

free himself from extra work to help his child feel the trust and encouragement from which his 

development will benefit, even if this conflicts with impartial morality.”31 Held defends the 

conclusion from care as morally motivated, despite its disconnection from an explicit and 

impartial universal moral rule: “For one alternative the motive would be: because universal 

moral rules recommend it. For the other the motive would be: because this is my child and I am 

the father of this child and the relationship between us is no less important than universal 

rules.”32 Held refers to the father’s choice to spend extra time with his child as morally motivated 

because it is the option that he believes “he ought to act on … without holding that every father 

ought to act similarly toward his child.”33 The father places greater weight on the particularity of 

his situation rather than view it from an arms-length perspective that may commit him to 

discounting his child. 

 If we uncritically allow universal rules to serve all aspects of morality, we may not 

realize the importance of asking, “Why must we adopt the perspective of all and everyone when 

it is a particular relationship that we care about at least as much as ‘being moral’ in the sense 

required by universal rules?”34 Held says that the moral claims of caring are as critical and 

substantial as those stemming from universal and impartial rules. As far as this hypothetical case 

is concerned, and similarly to the case of the lying-promise, Held suggests that “universal rules 

should be limited to the domain of law, rather than expected to serve for the whole of morality”35 
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While Kantian ethicists may see this father’s choice to spend extra time with his son as a failure 

to discern an (imperfect) duty, Held understands this choice as rooted in care and still moral 

despite its partial leanings. 

Held maintains that laws should have universal and impartial application to agents, but 

she remains less certain regarding the role of universal and impartial maxims within particular 

relationships. Held argues that “the ethics of care considers the moral claims of caring as no less 

valid than the moral claims of impartial rules. This is not to say that considerations of 

impartiality are unimportant; it does deny that they morally ought always to have priority.”36 

This may commit the care ethicist to consistently ask, “Must particularity be respected in this 

case?” and this commitment to rule-following may strike Paley and Nagl-Docekal as 

incongruous with the general features of care ethics. 

Examining this potential incongruity within care ethics proves interesting.  Even in 

Held’s example, the adult male in question struggles between claims on his ability to care, and 

not caring—about the students, about his child—is never entertained as an option in this 

situation. Even if this adult decided to take leave from his job and move away from his spouse 

and child for the sake of tending to his own personal or emotional needs, it could still be argued 

that this person chooses to engage in self-care.37 It may be tempting to call this latter move 

selfish, but it may in fact be necessary to this person’s health and well-being if too many people 

make claims on his ability to care. Ultimately, the call to care in some manner, in some capacity, 

consistently lingers in the background of care’s reasoning. Not caring does not appear as an 

option.38 

 Paley and Nagl-Docekal’s reference to an obligation to care and even an obligation to 

some degree of rule-following connects care ethics to Kantian ethics: Both frameworks invoke 
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some form of specific moral principles and commit agents to some type of universal obligations. 

While moral principles and obligations appear more explicitly in Kant’s ethics, they surface as a 

more subtle pattern within care ethics regarding agents’ obligation to care for others when 

appropriate. Clearly, it would be impossible to erase this feature of both frameworks without 

dramatically altering them. Care ethicists have argued that, in many cases, dedication to 

universally and impartially applied moral principles becomes problematic if they consistently 

disregard the particularity of individuals and relationships; however, it seems that care ethicists 

sometimes rely on a notion of “universal obligation” of care to emphasize the weight of moral 

claims that originate in care. 

I do not want to argue that this points to hypocrisy within care ethics. Rather, care 

ethicists should explicitly acknowledge and discuss this notion as providing some kind of 

undercurrent to their ethical approach. Understandably, care ethicists have tried to avoid creating 

and deploying moral principles of care that operate in a consistent and predictable manner at the 

expense of unique and crucial relationships. For ethicists like Held and Tronto, relationships 

allow rules to exist and function in the first place—it is within relationships that rules protect the 

moral and political rights that exist between individuals.39 Care ethics’s weak commitment to 

universal and impartial principles as such implies the low priority of this aspect of a moral 

framework. But, perhaps care ethicists should reexamine the significance of an implied universal 

obligation to care within the currently existing framework.  

 In this section I have demonstrated the use and function of the categorical imperative and 

the corresponding priorities it entails. Additionally, for as divergent as these priorities are from 

those of care, Kantian deontology and care ethics both refer—in varying degrees—to universal 

obligations of some kind. Rather than suggest that one or both of these frameworks must drop 
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this notion to “properly” relate to each other, I have recommended that care ethicists further 

examine this subtle trait in order to determine how it might expand the use and recognition of 

care ethics itself. Furthermore, I have also demonstrated that care ethicists remain skeptical of 

the sense of moral autonomy attached to the categorical imperative. While some settings require 

agents to take an arms-length approach to a quandary and the other parties involved with it, care 

ethicists have argued that this approach is not appropriate in all settings. As Held’s example of 

the teacher demonstrates, the value of care may justify some choices in our personal lives as 

moral even if they appear to have partial leanings. In the next section, I will perform the same 

task with consequentialism, especially as it relates to Mill’s Utilitarianism. Care ethics critiques 

this other theory in a manner similar to Kantian ethics, and I will propose that the value of care 

has relevance to the principle of utility.  

 

Comparison of Care Ethics to Mill’s Utilitarian Ethics 

When Mill published Utilitarianism in 1861, he offered an alternative to Kantian ethics. 

Although he appreciated Kant’s effort to provide a founding principle in ethics, Mill believes 

that Kant’s categorical imperative “fails, almost grotesquely,” in providing this foundation.40 

Mill’s Utilitarianism offers a teleological rather than deontological approach to ethics, and his 

founding principle places great emphasis on the consequences of our actions. Mill states, “The 

creed which accepts as the foundation of morals ‘utility’ or the ‘greatest happiness principle’ 

holds that actions are right as they tend to promote happiness; wrong as they tend to produce the 

reverse of happiness.”41 This rule requires us to think ahead before taking action to solve a 

problem. When projecting the possible outcomes of a dilemma, we should ultimately pursue the 

outcome that not only pleases us, but also pleases as many relevant people as possible. Because 
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“pleasure and freedom from pain are the only things desirable as ends,” the achievement of this 

general outcome should primarily steer our moral compass.42 

 Mill describes a complex conception of happiness. People should not only aim to increase 

the quantity of happiness for themselves and others, but the quality of happiness pursued 

deserves equal consideration. Because human beings possess “higher faculties,” we have the 

ability to derive happiness from mentally or physically taxing activities: “A being of higher 

faculties requires more to make him happy, is capable probably of more acute suffering, and 

certainly accessible to it at more points, than one of an inferior type; but in spite of these 

liabilities he can never really wish to sink into what he feels to be a lower grade of existence.”43 

Human pride and dignity generally encourages most individuals to make choices that not only 

produce happiness, but produce a lasting sense of happiness. Generally, these longer-term 

pleasures are derived from seemingly less pleasurable activities, such as hard work, practice at a 

particular activity, or a challenging physical activity.44 In other words, the pleasures of instant 

gratification—although not condemned by Mill—are not described as the most firm and lasting 

source of human happiness. 

 Although many people may agree that the pleasures of instant gratification are better 

pursued in moderation, and sometimes best avoided altogether, people still over-indulge in these 

lower pleasures.45 Mill tries to account for this, and he reveals a connection between his ethics 

and social philosophy. It is true, he says, that temptation often derails some people’s attempt to 

focus on the long term happiness afforded by higher pleasures. But, sometimes it is more than 

temptation that clouds individuals’ judgment: 

Capacity for the nobler feelings is in most natures a very tender plant, easily 
killed not only by hostile influences but by mere want of sustenance … Men lose 
their high aspirations as they lose their intellectual tastes, because they have not 
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time or opportunity for indulging them; and they addict themselves to inferior 
pleasures … because they are either the only ones to which they have access or 
the only ones to which they are any longer capable of enjoying.46 

Mill admits that the varying social backgrounds of individuals have historically hindered the 

progress of a “general cultivation of nobleness of character.”47 Although Mill does not explicitly 

discuss a theory of education in Utilitarianism, he seems to tie a life of higher pleasures and 

nobleness of character to “intellectual tastes”: “Utilitarian writers in general have placed the 

superiority of mental over bodily pleasures chiefly in the greater permanency, safety, 

uncostliness, etc, of the former.”48 Ultimately, most higher pleasures are derived from activities 

that require particular social opportunities. 

Mill’s reference to nobler feelings and intellectual tastes implies the superiority of mental 

pleasures as higher pleasures; however, mental pleasures may remain out of reach for those who 

“have not time nor opportunity for indulging them.” When “mere want of sustenance” and a 

constant fight for survival demand nearly all of a person’s time and attention, especially those 

individuals caught in the tight grip of poverty or disease, mental pleasures may become an 

unrealistic or inaccessible luxury. For example, a child may have a true gift for playing the 

piano; however, if this child lives in a poor neighborhood with inadequately funded schools and 

parents barely able to make ends meet, piano lessons (and access to a piano) may be an 

unrealistic priority for this child and her family. As this child grows older, she may sacrifice all 

of her free time to earn extra income for her household. In the worst case, she may grow bored 

due to a lack of mental stimulation at home and may later find herself “addicted” to inferior 

pleasures. Since lower pleasures have countless forms and are readily accessible in any 

community, they may become the only outlet for pleasure (or escape from hardship) that this 

person has. Meanwhile, her talents, creativity, and intelligence have not been adequately 
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challenged due to a lack of family and community resources: Her “capacity for nobler feelings,” 

or at least those feelings related to musical accomplishments, has been crushed by lack of social 

opportunity. 

Mill expresses genuine concern for the “tender plant” that is our human capacity for 

nobler feelings and higher, mental pleasures. Adherence to a utilitarian lifestyle depends on this 

noble character especially because individuals would benefit not only from developing it within 

themselves, but also by influencing others with this character’s corresponding behavior. A 

society with an overall “nobleness of character” would ideally become a society of proficient 

moral thinkers. Mill’s utilitarians would pursue happiness of the best quality and quantity not 

only because they desire happiness itself, but also because they desire the best long-term 

outcome from their personal and collective choices. As individuals acquire a “cultivated mind,”49 

they also become more familiar with higher quality, longer-term pleasures. And, those 

individuals who can see past the temptation of instant gratifications are, ideally, people who tend 

consistently to think about the consequences of their actions, moral and otherwise. 

Encouraging the prioritization of higher pleasures and teleological ethical thinking could 

have a huge impact on society: 

Genuine private affections and a sincere interest in the public good are possible, 
though in unequal degrees, to every rightly brought up human being. In a world in 
which there is so much to interest, so much to enjoy, and so much also to correct 
and improve, everyone who has this moderate amount of moral and intellectual 
requisites is capable of an existence which may be called enviable.50 

Mill goes so far as to suggest that this “sincere interest in the public good” could eventually 

eradicate huge problems such as poverty and disease, and it would be a utilitarian framework that 

would most efficiently guide this interest. 51 This framework would encourage agents to set aside 

more often the pleasures of instant gratification in order to take a long-term view toward the 
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human efforts that may diminish these problems. Mill’s emphasis on the cultivation of 

individuals’ minds points to the bigger picture of society: “[G]ood physical and moral education 

and proper control of noxious influences” in agents’ lives could drastically improve local 

communities, and even international communities, for the better.52 

 Mill emphasizes the prioritization of utility in the second chapter of his ethics, and he 

explains the relationship between utility and justice in the final chapter of Utilitarianism. 

Because Mill understands utility as the primary ethical value for both agents and their respective 

communities, he grounds justice in utility. Mill does not chiefly refer to justice as an abstract 

concept or principle to which individuals and societies refer. Rather, he first points to justice “as 

[supposing] two things: a rule of conduct and a sentiment which sanctions the rule.”53 This 

sentiment is not described as an overwhelming emotion that encourages agents to act in vengeful 

retaliation. Rather, 

“[T]his sentiment, in itself, has nothing moral in it; what is moral is the exclusive 
subordination of it to the social sympathies, so as to wait on and obey their call … 
[W]hen moralized by the social feeling, [this natural sentiment felt by the 
individual] only acts in the directions conformable to the general good.”54 

When one feels that injustice has occurred, he or she cannot assume that injustice has in fact 

taken place. This person finds his or her resentment justified only when “society has a common 

interest” to resist the crime with the one offended. 

 In order for the sentiment of justice to qualify as a “moral feeling,” a person must 

consider the offense against him in regards to society as a whole: “[A] person whose resentment 

is really a moral feeling … certainly does feel that he is asserting a rule which is for the benefit 

of others as a well as for his own.”55 A person truly concerned with justice understands that the 

offense against him or her and the eventual response it elicits affects “the interest of society” and 
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not just the individual alone.56 For as much as a person may desire to mete out punishment for a 

crime, this feeling must be countered by a general societal acknowledgment that a rule of 

conduct has been transgressed. Otherwise, the one-offended has catered to his or her personal 

desires and possibly overlooked or offended the satisfaction of the general good: “[I]f he is 

regarding the [offending] act solely as it affects him individually, he is not consciously just.”57 

 Like his concept of justice, Mill’s emphasis on the importance of rights also takes root in 

utility. The desire for justice implies the existence of rights, and rights also contribute to the 

happiness of society in a manner similar to justice. To have a right means “to have something 

which society ought to defend me in the possession of. If the objector goes on to ask why it 

ought, I can give him no other reason than general utility …The interest involved is that of 

security, to everyone’s feelings the most vital of interests.”58 Rights, when protected and 

enforced by the government, provide people with security, and Mill argues that a society with 

securities is far happier than one lacking them. Thus, the political cornerstones of rights and 

justice serve Mill’s primary value of utility. 

 Finally, Mill discusses the relationship of impartiality to the protection of rights and 

maintenance of justice. He defines impartiality as “an obligation of justice, [and it] may be said 

to mean being exclusively influenced by the considerations which it is supposed ought to 

influence the particular case in hand, and resisting solicitation of any motives which prompt to 

conduct different from what those considerations would dictate.”59 Mill ties the concept of 

equality to impartiality, and he explains that both are necessary to justice: In order to be 

impartial, one must understand all others as equal. The interference of favoritism in an ethical 

dilemma not only implies that one has failed at impartiality, but has failed to regard relevant 
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people in the situation as equals. Additionally, a person must take the “particular case in hand” 

and consider only those relevant factors that may influence “reward and punishment.”60 

With a general framework in mind of Mill’s consequentialist ethics, we may infer that his 

ideas of impartiality, justice, rights, and utility are extremely relevant to general matters of the 

public sphere where most disputes usually arise between strangers. Even though Mill admits that 

“favor and preference” are not always forbidden in some matters (such as preferring some people 

as friends and not others—an issue of one’s personal life in the private sphere),61 most of his 

discussions regarding utility and its manner of grounding justice, rights, and equality do not 

focus on agents’ personal affairs or problems in the private sphere. In other words, an agent may 

struggle to meet standards of impartiality or respect equality between persons if the dilemma is 

one of the private sphere or involves an agent’s personal relationships. 

In his article “Utility and the Good,” Robert Goodin points out that consequentialist 

theory does not have to comment very strongly on this latter point because its real strength as a 

moral framework lies elsewhere: 

Utilitarianism of whatever stripe is, first and foremost, a standard for judging 
public action … [T]he utilitarian doctrine really comes into its own in public 
settings … [I]t is the characteristically utilitarian conclusion that the right action is 
that which maximizes utility (however construed) summed impersonally across 
all those affected by that action. That is the standard that we are to use, 
individually, in choosing our own actions. That is, most importantly, the standard 
that public policy-makers are to use when making collective choices impinging on 
the community as a whole.62 

On the surface, utilitarianism works relatively neatly when exercised in public, and some 

personal, matters. But, agents may struggle to view impersonally “all those affected by [their] 

actions” if they consistently rely on this standard in their personal lives. 
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An agent may struggle, however, to justify utility as a primary moral value when he or 

she tries to resolve the claims of his or her personal relationships with more general claims of the 

public sphere. For example, Chris Goodmacher addresses this issue by citing a dilemma posed 

by Peter Singer: “Is it all right for me to spend $600 on a lavish birthday for my mother when 

that same $600 could just as easily be used to prevent the early deaths of three starving children 

in the Third World?” While Singer answers this question negatively in his own work, 

Goodmacher finds the response debatable due to the conflict between the loyalties we may feel 

toward a personal relation and the obligation we may feel toward distant others.63 

 Goodmacher is aware that “we all need a considerable measure of impartiality in our 

lives.”64 However, Goodmacher believes that utilitarianism understands relationships too 

instrumentally rather than as ends-in-themselves: “Utilitarianism would still, at some level, 

prefer to see some personal relationships sacrificed for the greater good of utility 

maximization.”65 In regards to Singer’s birthday dilemma, throwing the party in honor of one 

person does not seem to maximize utility adequately when three children potentially face 

starvation elsewhere. The person holding the $600 has a decision to make: How much—if at 

all—should he or she revise the party plans to maximize utility for the most people? When he 

addresses the question, Goodmacher decides that utilitarian thinking cannot adequately provide 

an answer in this case. 

 Goodmacher ultimately thinks that utilitarian ethics cannot successfully implement 

impartial thinking when the partial ties of personal relationships are involved in a dilemma: “Any 

utilitarian system will have the maximization of utility as its overarching goal … [and will] 

ultimately require us to regard our personal relationships as potential means, rather than the ends 

they are.”66 Goodmacher worries that personal ties will sometimes have to take a backseat to the 
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maintenance of impartial moral standards and respect for utility even when even when doing so 

feels inappropriate.. As a result, “utilitarianism cannot be all that matters to us … We cannot thus 

simply be asked to give our resources wherever they may do the most good, because such an 

injunction would violate the vital moral necessity of being partial to those we love.”67 To resolve 

the conflict between impartial and partial moral thinking, Goodmacher turns to the Aristotelian 

concept of phronesis, or practical wisdom, and discusses its potential contribution to utilitarian 

ethics. 

 Aristotle describes phronesis as an internal “sense” guided by the context of a situation, 

rather than a set of principles or rules. Because of the vague nature of the general, overarching 

rules that typically describe ethical behavior (in this case, Mill’s greatest happiness principle), 

Goodmacher points to our own sense of moral judgment—based on our own and others’ 

experiences—as capable of directing us in conflict.68 Most likely, a “staunch utilitarian” would 

discount this practical moral wisdom since one should simply act in the way that maximizes 

utility, regardless of practical wisdom’s suggestions. But, Goodmacher maintains that we must 

tap into some other type of knowledge in situations where the partiality of our relationships 

“cannot be translated into language our impartial reasons would understand.”69 Our personal 

sense of moral judgment would have to examine the context of the situation at hand, mediate 

between our personal connections and commitments to impartiality, and then “find the right 

mean between excessive self-concern and excessive self-sacrifice for each of us.”70 

Unfortunately, Goodmacher’s relation of phronesis to utilitarianism may not dispel all 

confusion in the (potentially impossible) reconciliation between impartiality and ethical context. 

Introducing the concept of phronesis to the utilitarian framework raises its own set of new 

questions: How would agents know when or to what extent they should trust phronesis? What if 
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an agent strongly trusts this feeling in a situation, but others do not agree with his or her personal 

response? I understand Goodmacher’s reference to phronesis to describe how agents can 

translate partiality toward personal relationships “into language our impartial reasons would 

understand.” However, I believe Julia Driver’s take on “sophisticated consequentialism” 

provides a better approach to this task.71 

 Driver notes that impartiality and partiality are critical to both the public and private 

spheres. Since an impartial ethical framework should try to accommodate the relationships that 

contribute to our overall happiness, we must find a way to prevent our “intuitions [from going] 

too far in favoring the near and dear.”72 While Goodmacher believes that consequentialism 

ultimately cannot respect our personal ties with others, Driver believes we can find a better 

balance between respect for utility and personal relationships. She refers to Peter Railton’s idea 

of the “sophisticated consequentialist” to keep agents’ intuition in balance with their impartial 

reasoning. Driver’s own take on the sophisticated consequentialist means that “one can believe 

[a] theory to be true, and it can still have some guiding function, though a limited one—one 

doesn’t have to accept it in certain areas of one’s life, for example.”73 In the case of Singer and 

Goodmacher’s birthday party, it may be factually true that the $600 will increase utility for more 

people if the agent sends it to Oxfam or UNICEF, but recognizing one’s mother’s birthday 

“displays a good disposition … that can be rendered good on consequentialist grounds.”74 The 

best maximization of utility may not occur if we still throw a party, but a sophisticated 

consequentialist would consider this “an example of blameless wrongdoing.”75 The sophisticated 

consequentialist proposes that we can still achieve a degree of increased utility—in this case, 

maintaining our good disposition and pleasing our mother by recognizing her birthday—without 
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the agonizing strain of “consciously aiming for the best outcome” regarding utility in all 

decisions in all areas of our life.76 

 While some problems may call for instrumental thinking, not all decisions related to our 

personal relationships must be thought of in instrumental terms. Rather, the sophisticated 

consequentialist understands that “it is a bit of an empirical issue as to what sort of decision 

procedure will lead us to the best overall outcome.”77 That is, the use of instrumental thinking 

depends on the context and type of situation at hand. Because a significant amount of 

individuals’ happiness—and the happiness of their web of relations—hinges on common events 

like recognizing family birthdays (with or without lavish parties), the sophisticated 

consequentialist sometimes justifiably prioritizes maintenance of relationships over impartial 

attempts to maximize utility for a wider—or more distant—group of people. For Driver, this 

prioritization depends on a partialist norm: “[O]ne ought to show preference for [close relations] 

in one’s behavior and in one’s judgment” because doing so in the appropriate moments achieves, 

in its own way, a significant increase in happiness, especially for those close to us. 

However, some contexts do not have room for partial norms—Driver notes the judicial 

system—and the sophisticated consequentialist has little trouble separating these contexts from 

one another. To be “well functioning,” a person will have to make this separation in her mind 

and carefully choose which moments are “appropriate moments” for this partialist norm: 

Accepting the truth of the theory and the truth of one’s personal experiences does 
not make one schizophrenic [when the two should contradict]. Likewise, a 
consequentialist can respond that the theory can well be true as a justification of 
our actions, and yet we are so designed that in our most intimate circumstances it 
is not good to think in terms of the theory.78 

In theory, canceling the party and donating the money achieves the most utility in the short and 

long term; however, in the same space of time, the same actions may hurt an important 
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relationship in an agent’s personal life. The sophisticated consequentialist cannot subsume the 

personal relationship—and the ensuing damage it may endure—purely to the demands of 

maximized utility. Driver explains that we may choose not to approach the most personal aspects 

of our lives with impartial generalized moral principles, even if we do choose to use them at 

other times. Rather than point to this as contradictory or weak-minded, she describes this choice 

as natural and practical.  

 Like Kant, Mill’s ethics utilizes a general, overarching principle to recommend the best 

course of action in a moral dilemma. When agents feel conflicted with an issue involving 

personal relationships, Goodmacher and Driver point out that using the greatest happiness 

principle in tandem with phronesis or some type of practical reason may minimize the potentially 

negative outcome of hurting our relationships for sake of overall maximized utility. While these 

critics describe this as a helpful aid in our decision-making, we must question how and when this 

supplement—practical wisdom—should be deployed. Rather than focus on the role of practical 

wisdom in consequentialism, I think Driver and Goodmacher should consider the relevance of 

care as a primary value in particular instances of consequentialist thinking. 

In their attempt to distinguish when and how utility should serve as the guiding ethical 

value in a dilemma, these philosophers generally divide cases into public matters (that is, judicial 

or legislative matters) and personal matters (such as family birthday parties). When agents feel 

uneasy subsuming a personal matter or relationship to a public or global issue, Driver and 

Goodmacher both explain how a cerebral inner-sense can allow us to justify the higher 

prioritization of our personal relationship even at the cost of maximized utility. Returning to the 

birthday example, if the agent throws the expensive party or re-budgets and sends half of the 

party money to charity, the agent neglects utility to some degree in both cases. One may also 
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argue that the agent neglects justice in both cases. But, I think it is arguable that this attempt to 

compromise between obligations to familiar and less familiar others signals a high prioritization 

of care as well. In fact, it may be arguable that attempts to seek a fair or just resolution in this 

case signals that care, rather than utility, is the primary value motivating the hypothetical parent 

and the party-giver.  

Held aligns with both Goodin and Driver in regards to consequentialism’s relevance to 

matters of the public sphere: 

These theories [that is, Kantian ethics and utilitarian theory] generalize from the 
ideal contexts of the state and the market, addressing the moral decisions of 
judges, legislators, policy makers, and citizens. But because they are moral 
theories rather than merely political or legal or economic theories, they extend 
their recommendations to what they take to be all moral decisions about how we 
ought to act in any context in which moral problems arise.79 

Held believes that utilitarianism has its own place in the general domain of moral thinking; 

however, in matters primarily affecting households or small groups of connected individuals, 

Held remains skeptical of the use of a universal moral principle to resolve adequately these 

issues. Rather than rely on the principle of utility in Singer’s birthday dilemma, “affectionate 

sensitivity and responsiveness to need may seem to provide better moral guidance for what 

should be done in these contexts than do … rational calculations of individual utilities.”80 

Held’s observation raises two points about the potential interaction between 

utilitarianism—including its corresponding values of utility, fairness, and justice—and care 

ethics’s emphasis on response to human needs. First, agents who must compromise between 

conflicting obligations will most likely avoid references to utility or justice when explaining their 

course of action to closely related others. In the birthday example, if the party-giver donated 

some or all of his or her budget to needy and geographically distant children, he or she would 
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most likely explain this choice to his mother and family by referring primarily to the value of 

care. The party-giver may say to his or her mother, “Donating the money allowed me to respond 

to the needs of these other individuals who are clearly hurting and deserve my/our attention.” 

But, I do not think that the party-giver would properly justify scaling-back the party to a loved-

one by saying, “The principle of utility tells us that having the party is unfair and even unjust; I 

did my best to maximize utility with my budget.”81 In the first response, the value of care 

motivates respect for fairness and equality in this case. In the instances that our personal 

obligations conflict with obligations to distant others, care provides the best grounding for the 

pursuit of utility and fairness. If the agent leads with care, respect for utility can follow in care’s 

wake. 

This raises the second point related to Held’s observation: I do not want to describe the 

value of care as having relevance only to the private sphere, and I do not want to portray Held as 

implying this. Even though utilitarianism (and Kantian ethics) may correspond best to “moral 

decisions of judges, legislators, policy makers, and citizens,” this should not imply that care 

ethics only corresponds to the “leftover” realms of households and families.82 In fact, the 

birthday example counters this potential misunderstanding. If the party-giver resolves his or her 

personal conflict between the lavish party and the children’s poverty by providing a donation, 

then this agent demonstrates how care can recognize and correspond to both personal and global 

needs: The value of care can recognize and have relevance to public (even global) matters. The 

agent’s response to his or her mother and the distant children potentially achieves greater utility 

when primarily guided by care.  

 In this section I have demonstrated that a utilitarian moral framework requires the value 

of care to address better the conflict between obligations of personal relationships and distant 
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others. Overall, a commitment to the maximization of utility best serves impersonal matters of 

the public sphere. Although agents can and do use utilitarianism in matters involving personal 

relationships, there are many instances when respecting utility, equality of persons or 

relationships, and impartial moral thinking conflicts with agents’ obligations to close family or 

friends. Goodmacher and Singer’s reference to the hypothetical birthday party clearly illustrates 

that many of the choices agents make in their personal lives have potentially far-reaching affects 

within the global community: A lavish birthday party becomes morally questionable when 

compared with a dire (but distant and foreign) situation of life and death. The simple choice to 

give, cancel, or scale-back a party potentially affects the distribution of dollars that can save 

lives. Application of overarching moral principles, such as the principle of utility, may feel 

deficient to an agent aware of tremendous global needs but also committed to personal 

relationships. 

While Mill’s principle commits an agent to the maximization of utility, Driver has 

suggested that this commitment may be inappropriate to some portions of an agent’s life. I agree 

with Driver and further suggest that agents sometimes subsume utility, and its corresponding 

emphasis on impartiality, to the value of care. When torn between commitments to people we 

love and to suffering individuals across the globe, some degree of “affectionate sensitivity and 

responsiveness to need” may provide a better avenue to utility and fairness than “rational 

calculations of individual utilities.” Care allows utilitarianism to become more relevant to moral 

considerations in agents’ personal lives. Regarding Singer’s example, care would not only 

motivate the agent to acknowledge and respond to others’ suffering, but it would also permit and 

recommend the agent to enjoy (more modest) celebrating with his or her mother. In this way, 

care not only allows the agent to justify maintenance of a personal relationship, but it also 
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reinforces that the agent should acknowledge and take care of more distant relationships in his or 

her global community. Care not only translates agents’ loyalty to their personal relationships 

“into [a] language our impartial reasons would understand,” but it also motivates agents to 

realize and respect the true nature—that is, global nature—of their webs of relation. In the next 

section, I will discuss the relationship between care ethics and virtue ethics. Care ethics 

significantly overlaps with this moral framework, but we will also see that it diverges from virtue 

ethics in a critical manner. 

 

Comparison of Care Ethics to Aristotelian Virtue Ethics 

The last major moral framework that I wish to explore in relation to care ethics is virtue ethics. A 

review of this framework, especially as it pertains to Aristotle’s formulation of it in his 

Nicomachean Ethics, actually reveals many similarities between it and care ethics. On the 

surface, it appears that both frameworks have similar priorities, especially in regards to the 

higher prioritization of context in an ethical dilemma; the role of phronesis or a type of empirical 

reasoning in our ethical thinking; and the significance of personal relationships as contributing to 

and relying upon our dedication to living the best life. However, virtue ethics diverges from care 

ethics in a number of ways. Care ethics understands care not only as a virtue to be possessed and 

acted-upon, but also as a value and a practice. Regarding the practice of care, care ethicists 

investigate and question patterns of care: Who most commonly practices care, and what role 

does care play in the public and private spheres? Additionally, care ethicists argue that by putting 

care’s priorities first, not only in private homes but in the legislation and social policy of the 

public sphere, other important priorities such as justice will be accommodated for more people. 
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While virtue ethicists may readily classify care as an important virtue necessary to living the best 

life, care ethicists understand care as a potentially critical impetus to more ethical social change. 

 Aristotle begins his ethics with a general investigation regarding the chief goal of life: 

happiness. Although he does strongly relate happiness to pleasure in the manner of Mill, 

Aristotle ultimately describes happiness as a by-product of living and functioning excellently as 

a human being. This excellent functioning depends on the proper interaction between virtue and 

the reasoning portion of a person’s soul: “[The best human] life consists of a being-at-work of 

the soul and actions that go along with reason, and it belongs to a man of serious stature to do 

these things well and beautifully … [T]he human good comes to be disclosed as a being-at-work 

of the soul in accordance with virtue.”83 Aristotle’s ethics depends on his concept of the soul, 

which has two general “parts”: the irrational and the rational. 

All living things, even plants, have at least an irrational and nutritive soul that accounts 

for basic growth in the organism. Human beings, however, have the irrational and nutritive part 

of the soul and an irrational and appetitive part of the soul. This latter part accounts for our 

desires and passions, and it directly responds to the rational portion of our soul.84 The rational 

part of our soul has the power to control the irrational nutritive and appetitive parts, and training 

oneself to live according to reason, rather than passions and desires, is a challenging process that 

lasts a lifetime.85 A person accustomed to submitting their irrational desires to their “rational 

reasoning” most likely functions excellently according to moral virtues, but living in correct 

relation to these virtues is a complicated and challenging process. 

Mastering a virtuous life hinges on one’s dedication to particular habits, and the virtues 

themselves “come to be present neither by nature nor contrary to nature, but in us who are of 

such a nature to take them on, and to be brought to completion in them by means of habit … [For 
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example,] we become courageous by doing things that are courageous.”86 If we train ourselves to 

prioritize certain types of behavior, this behavior eventually becomes less taxing—new habits 

become tried and true ways of life. Generally, Aristotle defines a virtue as an “active condition 

from which one becomes a good human being and from which one will yield up one’s own work 

well.”87 Most importantly, simply possessing various “dispositions,” such as courage, patience, 

temperance, and generosity, does not make one virtuous. Rather, a person is virtuous when he or 

she finds the “moderation or middle state” of these traits and becomes proficient at appropriately 

tapping into them when they are necessary. 

Courage provides a clear example of a virtue that only proves valuable when harnessed in 

correct moderation: “Now concerning fear and confidence, the mean condition is courage; of 

people who go to excess, the one who exceeds in fearlessness is without a name, … the one who 

exceeds in confidence is rash, and the one who exceeds in fearing but falls short in being 

confident is a coward.”88 In this way, an agent must carefully moderate courage on two fronts. 

First, some people will have an easier time tapping into courage than others; this ease, or lack 

thereof, will impact the degree to which a person must “conjure” their courage. A person who 

tends to cower away from changes in circumstances—whether he must face a new school, new 

job, or something unexpected like an emergency—will have to work harder to reach the mean of 

courage than someone who is generally less cowardly and more effortlessly approaches the mean 

of this virtue. Second, a person will utilize courage differently in different situations—that is, a 

person will rely on courage differently in various situations. For example, it requires a particular 

degree of courage to pursue a job opportunity and a completely different degree of courage to 

charge forward in a military battle. Both cases will call on a person to pursue the mean of 

courage differently, but it is still courage that the agent must pursue. 
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If we think of care as a virtue, we can think of it in a similar manner to courage. Aristotle 

believes that all people can possess the virtue of courage, and (especially in regards to his later 

conversations on friendship) he believes that people can also pursue a mean regarding care of 

and toward others.  While moderating this virtue may be easier for some people rather than 

others, all people will have to moderate care differently depending on the situation at hand: 

Caring too much for another person may result in our smothering them; caring too little may 

amount to neglect. Part of caring excellently, like being excellently courageous, involves 

knowing how to determine which people in which situations demand more or less of our care: 

While getting angry, or giving or spending money, belong to everyone and are 
easy, to whom and how much and when and for what purpose and in what way to 
do these things are no longer in everyone’s power, nor are they easy; for this 
reason what is done well is rare and praiseworthy and beautiful.89 

Whichever virtue we choose to discuss, we must keep in mind that it is not merely possessing the 

virtue that signals excellence but utilizing each virtue in the most proper, or moderate, manner at 

the right time. Additionally, possessing the virtues only to utilize them in an extreme manner is 

not only unworthy of praise, but reprehensible.90 

 Utilizing the virtues in the “right” way requires submitting the irrational, appetitive part 

of our soul to the rational part. Aristotle says anger “belongs to everyone,” but a person who 

refuses to be irate and chooses to be patient when necessary demonstrates his or her high regard 

for reason: Clearly, this person can submit his passions to the higher behavioral standards of 

reason. Specifically, it demonstrates use of phronesis, or practical wisdom, a faculty that takes 

root in the rational part of the soul: 

Practical wisdom is the faculty that deals with what is just and noble and good for 
man, that is, with those things that the good man does … And the work of a 
human being is accomplished as a result of practical judgment and of virtue of 
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character, since virtue makes the end on which one sets one’s sights right and 
practical judgment makes the things related to it right.91 

This aspect of practical wisdom allows us to examine Aristotle in contrast to a deontologist like 

Kant. 

Kant’s categorical imperative serves as a test that indicates our moral duty: If we find 

ourselves hoping that all people would courageously perform A rather than cowardly resorting to 

perform B, then we should also discern our duty to perform A regardless of whether we feel like 

adhering to this duty. For Aristotle, practical wisdom ensures that we not only do what is 

required (in this case, find the proper mean of patience) but that we do this with a certain 

deliberate disposition. That is, we perform A not only because it is best but also because we want 

to do A. We seek the end of patience by particular means or a proper disposition in this case. 

 Aristotle distinguishes two manners of engaging with a particular virtue, and he uses the 

example of justice. First, he says that one can do something that seems just, but if this action is 

done involuntarily or through ignorance, we really do not feel inclined to call this person just. In 

this case, justice was an accident. Additionally, a person may do something just to achieve some 

external benefit, like a reward. Again, we do not want to point to this person as truly just since he 

or she did not pursue justice for its own sake. Rather, Aristotle says, “[I]n this sense, as it seems, 

it is possible to perform each action in such a way as to be good—and the sort of way I mean is 

by choice and for the sake of the actions themselves.”92 Kant, for example, does not concern 

himself with the human disposition to be good. Instead, duty is our primary motivation for acting 

ethically, and a particular disposition should not diminish or enhance our dedication to duty. But, 

Aristotle feels that the interaction between practical wisdom and moral virtue “makes us desire 

the end,” whether this end is justice, patience, or courage.93 
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 In regards to justice, Aristotle dedicates a large portion of his ethics to this topic. In many 

ways, his discussion of justice aligns with most traditional concepts of it found in moral 

philosophy. He defines justice as “what is lawful and equitable, and what is unjust [as] what is 

unlawful and inequitable,” and he describes this comparison to equity in very mathematical 

terms.94 Similarly to other virtues like courage and patience, an agent achieves justice by seeking 

its mean in a situation, and each situation will have its own context that determines how justice 

evens out inequalities between people. Interestingly, Aristotle distinguishes between justice of 

the public and private spheres, but he intentionally brackets a conversation regarding the latter: 

“[T]he justice that belongs to household management … is different from the political sort.”95 

That being said, Aristotle does have plenty to say regarding friendship which is typically 

regarded as a relationship of the private sphere.  

 One of the largest points of commonality between care ethics and Aristotle’s virtue ethics 

draws on Aristotle’s lengthy discussion of friendship. This detailed discussion of personal 

relationships and their impact on agents’ ability to live the best life also separates Aristotle’s 

ethics from consequentialism and deontology. Aristotle describes friendship as “a certain kind of 

virtue” that is “necessary for life.”96 The human inclination toward friendship is not only a 

biological disposition “implanted by nature,” but also acknowledgment of human vulnerability: 

“In both poverty and other misfortunes people believe that friends are the only refuge.” Every 

phase of life, from youth to old age, is made better with the company of friends.97 Furthermore, 

friendship is necessary for the overall health of society. 

Aristotle does not use the word “solidarity” in his social perspective of widely-held 

friendship, but Aristotle alludes to something similar in nature: “And friendship seems to hold 

cities together … [W]hen people are friends there is no need of justice, but when they are just 
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there is still need of friendship, and among things that are just what inclines toward friendship 

seems to be most just of all.”98 The complete realization of friendship relies on a reciprocal bond 

of well-wishing: “[T]hey call people good-willed who wish for good things in that way when the 

same thing does not come from the other person, since they speak of goodwill in people who 

reciprocate it as being friendship.”99 While the first remark about friendships seems to describe 

something held widely by people in a community, the second observation reflects a more 

personal bond between individuals. 

Aristotle outlines and organizes varying degrees of friendship and even the terms for 

severing these relationships. The simplest type of friendship hinges on utility: When people 

dedicate themselves to one another only because they provide something useful to one another, a 

relationship exists but it is only “incidental.” These relationships tend to dissolve quickly since 

circumstances can easily change, preventing a useful exchange between these individuals.100 

However: 

The complete sort of friendship is that between people who are good and are alike 
in virtue … And those who wish for good things for their friends for their own 
sake are friends most of all, since they are that way for themselves and not 
incidentally; so the friendship of these people lasts as long as they are good, and 
virtue is enduring.101 

Naturally, one who strongly possesses and utilizes the virtues and implements them correctly and 

consistently would also be “proficient” at friendship—a relationship that depends upon how well 

respective friends react to the shifting circumstances within each other’s lives. Additionally, if a 

virtuous person is noble in character, then this same type of character would most likely 

participate in strong and mature relationships. 

While mastering the virtuous lifestyle can take nearly a lifetime, friendship requires a 

similar investment of time and effort. At times, it can feel far less taxing to invest effort into 
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relationships that have some kind of explicit reward, whether material or emotional. But, 

Aristotle lauds the person who commits himself to the complexity of friendship even when it is 

sometimes tiresome to do so: “But such friendships are likely to be rare, for such people are few 

… For according to the common saying, it is not possible for people to know one another until 

they use up the proverbial amount of salt together.”102 Anyone who has invested himself in a 

worthwhile friendship knows that “using up the proverbial amount of salt together” involves a 

strange mix of pleasure, joy, disappointment, and heartache. “[W]ishing for friendship comes 

about as something quick, but friendship does not.”103 The same may be said of cultivating a 

virtuous character, especially a character that participates in a relationship without an eye to 

utility. 

The virtuous person who cares about his friendships also navigates the changing course 

of these relationships with confidence. Aristotle debates whether various changes may justify 

one or both individuals in ending the relationship. For example, in the case where a supposedly 

“good” man reveals himself to be “bad,” the other person may justifiably decide that he or she 

cannot remain loyal to this bond. But, there are many exceptions to this case, and for Aristotle 

the decision one eventually makes hinges entirely on the context of the situation. Sometimes, one 

may find an opportunity to salvage the relationship, but a person who severs ties with someone 

who is no longer good “would not seem to be doing anything strange, since it was not to that sort 

of person that he was a friend.”104 

Interestingly, in regards to friendships, Aristotle asks “whether one ought to love oneself 

most, or someone else.”105 He deeply analyzes the role of self-love and the affect it may have on 

one’s character and how one relates to others. On the surface, he notes, self-love is generally 

regarded as selfish and detrimental to relationships: A decent person disregards his own 
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interests.106 But, Aristotle believes that another, more complex notion of self-love must receive 

some consideration in this discussion. A virtuous person tends to participate in the strongest 

friendships. But, to even become this virtuous person, one must have tremendous love, patience, 

and respect for himself: To attain the virtues and utilize them correctly, a person must spend a 

tremendous amount of time and effort to learn the virtuous lifestyle. 

This entire process appears rather self-centered, but the finished “product”—the virtuous, 

and thus happy, man—benefits the whole community: “Therefore, a good person ought to be a 

lover of self, since he will both profit himself and benefit the others by performing beautiful 

actions, and a corrupt person ought not, since he will harm himself and those around him by 

following base passions.”107 The good man loves himself for the sake of benefiting others. That 

is, he respects and values himself enough to invest the proper effort into the development of his 

practical wisdom and his acquisition and use of the virtues. The bad man, however, never tames 

the passions of his appetitive part of his soul with the practical wisdom of his rationality. The 

good man always “takes for himself a larger share of what is noble”108: This person prioritizes 

the habits of virtue in a way that exemplifies ultimate love of self. This love is far more selfless 

than selfish because it requires a tremendous amount of sacrifice for others. Or, put another way, 

these habits (such as courage, patience, generosity) require that we keep others in mind more 

often than not. This true and decent self-love extends into the good man’s interactions with 

others—especially his friends. 

With this perspective regarding the virtues, noble or right behavior, and our responsibility 

toward others in friendship, it seems that virtue ethics and care ethics may have many points of 

commonality. Perhaps this explains why some contemporary virtue ethicists have argued that 

care ethics is best described as a subset of virtue ethics: If we discuss care as an important virtue 
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with certain corresponding habits, behaviors, and responsibilities, we can legitimize care and its 

priorities in a way that care ethics has been unable to do on its own. On the surface, this solution 

may appear to make sense. In fact, Aristotle’s framework of virtue ethics seems to permit taking 

this particular step. 

It is not uncommon to find care ethics discussed as a subset of virtue ethics in 

introductory ethics textbooks.109 Raja Halwani presents his own argument for understanding care 

as an important virtue within a larger framework of virtue ethics. Discussing care ethics in this 

manner, he argues, will preserve care’s priorities (that is, its focus on the particularity and 

uniqueness of relationships and the larger role these relationships should play in matters of the 

public sphere) and provide care with a more effective means to approaching various moral 

problems.110 Unfortunately, Halwani’s description of care ethics and its proposed place within 

virtue ethics does not accommodate care ethics’s feminist roots. In other words, the only way to 

subsume care ethics under another moral framework is to utilize a misconception of care ethics. 

When care ethics is understood correctly, we cannot successfully make it a subset of another 

theory. 

Halwani values four specific “desiderata of care ethics”: Care ethics’s prioritization of the 

context of embedded relations; its emphasis on “areas of life” that are typically ignored by other 

traditional moral frameworks (specifically, the relationships and dilemmas of the private sphere); 

its prioritization of emotion alongside reason; and partiality (that is, care ethicists claim we can 

be both partial and moral).111 Halwani suggests that subsuming care ethics under virtue ethics 

will resolve tensions within care ethics while still preserving these desiderata. This move begins 

by thinking “of care as a virtue, as one virtue, albeit an important one, among those that go into 

constituting a flourishing life.”112 Both care ethics and virtue ethics consider relationships a 
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critical part of a flourishing life; however, as Halwani points out, care ethics understands our 

relationships as ontologically basic while virtue ethics understands “individuals as ontologically 

basic and the individual’s flourishing as ethically basic.”113 This presents a major difference 

between the two frameworks, but Halwani says that he is not interested in accommodating care 

ethics’s ontological claims. Rather, he wants only to try accommodating care ethics’s ethical 

claims. 

In making this move, Halwani falls into a trap that many feminists point to as extremely 

problematic and symptomatic of traditional ethical theories. Clearly, Aristotle takes great pains 

to explain the relevance of friendship relations to the flourishing and virtuous person; however, 

Halwani cannot simply dismiss the ontological priority that care ethics places on relationships 

and still expect care ethics to remain care ethics. Halwani fails to realize that care ethics not only 

views relationships as ontologically basic, but this prioritization of relationships has also 

characterized this framework as specifically feminist: Feminists have had to prioritize 

relationships in ethics, especially those of the private sphere, because masculinist ethical 

frameworks have not properly valued them or have dismissed them entirely. Aristotle describes 

friendship as contributing to and stemming from the virtuous lifestyle, but care ethicists uphold 

the relevance of friendship and relationships even more personal than friendship: The personal 

exchanges that comprise parenting and family relationships—bonds traditionally considered 

inconsequential to the public sphere and political community—shed light on the exchanges that 

take place between individuals in the public sphere. Recall, in his discussion of justice, Aristotle 

distinguishes justice of “household management” from justice in the public sphere. Some 

feminists and care ethicists have argued that structures of injustice within households reflect 

structures of injustice in the public sphere: It is to our detriment to entirely dismiss the former 
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from a conversation of the latter.114 By setting aside the ontological basis of care ethics from the 

beginning, Halwani risks losing a critical aspect of care ethics’s history and identity. 

Halwani claims that “virtue ethics is not logically bound to accommodate care ethics’s 

ontological claims (nor should it: it is difficult to see how human relationships can be 

ontologically basic when they conceptually require human beings to form the relationships).”115 

By excusing virtue ethics from doing this work, Halwani fails to differentiate himself from other 

ethicists who rely on “the traditional liberal myth of the ‘self-made man’” as the central, 

detached (as well as masculine and autonomous) figure in ethical theory.116 Diana Meyers 

elaborates on the danger of this myth and how care ethics’s vision of a relational self is feminist 

in origin:  

The feminist relational self is the interpersonally bonded self … [As such] people 
share in one another’s joys and sorrows, give and receive care, and generally 
profit from the many rewards and cope with the many aggravations of friendship 
[and other personal relationships] … These relationships are sources of moral 
identity, for people become committed to their intimates and to others whom they 
care about, and these commitments become central moral concerns.117 

Similarly, Marilyn Friedman also describes this relational self as necessary to living a completely 

human life: 

According to the relational approach, persons are fundamentally social beings 
who develop the competency of autonomy … in a context of values, meanings, 
and modes of self-reflection that cannot exist except as constituted by social 
practices … Nearly all of us remain, throughout our lives, involved in social 
relationships and communities, at least some of which partly define our identities 
and ground our highest values.118 

When Halwani claims that he does not have to accommodate relationships as ontologically basic 

in his discussion of care ethics, he also dismisses this inherently feminist concept of the 

relational self: By prioritizing relationships, we understand the “individuals” that relationships 

require as attached to other “individuals” in some, even very personal, capacity. And, by 
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dismissing this feminist understanding of individuals as consistently attached to—never 

completely severed from—other individuals, Halwani essentially dismisses the core of care 

ethics. The connection that he tries to build between virtue ethics and care ethics seems tainted at 

this point. 

 There are other problems with this attempt to subsume care ethics under virtue ethics. 

Many of the issues that Halwani claims virtue ethics to remedy within care ethics have already 

become a part of the on-going feminist critique of care ethics. Many of these issues are related to 

Halwani’s attempt to “inject reason” into the problematic emotive aspect of care ethics. Halwani 

somewhat understands care ethics’s valuation of emotion in ethical reasoning, but in his attempt 

to offer his own balance of these two faculties he overlooks care ethicists’ recent attempts to 

make room for reason alongside emotion. Halwani acknowledges what Aristotle, for example, 

values in regards to emotion and ethical reasoning: Ultimately, Aristotle requires that the agent’s 

heart be in the proverbial “right place” when acting on a particular virtue. For example, “when a 

virtuous person [properly] acts in a caring manner toward another, he also feels the tender 

emotions associated with caring action,” and meeting this requirement demonstrates that “virtue 

ethics accommodates care ethics’s concern about emotion, then, quite easily.”119 But, Halwani 

mistakenly fails to credit care ethics as flexible in a similar manner. That is, care ethics is later 

portrayed as needing virtue ethics in order for a caring person to be both caring and rational. 

 Because of Halwani’s narrow reliance on Nel Nodding’s work to investigate the minute 

details of care ethics, Halwani operates under the impression that proper caring is “spontaneous,” 

or springing from the agent easily and naturally, as opposed to something that results from 

serious deliberation.120 As a result, Halwani describes virtue ethics as providing care ethics with 
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tools that allow care ethicists to rationally deliberate on matters within the various relationships 

we find ourselves enmeshed: 

The point is that reason plays a crucial regulative role [in our relationships]: it 
assesses the goals and the general character of a friend, and in doing so, it offers a 
generally reliable mechanism with which we can check that the friendship is 
morally in the clear … For insofar as care ethics has been criticized on the 
grounds that it does not leave room for a mechanism by which the caring relation 
is evaluated as good or not, such an account of the role of reason would, in 
principle, supply such a mechanism … Virtue ethics requires that caring 
relationships be subjected to a regulative role of reason to ensure their moral 
desirability.121 

However, many feminist critics of care ethics have already made this same assessment.122 In fact 

some feminist critics may go further than Halwani in describing the extent to which we should 

reasonably deliberate upon aspects of our relationships. When Halwani later recommends, “Even 

if my mother, say, is self-centered and rarely shows concern for me, it is still my obligation to 

tend to and care for her,” it is very likely that many care ethicists would completely disagree.123  

Although care ethicists are quick to point out that we cannot choose our familial 

relationships, such as our mothers, care ethics clearly have affirmed that people—especially 

women dealing with patriarchal structures of power within and outside of private households—

must be especially critical in regards to toxic relationships. While the earliest care ethics 

literature (such as Noddings’ Caring) gives the impression that obligations to care leave little 

room for us to decide to whom and to what extent we should care, recent care ethicists such as 

Claudia Card have seriously questioned this assumption. Additionally, many feminists have 

shown support for Card’s questions and use their own corresponding investigations to strengthen 

care ethics accordingly. 

Halwani’s description of care ethics as needing virtue ethics to become rational and 

deliberative—returns us to the earlier point regarding the dismissive attitude toward the 
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ontological basis of relationships in care ethics: When we strive to improve care ethics by 

subsuming it within another moral framework, we risk dismissing its most critical aspects and 

overlooking the work and contributions that care ethicists have made to this framework from 

within its own boundaries. In this case, we do not need to subsume care ethics to the overall 

framework of virtue ethics to recommend that care-givers rationally deliberate for whom and to 

what extent they care for certain others. 

Finally, I believe it is worth thinking about the Aristotelian virtues from a sociological 

perspective: Even though Aristotle has suggested that all agents cultivate the virtues and act on 

them as consistently as possible, Western societies have traditionally outlined different 

expectations for men and women’s behavior. While we encourage men to act courageously and 

ambitiously, for example, we traditionally encourage women to behave with patience and care. 

In other words, it is arguable that the individual virtues are in fact gendered. As Carol Gould puts 

it: 

With respect to the formation of character, the awareness is needed that the whole 
range of character traits which have hitherto been identified as either exclusively 
male or exclusively female are in fact human traits which have contingently and 
historically been identified with some gender.124 

It is worth questioning historical opportunities for people of both genders to fully and genuinely 

adopt the virtues. Traditionally, we do not reward men for acting with care, and we do not 

typically reward women for bravery or “proper” ambition.   

When an ethicist suggests subsuming care ethics under virtue ethics, it seems to reinforce 

the historical notion that some virtues are more masculine—that is, more important—than others. 

Perhaps participating in care, especially in regards to friendship, composes part of the 

flourishing, virtuous life. But, regarding the actual composition of gender roles in Western 
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society, agents of both sexes have clearly faced different expectations for the virtues that they 

should embody. In contrast, care ethics claims that male and female agents should acknowledge 

the practices and values of care, as well as acknowledge care’s relevance to the public and 

private spheres. Ideally, we would disconnect gender norms from the concept of care. 

Despite the general similarities that care ethics may share with virtue ethics, clearly I 

would resist discussing the former as a subset of the latter.  Both frameworks focus much of their 

attention on personal relationships and the interplay of these relationships with the other aspects 

of our lives, including our ethical thinking. Both refer to some type of practical wisdom, which 

requires that we read into the finer details of a particular situation and choose actions that take 

these details into account. However, even if care ethicists were to completely agree that care can 

be thought of as a virtue with a specific mean—that is, caring is something that “can be done ‘at 

the right times, about the right things, toward the right people, for the right end and in the right 

way’”—this does not mean that care ethics itself can or should be a subset of virtue ethics 

generally.125 Following through with this latter project would entail dismissing the core of care 

ethics: Because virtue ethics does not rigorously question masculinist norms and notions of 

power and autonomy in the private and public spheres, it cannot accommodate care ethics’s 

feminist priority to value personal relations of the private sphere and examine how these 

relationships can inform matters of the public sphere. This mission has been at the heart of care 

ethics while coexisting with the mission of providing a different moral framework. 

In this chapter, I have attempted to provide the basic groundwork for the moral theories 

that care ethics seeks to intersect with and, more critically, diverge from by providing a different 

perspective in ethics. With each general framework—Kantian deontology, consequentialism, and 

virtue ethics—I have noted opportunities for investigating their points of commonality and 
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divergence to show that there is room for “communication” between them. These frameworks 

overlap perhaps more than we typically acknowledge; but, each one provides thinkers with 

unique points of consideration within dilemmas. In each case, the most general point of 

divergence between care ethics and the other theories rests in care ethics’s feminist roots. While 

each theory may struggle to describe the best balance between emotion and reason, or the 

justification of applying general, universalizable principles and rules, the effort to question 

masculinist norms and patriarchal structures of power remains unique to care ethics. Just as care 

ethics cannot simply accept an atomistic account of reason to better cohere with pre-existing 

moral theories, these other theories cannot simply be injected with feminist philosophy to better 

cohere with care ethics. Although feminists and care ethicists may hope that traditional moral 

theories would take feminist claims more seriously, these concerns have always had a close tie to 

care ethics. But, this fact does not prevent care ethics from connecting to these other ethical 

approaches. 

 The next chapter will specifically address care ethics. I will focus on the works of five 

prominent feminists who have contributed to this theory over the past thirty years. Following 

their respective rendering of the theory’s most critical features, I will investigate feminist 

criticisms of care ethics. These criticisms have helped to align care ethics with contemporary 

feminist priorities, including feminist attempts to make care ethics more able to address global 

problems. The first and second chapter will be necessary to later address the dilemma of global 

care chains. 
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CHAPTER 2 

FEMINIST CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE ETHICS OF CARE  

 
This chapter provides an overview of care ethics, one that chronologically moves through the 

critical works of Carol Gilligan, Sara Ruddick, Joan Tronto, Virginia Held, and Fiona Robinson. 

Although I do not intend to offer a complete history of this ethical theory, I will highlight 

particular insights offered by each of these theorists in order to demonstrate the relevance that 

care ethics has acquired beyond matters of the private sphere. This chapter serves as an 

intervention: I will relate the critical components of these theorists’ work in a manner that not 

only forges a clear understanding of care ethics but also demonstrates its ability to address a 

global dilemma that impacts private households as well as international relations: that of global 

care chains. Additionally, focusing on the contributions of these particular thinkers will allow me 

to answer better recent criticisms posed by philosophers who strongly defend Kantian and 

utilitarian approaches to global dilemmas. Following the overview of care ethics, I will address 

the major internal critiques of care ethics. During the past thirty years, feminists such as Claudia 

Card, Sara Hoagland, and Barbara Houston have expressed skepticism about care ethics and 

raised major concerns about care ethicists’ priorities. By addressing these concerns, care ethicists 

have redefined what it means to be “autonomous” or “mature” as an ethical thinker and they 

have achieved a better understanding of care’s relation to the public sphere.  

Care ethics is most concerned with the caring practices that individuals carry out to 

maintain the well-being of others. This framework also understands people as concrete, 

connected beings: Human beings find themselves embedded in various relationships and intricate 

social webs throughout the course of their lives. According to the ethics of care, moral decisions 
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are based on assessments of context as well as considerations of relevantly connected others, 

such as family members, friends, colleagues at work or school, or even more distant community 

members. Ultimately, care ethics understands all people as interdependent: People both depend 

on, and provide for, others in their struggle for survival. This interdependence may impact how 

agents make choices in their everyday lives, and care ethicists believe that many circumstances 

require that agents primarily consider their interconnectedness with others when making 

decisions. 

I first address the theory of care ethics presented by Carol Gilligan. Her book, In a 

Different Voice, was among the first to challenge ethical systems primarily rooted in concepts of 

justice and autonomy. Gilligan’s professional research is in psychology, but her work has 

contributed to interdisciplinary feminist discussions of ethics. Her work on moral development 

and care solidified the foundation of care theory to which other feminist forerunners have 

contributed. Gilligan’s case study of Jake and Amy clearly demonstrates how an ethic of care 

contrasts with an ethic of justice, and this contrast has inspired a heated debate of the strengths 

and weaknesses of both systems. I follow Gilligan’s work with Ruddick’s Maternal Thinking: 

Toward a Politics of Peace. Ruddick describes caring labor as rational and highly cognitive, and 

she applies her theory of care ethics to effective peacemaking in the public sphere rather than 

simply addressing private, domestic issues.  

 Joan Tronto’s Moral Boundaries: A Political Argument for an Ethic of Care addresses 

what “care” is, what human “needs” encompass, and why care work—although universally 

required in all cultures and human societies—is consistently disparaged and care workers 

relegated to the margins of society. 1 Tronto investigates how political and public structures of 

power will have to undergo revision if we wish either to attribute a higher value to care work or 
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to insist upon a more egalitarian manner of carrying it out. Virginia Held’s The Ethics of Care: 

Personal, Political, Global claims that care is the “most basic moral value.” 2 As such, care 

should provide the social framework into which we place other values, especially that of justice. 

Similarly to Tronto, Held describes how prioritizing rather than degrading care would 

dramatically transform the priorities of western societies: Individuals in the public sphere would 

increasingly recognize each other as interdependent, rather than disconnected, self-interested 

autonomous beings. 

 Finally, Fiona Robinson’s Globalizing Care: Ethics, Feminist Theory, and International 

Relations discusses the intertwined connection between international relations and ethics. 

Robinson describes a “critical ethics of care,” the hallmark of which is a relational ontology 

which “starts from the premise that people live in and perceive the world within social 

relationships.”3 This critical ethics of care and Robinson’s emphasis on a relational ontology can 

shed new light on persistent problems, such as global poverty or disease, since it is an ethics that 

avoids maintaining an impartial, arms-length approach to global issues that connect and affect 

enormous webs of relation between concrete individuals. 

While the previous chapter demonstrates care ethics’s relevance to traditionally non-

feminist moral frameworks, this chapter provides a more complete depiction of care ethics itself. 

Care ethicists may generally agree on some features of this framework, but they individually 

highlight particular aspects of this relatively new theory. The features emphasized by the 

following five feminists prove specifically helpful to the task of analyzing the problem of global 

care chains through the lens of care. The next section will begin my discussion of these feminist 

theorists, starting with Gilligan’s description of the “different voice.” Mapping the cornerstones 
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of Gilligan’s work will allow me later to demonstrate how other feminists have continued to 

defend, modify, and utilize this theory in ethical dilemmas of both the private and public spheres.  

 

Carol Gilligan and the “Different Voice” 

The evolution of care ethics typically traces back to feminist work of the mid-twentieth century, 

but the concept of “care” as a “different voice” is clearly congealed in some of Gilligan’s work, 

including In a Different Voice.4 Gilligan outlines two seemingly opposed approaches to moral 

dilemmas: the ethic of justice and the ethic of care. These moral approaches take on a gendered 

nature during the course of Gilligan’s work, with the ethic of justice as male-patterned and the 

ethic of care as female-patterned. Gilligan states in her introduction that the gendered nature of 

these perspectives is simply “an empirical observation” and certainly not “absolute,” but feminist 

philosophers and scholars have taken great interest in the pattern of gendered voices behind 

justice and care during the past thirty years.5 The “different voice” that Gilligan describes in 

detail is the voice of care, which is very often vocalized by her female interview participants.6 In 

order to describe and contrast the ethic of justice with that of care, I will focus on Chapter Two 

of In a Different Voice and Gilligan’s interaction with two eleven year olds, Jake and Amy. 

 Jake and Amy participated in a study that analyzed and charted their moral development 

in regards to their understanding of rights and responsibilities.7 Ideally, participants would score 

as high as possible on a scale of moral development outlined by Lawrence Kohlberg. Gilligan 

describes Kohlberg’s scale of moral development as having six steps with each step 

encompassing a “three-level progression of moral maturity.” The lowest levels of maturity 

(stages one and two) represent “an egocentric understanding of fairness based on need.” The 

middle level of maturity (stages three and four) represent “a conception of fairness anchored in 
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the shared conventions of societal arrangement.” The highest level of maturity (stages five and 

six) describe “a principled understanding of fairness that rests on the freestanding logic of 

equality and reciprocity.” 8  The higher a participant scores on this scale, the more the participant 

indicates an ability to rely on a “principled understanding of fairness that rests on the free-

standing logic of equality and reciprocity … that Kohlberg equates with moral maturity.”9 Jake 

and Amy score differently on this scale, and their responses to the interviewer not only account 

for this difference, but they also respectively represent the justice and care approaches that 

Gilligan wishes to explore. 

 Both eleven year olds are presented with the same hypothetical moral dilemma called the 

“Heinz dilemma”:  

A man named Heinz considers whether or not to steal a drug which he cannot 
afford to buy in order to save the life of his wife. In the standard format of 
Kohlberg’s interviewing procedure, the description of the dilemma itself—
Heinz’s predicament, the wife’s disease, the druggist’s refusal to lower his 
price—is followed by the question, “Should Heinz steal the drug?”10 

Jake clearly states that Heinz should steal the drug, and his reasons rest on an analysis of the role 

law plays in society. Jake clearly places importance on the following of rules and laws, but he 

also mentions that laws are man-made and thus potentially flawed or inadequate on some 

occasions. In this case, Jake says, Heinz should steal the drug and admit to breaking a law, and 

he should expect a punishment in return; however, Heinz should receive the lightest possible 

sentence for doing what (Jake thinks) the presiding judge would ultimately call “the right thing 

to do.”11 Jake sees this order of events as logical and fair. 

 Amy’s response to the Heinz dilemma does not register as clearly as Jake’s. Not only 

does her response seem less clear to interviewers, but they do not rate her response as very well 

reasoned or “mature.” Rather than directly respond to the question, “Should Heinz steal the 
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drug?” Amy looks beyond the boundaries of stealing and recommends that Heinz and the 

druggist “just talk it out”: She suggests that Heinz pursue a loan or work out a payment plan for 

the drug. She insists that there’s another “way to make the money” or legally obtain the drug 

than to simply steal the necessary medication. Unfortunately for Amy, this response to the Heinz 

dilemma causes her to score lower on Kohlberg’s scale of moral development because of her 

failure to simply and directly answer the question, “Should Heinz steal the drug?”12 Her response 

registers as ambiguous and vague despite the details she has about Heinz. Gilligan derives the 

“different voice,” and an early rendering of care ethics, from the contrast of these two 

perspectives. 

 Jake’s approach to moral dilemmas coheres more strongly with Kohlberg’s idea of moral 

development because Jake relies on “systems of logic and law” to mediate problems that arise 

between differentiated individuals. This logic is valued by Kohlberg and thus ranked very high 

on his scale.13 Jake applies a general rule in his response to the Heinz dilemma. When asked how 

Heinz should solve the problem, Jake advocates stealing because “a human life is worth more 

than money” and he equates Heinz’s case to “a math problem with human [beings].” The 

superior value of human life over money serves as a constant, and Jake consistently settles on the 

Heinz’s entitlement to steal based on what Gilligan calls a “rationally derived” equation.14 Even 

if Heinz does not love his wife, Jake still recommends stealing the medication not primarily 

because the two are married. Instead, Mr. Heinz should always consider Mrs. Heinz’s life as 

more valuable than money or things regardless of whether he cares about the unique and 

irreplaceable nature of his spouse. Jake appeals to this general rule in both cases because he finds 

it to be a helpful guideline.15 
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 Thinkers like Amy do not appeal to this “logic” or the power of law. Rather, she appeals 

to the communication that could take place between the individuals involved this scenario. 

Instead of referring to a hierarchy of value (that is, human life is always worth more than 

property), she considers the kinds of interaction that could occur between the relevant parties and 

the potential impact this interaction could have in solving the dilemma: “I think there might be 

other ways besides stealing … he really shouldn’t steal … but his wife shouldn’t die either.” She 

continues, “If he stole the drug, he might save his wife then, but if he did [steal], he might have 

to go to jail, and then his wife might get sick again, and he couldn’t get more of the drug [while 

in jail], and [the outcome] might not be good.”16 

 Possibly, the evaluators listening to Amy perceive her response as naïve since she implies 

that communication between opposing parties naturally leads to understanding and compromise 

between them. However, I think Gilligan’s analysis of the study demonstrates that evaluators do 

not acknowledge or respond to Amy’s attempt to alter the coordinates of the situation. Rather 

than demonstrating that she can comprehend and deal decisively with facts of the Heinz 

dilemma—a higher mark of moral maturity in Kohlberg’s study—she gives evasive responses in 

her attempt to spell out the needs of Heinz, the pharmacist, and their respective webs of relation. 

Amy indicates that a better understanding of the agents’ diverse needs may lead to a fruitful 

compromise between them. 

 Amy describes the value of Mrs. Heinz in a manner that evades a hierarchical 

organization of values and an accompanying set of general rules that protect people from 

violations of their autonomy. Mrs. Heinz is valuable not because a rule states that “human 

[beings] are more valuable than things,” but because Amy perceives Mrs. Heinz as having a 

critical spot in a particular web of relations. She believes that Mrs. Heinz deserves an 
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opportunity to have the medicine not simply out of an obligation to preserve a life, but because 

saving her means preserving the relationships in which Mrs. Heinz plays a critical role. The 

different voice, here vocalized by Amy, “[sees] a world comprised of relationships rather than of 

people standing alone, a world that coheres through human connection rather than through 

systems of rules.” 17 

 The first hallmark of Gilligan’s conception of care ethics is this emphasis on human 

connectedness and interdependence rather than individuals’ autonomy. For example, Amy’s 

approach to the Heinz dilemma recognizes the interdependent nature of particular people when 

she recommends that Heinz “talk out” a new solution with the druggist, rather than rely on 

stealing. Theft would not only hurt Heinz’s community generally (and the druggist specifically), 

but this act of aggression would further alienate Heinz and the druggist from one another. Amy 

sees these two individuals as enmeshed in a web of relations: One has a need and the other has 

the opportunity to respond and help. The care perspective doesn’t seek to disregard the 

autonomy of Heinz and the druggist; however, pursuing a remedy that simply protects the 

respective parties’ autonomy from aggression without also considering the respective parties’ 

personal roles in their family, neighborhood, and greater community strikes Amy as incomplete 

and coldly unresponsive. 

 When a person takes their behavioral cues from a particular web of relations, Gilligan 

believes that this person will pursue the responsibilities they have with interdependent others 

rather than the sense of fairness that tends to accompany rule-following: “This conception of 

morality [the ethic of care] as concerned with the activity of care centers moral development 

around the understanding of responsibility and relationships, just as the conception of morality 

as fairness ties moral development to the understanding of rights and rules.”18 Because care 
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ethics derives its concept of responsibility from our relationships, rather than our connection to 

rights and rules, care ethics understands “responsibility” differently from other traditional 

theories. 

 For example, the laws of society could be helpful in dictating the outcome of the Heinz 

dilemma: The rules will most likely recommend that Heinz refrain from stealing, but they most 

likely will not compel the druggist to listen to Heinz and find some means of helping him. If one 

looks to the law to settle this matter, the law would protect the autonomy of the parties involved 

by limiting the interference or harm that could occur between them. If Heinz relies on the law 

and chooses to act according to its requirements, his actions would be considered mature and 

responsible by the justice perspective: “Responsibility in [this] construction pertains to a 

limitation of action, a restraint of aggression, guided by the recognition that [one’s aggressive] 

actions can have effects on others.”19 Additionally, the justice perspective emphasizes that 

others’ actions can affect oneself; however, this strong prioritization of autonomy and reciprocity 

of action within ethical decision-making does not satisfy someone taking Amy’s perspective 

because the responsibility of responding to connected others appears neglected. 

 Rather than regarding responsibility as a limitation of action (that is, refusal to engage in 

aggressive behavior, even when strongly tempted), the care perspective understands 

responsibility in moral thinking as “response, an extension rather than a limitation of action. 

Thus, [responsibility] connotes an act of care rather than the restraint of aggression,” such as 

choosing simply to refuse to steal.20 An “act of care” in this case would involve response on the 

part of the druggist: Ultimately, this response should seek a mutual solution between both parties 

that helps Heinz and keeps the druggist in business. Working out a solution, such as a loan or 

payment plan for Heinz, recognizes the interdependence and the agency of these individuals: 
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Heinz needs the medicine, but the druggist cannot give away all of his products. Instead of 

simply following the rules that prohibit stealing, both can actively pursue a different option that 

meets the needs of the relevant parties without demanding excessive sacrifices from either of 

them. Such a solution prevents a feeling of indifference between these connected individuals and 

creates room for responsible caring action between them. The care perspective sees the Heinz 

dilemma as something more complex than “an impersonal conflict of claims.”21  

 Gilligan thus suggests that the ethic of care, the “different voice” at the center of her 

work, not only takes root in women’s experience but also provides a perspective that could be 

adopted by any person, regardless of sex. The hallmarks of Gilligan’s “different voice” that have 

remained relevant to care ethics include the reliance on interpersonal communication to learn 

more about the context of a problem and the importance of understanding of human beings as 

interconnected even when agents take oppositional stances in a shared conflict. According to the 

ethics of care, taking responsibility for one’s actions includes a response to interconnected 

others, not merely avoiding further interference with them. It should also be noted that Gilligan 

does not claim that notions of rights, justice, and autonomy are unimportant. Rather, In a 

Different Voice suggests that the perspective of care ethics and its corresponding emphasis on 

communication, the context of particular dilemmas, and the interconnection of those in conflict, 

deserve higher priority and consideration than they typically receive. These key words—

communication, context, interconnection, and responsibility—will reemerge in the works of 

other feminist care ethicists. Next, I discuss Ruddick’s Maternal Thinking and the role that 

notions of context and interconnection play in care ethics’s application to peace politics. I will 

focus on how the ethics of care has been modified and further articulated since the publication of 

In a Different Voice. 
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Sara Ruddick 

In her book Maternal Thinking: Toward a Politics of Peace, Sara Ruddick clearly outlines her 

own perspective of care ethics.22 Although her work emphasizes the impact that a person’s web 

of relations can have on his or her ethical thinking, Ruddick’s presentation and organization of 

care ethics’s priorities diverges from Gilligan’s in some significant ways. Most prominently, 

Ruddick presents care ethics as directly related to and stemming from the activities of 

“mothering.”23 Ruddick describes mothering activities as having tremendous epistemic value: 

When one carries out the work of a mother, one demonstrates his or her knowledge of care and 

caring work. Additionally, one who “mothers” in Ruddick’s sense of the word not only has this 

knowledge of caring, but he or she usually recognizes this work as valuable and important even 

when demeaned or ignored by greater society. 

 While Gilligan’s work focuses on how higher evaluations of maturity reflect a particular 

kind of logical rule-following, Ruddick’s work analyzes the concept and use of “reason” inside 

and outside of the sphere of philosophy, as well as its place in our personal lives and especially 

the part it plays in the lives of women and mothers. Additionally, Ruddick’s treatment of care 

ethics takes a step beyond that of Gilligan’s: Ruddick demonstrates how the ethics of care can 

move outside the boundaries of private issues like that of the Heinz dilemma. In fact, Ruddick 

proposes that modern peace movements may find a better part of their strategy and strength in 

the guidelines of care ethics.24 

 Ruddick first describes what she once took as the “reasonable” thinking she did in her 

work as a philosopher. In the introduction to her book, Ruddick says that “the ticket to staying 

with men [in her field] on the right side of power was objectivity, self control, and detachment,” 

and she refers to Susan Bordo’s remarks on the ability “to reason” as such: “The key term [that 
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defines reason] is detachment from emotional life, from the particularities of time and place, 

from personal quirks and prejudices, and most centrally, from the object itself.”25 When one 

successfully taps into this way of understanding the faculty of reason, one must detach most 

elements of her entire personal life from the argument at hand. For example, Ruddick had always 

felt confident in using reason to argue with other philosophers; however, she found that she 

constructed her best arguments—that is, those arguments most applauded by other, usually male, 

philosophers—only when she forced any thoughts of personal relationships and “feminine” 

passions from her mind.26 Despite her adeptness at tapping into the kind of reason that her 

philosophy colleagues highly valued, she found it disagreeable that reason required a 

simultaneous adeptness at detaching the various parts of her personal life from her professional 

life. 

Most importantly, Ruddick grew increasingly disturbed in regards to the social injustices 

that reason appeared to support. Since the time of Plato and Aristotle, the ability to reason and be 

reasonable had been used to separate the elite from the subordinate in society.27 Reason has 

traditionally dictated that men’s reasoning ability justify the subordination of women, and 

Ruddick notices that reason has also allowed her a tremendous amount of questionable privileges 

as well: 

I delighted in the social status Reason conferred … Like many philosophers, I 
learned to argue people down and to use the charge of irrationality to dismiss or 
intimidate. Moreover, I lived in a country where allegedly superior “rationality” 
was explicitly used to justify the class and racial privileges from which I profited. 
The injustice—and the irrationality—of these uses of rationality were 
conveniently obscured in the long shadow cast by the mythically impersonal, 
“transcendent” Man of Reason.28 
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Ruddick became increasingly disturbed by the violence and social injustices that surrounded her 

on a daily basis, and she understood as contradictory the constant invoking of reason to maintain 

an unreasonable societal and political status quo rather than to protest against or change it.  

Although Ruddick could utilize reason in the manner required by her profession and her 

community, she eventually decides: 

Reason was failing me—as a lover, mother, and citizen. As Western philosophers 
had idealized it, reason was meant to be detached and impersonal, at best 
irrelevant to particular affections and loyalties. I needed to act on passion and be 
responsible to love. Ideally, reason both justified domination and transcended the 
political uses to which it was put; I needed to confront the sexual and social 
politics of reason, if only to speak self-respectfully to my children.29 

Ruddick decides to reconceptualize reason as we know it. Rather than describe this faculty as 

one detached from personal and social relationships, Ruddick challenges philosophy to recognize 

and respect reason as a faculty that can work in tandem with caring, love, and in Ruddick’s 

conception, maternal work. 

 In creating a new definition for reason, Ruddick returns to a common question in 

philosophy: “What is the relation of thinking to life?”30 She states that people’s actions, habits, 

and rituals tend to determine their thinking and this practicalist philosophical view allows 

Ruddick to establish a connection between maternal thinking and reason. Ruddick says, 

“[Practicalists] have claimed that distinctive ways of knowing and criteria of truth arise out of 

practices.”31 These practices and activities consistently focus on one end and individuals would 

no longer perform them if their respective goals lost their importance. “The aims or goals that 

define a practice are so central or ‘constitutive’ that in the absence of the goal you would not 

have that practice … [T]o engage in a practice means to be committed to meeting its demands.”32 

Repeatedly practicing an action, such as administering standardized tests to grade-school 
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students, indicates its value to those performing it. If nobody cares about the goal—that is, the 

general assessment of students’ strengths and weaknesses—of standardized testing for whatever 

reason, then meeting the demands of the tests becomes pointless: The practice of the test-taking 

becomes pointless. For Ruddick, when mothers repeatedly engage in genuinely insightful 

dialogues about the health and growth of their children, this activity establishes the importance 

of maternal thinking: If these conversations did not consistently reach a goal that the participants 

care about, then the practice would be dropped. 

At this point, her attention turns to the practices of women’s work, specifically 

mothering. Reconsidering the discussions and questions that arose when talking with other 

mothers, Ruddick realized that these conversations had significance. Ruddick felt justified in 

claiming that these “discourses” reflected thought and went beyond “chatter” to demonstrate 

complex thinking: “We were not reflecting for the sake of reflection; we needed answers … 

Though we desperately needed to act, it was abundantly clear that our nighttime conclusions 

simply yielded the next afternoon’s questions.”33 The lengthy internal dialogues and friendly 

conversations that Ruddick describes were instances of maternal thought, rational considerations 

of the caring activities that stem from it. 

 To better outline maternal thinking as critical and rational, Ruddick describes three 

factors that determine the maternal practices that indicate a mother’s priorities. Children require 

preservation, growth, and social acceptability. The work put into meeting these requirements 

gives rise to “a distinctive kind of thinking,” and this thinking constantly shapes and reshapes a 

mother’s practices.34 Ruddick defines “mother” as those who participate in this thinking and 

tackle the responsibilities involved in child-care. Men and women both have the capability to 

address these three factors adequately in child rearing. A mother by Ruddick’s definition never 
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refuses to protect the safety of a child. Addressing preservation as “the preeminent of these 

demands,” Ruddick claims that a person neglects maternal work when she carelessly overlooks 

the safety of her child. Even if a mother’s protection does not incorporate affection, she still 

wholly participates in this requirement of maternal work if she protects her child, rather than 

ignoring danger or contributing to it. 

 A mother’s work involves cultivating growth in her child. Ruddick believes that “growth 

is culturally and historically specific,” and she states that children of all cultures have equally 

intricate ways of growing.35 Many mothers struggle to define “growth” because children—even 

siblings—are individually unique and complex. To complicate matters, Ruddick notes that many 

types of growth are at stake, including physical, emotional, and intellectual development.36 

Teaching children how to cope with positive and negative feelings and their mental abilities is a 

crucial task. When a child has “arrested or defective growth,” the child’s mother usually takes 

primary (if not sole) responsibility for the problem.37 Additionally, community members and 

neighbors as well as public employees such as teachers, school administrators, and social 

workers will often point to her as the responsible party. Growth remains an important priority for 

mothers since blame for lack of growth falls so quickly to their shoulders. 

 The final challenge that maternal work requires is the social acceptability of children. All 

societies have standards for acceptability, but these are specific to each culture. Societies around 

the globe also agree that acceptability does not come “naturally” to children but requires 

“training.”38 When a mother trains her children, she has her eyes set on standards set by her 

peers. “A mother’s group is that set of people with whom she identifies to the degree that she 

would count failure to meet their criteria of acceptability as her failure.”39 Combining her own 

personal ideals with those of her group, a mother grasps the standards she must meet. 
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Realistically, most mothers belong to multiple “groups” which individually promote their own 

priorities and values. Mothers must decide which priorities they will reinforce in the case of a 

conflict. Discord may further ensue when the values of a mother’s groups clash with her idea of 

protection. Pulled between two of the three demands on her shoulders, she must resolve this 

conflict. Neglecting it may either harm her child or ruin her child’s opportunity to be accepted in 

his or her corresponding places in the community. Unfortunately, Ruddick notes, these demands 

constantly clash. 

 After focusing on the duties of maternal work, Ruddick discusses the actual participants 

performing this work and engaging in the rational thought process behind it. Ruddick claims men 

can be defined as mothers. Over the course of millennia, women have performed the most 

maternal work, and the men who “mother” usually get overlooked. Quoting bell hooks, Ruddick 

notes: “Seeing men who do effective parenting as ‘maternal’ reinforces the stereotypical sexist 

notion that women are inherently better suited to parent, that men who parent in the same way as 

women are imitating the real thing rather than acting as a parent should act.”40 Because 

motherhood has traditionally represented the apex of femininity, Ruddick knows that modern 

Americans cannot easily erase this association from their minds. She still insists that both men 

and women have equal capabilities in mothering: “A woman is no more, a man no less 

‘naturally’ a mother … than a man or woman is ‘naturally’ a scientist or firefighter.”41 This idea 

may not be completely understood in a society that assumes only women have the desire to fulfill 

the duties of mothering.42 Ruddick’s emphasis on a gender-free concept of mothering also 

underlines the relationship that she has drawn between reason and mothering: A person does not 

have to be a woman to engage with the reason behind maternal thinking and practices. Just as 
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Ruddick could participate in the reason of philosophy in her professional setting and the reason 

of maternal thinking, any man can participate in both applications of reason.  

 As maternal duties carry over into the various phases of a child’s life, they may also carry 

into the community at large. The rational, caring work of mothering may spill over to the public 

sphere and the events within it. Most mothers do not make their community or the world a 

specific object of their mothering. The protection of a huge network of relations, especially one 

that is global, belongs to all human beings. However, when someone does step forward to 

bandage a community wound, most likely this person is a mother in Ruddick’s sense of the term: 

“Yet if the world itself seems under siege, and if that siege hold any community and all children 

hostage, the effort of the world protection may come to seem a ‘natural’ extension of maternal 

work.”43 Mothers can translate the daily protection of their children into dedication to the 

protection and maintenance of their community. This “natural” extension of rational caring work 

provides the base for Ruddick’s ideas about peace politics and relates her ethics of care to both 

the public and private spheres. 

For Ruddick, a person who can engage in maternal work can also contribute to peace in 

her community and the world at large. Peacemaking and mothering are both suspicious of any 

use of violence and focus on safety, preservation, and protection of individuals. Additionally, 

both desire peace in all environments, and they promote lifestyles that encourage nonviolent 

behavior and the ability to forgive others. Even though most mothers stand opposed to the 

violence of war, war and mothering share a resemblance in that they each involve “organized 

human activity with moral pretensions.”44 The moral pretensions of militarism and violence find 

roots in such things as hatred and racism while the moral pretensions of mothering require 

countering them. In war, a group fights for the destruction of their opponents’ seemingly 
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worthless lives and society. Mothering fights for the preservation of life so that it may flourish. 

War ends in death, and mothering ends in life.45 Mothers that individually remain wary of 

hostility and act nonviolently can assist in creating “a collective peacemaking effort.”46 Ruddick 

argues that a mother’s persistent use of nonviolent action continues to promote a larger peace, 

even if she fails at a personal goal of care that she seeks. Resistance to violence is never a wasted 

effort.  

Ruddick refers to the “Madres” of Argentina and Chile to exemplify mothering as a 

contribution to peace. The Madres are a resistance group of mothers against “military 

dictatorship, specifically to the policy of kidnapping, imprisonment, torture, and murder of the 

‘disappeared.’”47 Desiring the eradication of the fear and pain caused by their militaristic 

government, the Madres seek and spread information about the military crimes occurring each 

day in their countries. They aim to unify their communities and force the perpetrators of this 

violence to be accountable for their actions. Guns, bullets, and weapons never aid “their 

determination to find out the truth” of military and political events.48 Feeling empathetic and 

protective toward the victims of these crimes, the Madres “[extend] mothering to include 

sustaining and protecting any people whose lives are blighted by violence.”49 Desiring more than 

justice and harmony in their households, the Madres contribute to community peace by 

extending the maternal work of protectiveness to strangers. 

We can also note how the priorities of mothering in a collective peace effort correspond 

to the priorities of Gilligan’s different voice. The Madres seek more than non-interference or 

respect of personal autonomy from the Argentine and Chilean governments. They do not merely 

desire that these militaristic governments “acknowledge responsibility for” the senseless murders 

they have committed. Ideally, the Madres would like to make this destructive military power 
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understand how it has disrupted and destroyed countless webs of relation. It may appear naïve on 

the part of care ethicists, similarly to Gilligan’s Amy, to suggest that making this military power 

understand the destruction it has caused will lead to a change in this government’s treatment of 

people. A movement such as the Madres indicates that understanding and political action 

influence each other: A group like the Madres demands political action in the hope of inspiring 

some degree of understanding. And, ideally, achieving this understanding would result in some 

kind of, albeit often imperfect, political change. According to care ethics’s guidelines, the only 

way these governments can begin taking responsibility for their crimes is to respond to the ones 

they’ve hurt, a response that includes communication with intent to comprehend or even repair 

the destruction they have caused. Reparations or punishment alone may not comfort the Madres 

or other victims of violence. All people involved must recognize their interconnection with 

others, including those who have been killed. 

Ultimately, mothers (who can be male or female) provide one part of a threefold peace 

effort. Ruddick believes that they combine with feminists (also male or female) and women to 

create an “imaginative collective.”50 Ultimately, this collective seeks to undermine the division 

that stereotypically assigns “private care” to women and “public defense” to men.51 Using the 

words of Virginia Wolf, Ruddick shows the danger of this split: “The public and private worlds 

are inseparably connected; the tyrannies and servilities of the one are the tyrannies and servilities 

of the other”— the interconnection of the two spheres is routinely ignored.52 As this three-part 

group dissolves stereotypes, male and female mothers will stand against violence and hate. As 

more people embrace the rationality and protective nature of maternal work, individuals will use 

their own strengths to promote peace: “The work of peace is always specific, a particular 

resistance to particular violence.”53 The context of the circumstances requires a specific response 
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by those seeking to repair the situation. In other words, applying a general rule to respond and 

accomplish this work may fall short and fail to truly understand the details of the conflict. 

On the surface, Ruddick’s discussion of maternal work and mothering has little to do 

with Gilligan’s description of the different voice. But, Ruddick’s focus on the Madres 

simultaneously connects her work to Gilligan’s while furthering the evolution of care ethics. 

Similarly to Amy, the Madres root their reflection and action in the context of their conflict and 

seek some semblance of response through communication rather than a commitment to rule-

following. Although a particular set of rules could prescribe what is owed to the victims of 

government violence, the Madres understand that each victim and their corresponding social 

networks are unique and vulnerable to others’ actions. Thus, a “general” response to victims who 

have suffered seems inadequate. 

Ruddick’s application of mothering and care to a peace movement in the public sphere is 

also critical. The Heinz dilemma is not only a hypothetical question, but a very specific problem 

that must be solved in the Heinz household in a manner that also respects the surrounding 

community; however, the Madres’ movement is a public, historical, international event—the 

hallmarks of care ethics coincide with the priorities of the Madres, demonstrating that it is by no 

means far-fetched to respect care’s priorities of responsibility, communication, and 

interdependence in the public sphere. In the case of the Madres, justice and respect for persons 

are clearly valued, but these are not the sole priorities of their activism. Government violence has 

interrupted the Madres’ work as individual mothers, and their activism prevents a public entity 

from rendering invisible their individual and collective losses. The political action of the state, 

and its corresponding effort to understand the suffering of its people, has an affect on communal 

and private life. 
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Joan Tronto 

Joan Tronto’s book Moral Boundaries: A Political Argument for an Ethic of Care not only 

discusses the various components of care and their place in care theory, but it also questions how 

entrenched structures of power in the public sphere would change if care work, care workers, and 

their particular priorities, did not exist merely on the periphery of society. Similarly to Gilligan, 

Tronto suggests that we too often focus on the binary of autonomy and dependence, and we often 

disparage moments of dependence without considering the myriad ways that people tend to live 

interdependently: While most people desire autonomy and seek independently to control their 

individual lives, not all of us can fulfill every one of our needs at all times. Sometimes living 

autonomously requires an exchange of help between ourselves and others: We may find 

ourselves assisting others who lack a particular resource, and at other times we may rely on 

others for this help. This reliance should not constitute weakness, but it often does. Like 

Ruddick, Tronto does not doubt the potential power of care to transform relations of power in the 

public sphere. I will first discuss how Tronto uses “care” and “needs” and then demonstrate how 

revaluing care work in Tronto’s manner questions the current power structures within society. 

This reevaluation further demonstrates the relevance of care’s priorities to the public sphere. 

 When a person engages in “care” work, Tronto describes him or her as being actively 

involved with one or more others and accepting some kind of burden, large or small, on their 

behalf: 

On the most general level, we suggest that caring be viewed as a species activity 
that includes everything that we do to maintain, continue, and repair “our world” 
so that we can live in it as well as possible. That world includes our bodies, our 
selves, and our environment, all of which we seek to interweave in a complex, 
life-sustaining web.54 
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Additionally, “care implies a reaching out to something other than the self: It is neither self-

referring nor self-absorbing. [And] care implicitly suggests that it will lead to some type of 

action.”55 Care takes place when a person sees another person with a particular need, and this 

observation becomes a first-step in a process that answers that need. 56 According to Tronto, we 

specifically direct care outward to others. Tronto does not categorize self-caring activities with 

those activities we do to maintain and repair the well-being of others.57 

 The action that we take in assisting others with their needs is the caring activity that 

Tronto and other care ethicists seek to delineate from other types of everyday activities. 

However, the concept of “needs” and what the term includes has proven difficult to define. 

Tronto offers a definition, but it may not completely clarify the matter for care ethicists and non-

care ethicists alike. “The needs for care are infinite,” which only contributes to the difficulty of 

defining this term.58 Tronto does not offer a list of human needs, and most care ethicists would 

probably agree that such an attempt would ultimately prove fruitless. Additionally, it is difficult 

to decide which human needs are more critical than others, especially since needs are particular 

to individuals. What Tronto does offer is an explanation of how we should avoid defining needs. 

 Care ethicists, including Tronto, do not want to define needs from a universal 

perspective. Rather, care ethics understands particular individuals as having particular needs 

which may not always correspond to a general, universal understanding in regards to what all 

people’s needs should be: “What it means to meet basic needs adequately obviously depends 

upon cultural, technological, and historical circumstances.”59  Needs will vary from individual to 

individual and change over time and across geography. Tronto also fears that approaching a 

definition of needs from a perspective of “false universalism” will result in our equating needs 

with commodities. If needs appear as problems easily solved by simply spending money to 
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eradicate them, then as a result we may disregard “the care that must accompany the translation 

of those resources into care-giving and care-receiving”: That is, we should not underestimate the 

significance of the need itself and the actual care work that brings fulfillment of that need to 

fruition.60 According to Tronto, “any concept of needs must account for the concrete nature of 

needs and how they are met by care, and must also contain some way to make judgments about 

the worthiness of competing needs.”61 Human needs do not spontaneously appear without cause, 

and the corresponding care work that responds to these needs also traces back to concrete people 

reaching beyond their own immediate desires to assist others. 

 When, however, one identifies another’s need and begins to fulfill it, that person can 

participate in the four interconnected phases of caring. These phases overlap somewhat with each 

other, but Tronto describes them separately. The first is “Caring About”: A person who cares-

about another’s problem recognizes that the problem exists and needs attention. This recognition 

usually requires that person to take seriously the perspective of the person or group dealing with 

the problem at hand rather than from an impersonal distance. “Taking Care Of” is the second 

phase. A person can take-care-of someone or something in varying capacities and requires a 

person’s action toward solving a problem. Tronto points to services such as the Gay Men’s 

Health Crisis and Project Open Hand, which take-care-of people suffering with AIDS and 

provides them with reliable and consistent meal preparation and delivery. A person who takes-

care-of a need has moved beyond simply caring-about a certain problem. 

 The third phase of “Care Giving” requires actual physical work to meet the needs at hand. 

Nurses assisting their patients serve as care-givers, as do the volunteers who share the tasks at a 

local SPCA. It is important to note that Tronto does not necessarily consider care-giving and the 

giving-of-money as synonymous. Although money buys resources for those in need, the work of 
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care-giving is explicitly defined as the labor that transforms the funds into resources and uses 

them responsibly and competently: “That we quickly equate in the United States the provision of 

money with the satisfaction of needs points to the undervaluing of care-giving in our society.”62 

Without human effort to translate money into materials and services, money is ultimately useless 

in maintaining people’s bodies and minds. Finally, “Care-Receiving” is the last crucial phase. 

Those who receive-care can best inform care-givers about the effectiveness of their work. If care 

workers misidentify a need or meet needs in a manner that is detrimental to others, listening to 

care-recipients can bring attention to these mistakes. Thus, care-receiving is critical to the proper 

fulfillment of the first three phases of caring. 

 Tronto also describes four ethical elements that correspond with these four phases of 

care. The first element of caring is attentiveness, which corresponds to the action of caring-

about. Attentiveness requires us to resist ignoring the needs of others in our surroundings. 

Because it is very easy to focus only on our own desires, Tronto calls it “a moral achievement” 

to recognize the needs of others and care-about something that does not primarily affect us.63 

Responsibility is the moral aspect of the second caring phase, taking-care-of. Rather than simply 

equate responsibility with obligation, Tronto describes responsibility as lacking the formal or 

legal ties that typically accompany notions of obligation. It is interesting to relate Tronto’s moral 

element of responsibility to Amy’s notion of responsibility within In a Different Voice. For Amy, 

responsibility involves a response through communication, a reaching-out on the part of one who 

detects another’s need and seeks its fulfillment. Like Tronto, Amy does not narrowly associate 

responsibility with the notion of legal or contractual obligation. That is, responsibility involves 

looking past formal ties to determine who should provide care in certain circumstances: Even if I 

am not legally bound to take-care-of or give-care in a situation, I may find myself taking 
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responsibility in this situation by taking action or donating money because I feel that I owe this 

to others, regardless of whether a law or contract requires my obligation to do it.  

 Competence is the corresponding moral attribute to care-giving. Care-giving becomes 

inadequate when one performs this labor incompetently. For example, a patient does not receive 

proper care when a person with little or no nursing education helps them; students do not receive 

care when a school hires a teacher with little knowledge of his subject area or strategies for 

working with children. Competence allows donated funds to turn into truly effective resources 

and services for those in need. Incompetence, on the other hand, would most likely lead to these 

funds being wasted or lost entirely. A need is not taken-care-of when the respective solution 

prevents good care from taking place.  

Finally, responsiveness corresponds to the phase of care-receiving. This moral attribute 

“requires that we remain alert to the possibilities for abuse that arise with vulnerability.”64 Tronto 

does not equate responsiveness to reciprocity. While reciprocity asks that we “step into another’s 

shoes,” responsiveness asks that we listen to “the other’s position as that other expresses it.”65 In 

this way, we resist smothering out the other’s voice and replacing hers with our own by 

assuming that she is “exactly like [my]self.”66 Additionally, responsiveness relates to human 

vulnerability and autonomy: Responding to a need indicates weakness on another person’s part; 

however, this vulnerability does not indicate that this person is an object to be pitied, neglected, 

or abused. Not all people are completely autonomous at all times, and all people have greater or 

less autonomy at various points in their lives. Tronto reminds us that it is normal and not 

shameful to rely on others’ help in varying degrees over time. Care-givers must be mindful and 

allow room for care-receivers to offer response. 
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 Tronto observes that people’s needs and the care work done to fulfill them are 

consistently ignored, downplayed, and disparaged. Care work and those who carry it out or 

depend on it exists on the margins of society and receives little attention from more powerful and 

privileged members of society. Tronto describes a consistent pattern regarding those who possess 

the luxury of ignoring or disparaging care labor and those who must endure the devaluation of 

their work and/or needs. Most care ethicists agree that “care” in the most general sense has 

traditionally fallen on the shoulders of women. Gilligan and Ruddick, for example, focus on this 

perspective in their work: Most of Gilligan’s female participants speak in the “voice” of care and 

the male participants do not; and, Ruddick must explain how women and men can do the care 

work of mothering, although women have done this work alone for centuries. 

Tronto further explains that western society not only attaches care to one gender, but also 

to particular races and classes. Not only do women perform most of the caring work in society, 

but a disproportionate number of non-white men and women and poor people also shoulder the 

brunt of this labor. In American society, the work we value the least falls to the people we value 

the least: 

[If] we look closely at the kinds of employment opportunities taken by different 
groups in the society, we will see that caring activities are devalued, underpaid, 
and disproportionately occupied by the relatively powerless in society … A 
vicious cycle operates here: Care is devalued and the people who do caring work 
are devalued. Not only are these positions poorly paid and not prestigious, but the 
association of people with [work that cares for human] bodies lowers their 
value.67 

More specifically, the least powerful members of society participate disproportionately in two of 

the four phases of caring, and those more powerful have the luxury of only participating in the 

other two phases. 
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 The structure and functioning of global care chains illustrates this pattern very clearly. 

One entity within the care chain—the employing party who is typically female, white, and 

professional—has to provide and supervise (care-about and take-care-of) acceptable quality care 

work in her home. The other entity in the chain—the hired worker who is typically female, non-

white, and poor—performs the actual caring labor (care-giving) and must actively respond to the 

needs of the household (care-receiving). It is also interesting to observe in this example that class 

and race differ between the people fulfilling the various types of care work. But, because this 

example of care chains centers on care work generally, men can enjoy the luxury of opting out of 

all four phases of care. Both parties in this case are usually female despite differences in race and 

class. 

 These phases of care correspond to particular kinds of people in this way: Tronto 

observes that “less valuable” members of society find themselves participating in many tasks that 

qualify as “care-giving” and “care-receiving”; however, more powerful people (that is, wealthy 

white men and women) can usually participate in tasks that involve “caring-about” and “taking-

care-of.”68 The pattern is subtle but extremely common. The “hardest” work of care is performed 

in the former two phases: Managing face-to-face time between care-givers and receivers; being 

attentive to and competently responding to the needs of others; and listening to care-receivers’ 

feedback on the care work performed. While caring-about and taking-care-of are necessary steps 

that complete the cycle of care, one can perform this work at arm’s length, further away from the 

actual caring action that must take place to respond to others’ needs. One can care-about the 

treatment of animals in crowded shelters, and she can donate money to take-care-of the shortage 

of funds at the shelter; however, there is a giant leap between donating the funds and carrying out 

the work that the donation makes possible.69 
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 Additionally, the steps of caring-about and taking-care-of tend to have a more prominent 

place in the public sphere than the other two phases of care. For example, large charitable 

donations receive attention in the news, but the public does not hear as much about the care-

givers who translate the donations into services. Tronto also reminds us how men “take-care-of” 

their families in traditional American culture by working in the public sphere, while the “care-

giving” he provides for takes place in the private home, usually by a female. Tronto says, “Out of 

this association of ‘taking-care-of’ with masculinity, ‘caring-about’ also becomes gendered, 

raced, and classed: Men and people of greater privilege take care of; they care about public and 

broader issues. Women and people of color have very little to take-care-of, they care about 

private and local concerns.”70 The care-giving and receiving that occurs in the private sphere has 

no place in the public sphere, even though continuous care work makes it possible for people to 

operate and succeed in the public sphere on a daily basis. As a result, those who perform or 

depend on this work have no real status in the public sphere. “Caring in our society does not 

function in an egalitarian manner. The distribution of caring work and who is cared-for serves to 

maintain and to reinforce patterns of subordination.”71 Powerful people can freely participate in 

caring-about and taking-care-of without becoming mired in the hard work of care-giving and 

responding-to-care. The opposite is true for less powerful people in society. 

Even with this snapshot of society in mind, Tronto believes that the overlooked political 

power of care can radically transform power structures in the public sphere. Tronto calls care 

“the power of the weak”: That is, the devalued members of society who act as care-givers 

provide vital services so that others may flourish, but whatever power they have traditionally 

held is easily pushed aside due to their less-important social position.72 “Ironically, the power of 

care and of care givers makes it essential that society devalue care … [Since care] forces us to 
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think concretely about people’s real needs, and about evaluating how these needs will be met, it 

introduces questions about what we value in everyday life.”73 If powerful members and 

institutions of society acknowledged that care and care workers contribute to their own 

functioning and well-being, care and care workers could move from the margins of human life 

and take their rightful place in the center of it.  

If societies recognized the importance of care and care workers at the center for both the 

public and private sphere, we would also have to publicly acknowledge that: all people have 

needs; perfect autonomy and the American concept of the “self-made man”74 are myths at best; 

and we would have to acknowledge that our lives are lived interdependently. The work of 

caring-about and taking-care-of, though currently gendered, classed, and raced, is no more or 

less important than the work of giving or receiving care. If people with institutional power 

honestly acknowledged this, the prestige and power held by those who escape direct involvement 

with caring labor would have to be shared with the world’s care-givers to a major degree. It 

would no longer make sense to only laud those caring-about and taking-care-of others if we 

honestly and publicly recognized care-givers and –receivers for their work as well. As long as 

care exists on the peripheries of the public sphere, care work will have little prestige and society 

will continue to render invisible, ignore, or disparage the power of care and the role it plays in 

our lives. 

This last point is one of the most critical observations in Moral Boundaries. While 

Ruddick demonstrates how care can function as activism or protest against corrupt power 

structures, Tronto explains how care can potentially change public power structures over time. 

Care currently possesses a critical, albeit overlooked, spot in the public sphere. Recognizing 

care’s power could actually transform the priorities of the public sphere as we know them. 
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Tronto’s phases of care and their corresponding ethical elements clearly relate to the rational 

power that Ruddick associates with care work. These phases also relate to the priorities that 

Gilligan associates with the different voice perspective. So far, the feminist theory under 

discussion does not throw out or disparage the importance of personal rights or autonomy, but 

the three feminists I have discussed strive to explain how caring work and its concepts of 

responsibility and human interconnection require a more rigorous account of autonomy. As we 

will see next with Virginia Held, it is the constant background work of care that allows us to 

pursue justice when it is needed. Even though care work is currently raced, classed, and 

gendered, human beings could not maintain civilization as we know it without care. As a result, 

we will see that Held recommends that care should provide the primary framework that 

incorporates other values, such as justice. 

 

Virginia Held 

Virginia Held’s The Ethics of Care: Personal, Political, and Global has two major sections, one 

focusing on care as a moral theory and the other relating care to society. From the outset, Held 

recognizes that many feminists hesitate or even refuse to call care ethics a “moral theory” 

because care does not wish to prescribe rules or principles for general application to dilemmas. 

Typically, many feminists “see [care ethics] as a mosaic of insights and value the way it is 

sensitive to contextual nuance and particular narratives rather than making the abstract and 

universal claims of more familiar moral theories.”75 Despite this, Held believes that a number of 

general characteristics demarcate an ethic of care. These characteristics tend to coincide with 

Gilligan, Ruddick, and Tronto’s descriptions of care ethics. 
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 Held first discusses care ethics’s central focus as “the compelling moral salience” of 

meeting particular others’ needs, especially those others for whom we take responsibility.76 This 

aspect of Held’s ethics of care is already familiar to us: All people need care at some point in 

their lives—at the very least, during the earliest part of our lives. Held worries that “moralities 

built on the image of the independent, autonomous, rational individual largely overlook the 

reality of human dependence and the morality for which it calls.”77 The ethics of care focuses on 

care work and the moral values that accompany it as a major part of human beings’ lives. It 

additionally recognizes that the particular moral claims of individuals can strike us as incredibly 

important, even in the face of universal principles which may discourage us from responding to 

these claims or even acknowledging them as significant. 

 Another major characteristic of care ethics is its incorporation of emotion into ethical 

decision-making. Rather than completely eschew emotion for reason alone, Held, Ruddick, and 

other feminists have long suggested that our thinking would be improved if we permitted 

emotion to inform it more often. While few feminists would agree that raw emotion alone serves 

as the best ethical guide, many feminists would agree with Held that “such emotions as 

sympathy, empathy, sensitivity, and responsiveness are seen as the kind of moral emotions that 

need to be cultivated not only to help in the implementation of the dictates of reason but to better 

ascertain what morality recommends.”78 Typically, ethical theories reliant on the application of 

general rules understand these emotions as dangerous at worst and uninformative at best. At 

worst, emotions such as empathy or anger encourage people to forego impartiality in their 

decision-making, pushing them to pick favorites or to act vengefully in their reaction to another 

person or an event. 
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Although Held acknowledges that emotions can run amok, as in the case when sympathy 

or empathy lead someone to dominate someone else in an attempt to “help” him or her, Held still 

maintains that “we need an ethics of care, not just care itself. The various aspects and 

expressions of care and caring relations need to be subjected to moral scrutiny and evaluated, not 

just observed and described.”79 Emotions should inform ethical reasoning, but not all emotions 

are helpful in all cases. We need to tease out destructive tendencies rooted in sympathy and 

sensitivity which may involve a rational exercise. But, the use of reason for this task should not 

lead us to dismissing emotion completely. To some degree, care ethicists will not escape 

establishing standards in the manner of other dominant “moral theories” to describe acceptable 

and unacceptable reasons for action. 

 Accompanying care ethics’s emphasis on emotion is the downplaying of abstract 

reasoning. Although other ethical theories tend to rely on abstract reasoning to avoid bias when 

applying general rules to a dilemma, care ethics remains skeptical of this method and “calls into 

question the universalistic and abstract rules of the dominant theories.”80 Held and other care 

ethicists doubt that universal rules and the abstract thinking that accompanies their application 

should always come before the prioritization of actual relations we have with others and the 

claims or needs these others may have. This observation recalls Jake and Amy’s individual 

approaches to the Heinz dilemma: Jake regarded the dilemma very abstractly and had to dismiss 

many of the details and potential outcomes of the situation. Amy primarily focused on the tie 

between Mr. Heinz, Mrs. Heinz, and the druggist. Very often, “the compelling moral claim of the 

particular other may be valid even when it conflicts with the requirement usually made by moral 

theories that moral judgments be universalizable,” and it is this tension that essentially divides 

the care and justice ethical perspectives.81 
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 As Gilligan, Ruddick, Tronto, and later Robinson, explain, the context of particular 

ethical dilemmas proves critically important to the care ethicist’s approach. For example, to use 

Tronto’s language, one can only take-care-of or give-care responsibly when one has paid 

attention to the details of the situation and prescribed and/or acted on a competent plan of action 

for working on this specific problem; however, when one pays attention to the particulars of a 

dilemma in this manner and does not abstract away its details, it makes it that much harder to 

impose a general rule for solving it.82 

 Finally, Held’s fourth hallmark of care ethics also coincides with other feminists’ 

characterizations of it, especially that of Tronto. The ethics of care forces us to completely 

rethink how the public and private spheres interact: “[The] traditional view, built into the 

dominant moral theories, is that the household is a private sphere beyond politics in which 

government, based on consent, should not intrude.”83 Usually, we apply dominant moral theories 

most often to the events of the public sphere since the private sphere, and its corresponding 

relationships of family and friendship, is considered “less morally significant” than the 

individuals and events that comprise the public sphere; however, many feminists have pointed 

out that the private sphere is traditionally riddled with problems of inequality and abuses of 

power—two general issues that dominant justice theories seem to approach very strongly. Held 

notes that there is a major inconsistency here: While Kantian and utilitarian theories tend to find 

their most relevant application to the public sphere, there is plenty of injustice present within 

households that deserve ethical attention; yet, most care ethicists will point out that supporters of 

dominant theories tend to disregard issues of the private sphere. And, many feminists, including 

Held, do not necessarily believe that these traditional theories would work best for the private 

sphere since they tend to abstract away the context of particular dilemmas. 
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Held says, “[Dominant theories] have posited an abstract, fully rational ‘agent as such’ 

from which to construct morality, while missing the moral issues that arise between 

interconnected persons in the contexts of family, friendship, and social groups.” Care ethics, on 

the other hand, is strongly suited for such matters and has proven effective in the private sphere. 

At first glance, it seems that Held maintains one of the strongest criticisms facing care ethics: If 

care ethics is so strongly suited to the private sphere and the relationships within it, then why 

should we bother applying it to events in the public sphere, which seem drastically different and 

unrelated to events of the private sphere? But Held goes on to say,  

The ethics of care addresses rather than neglects moral issues arising in relations 
among the unequal and dependent, relations that are often laden with emotion and 
involuntary, and then notices how often these attributes apply not only in the 

household but in the wider society as well. For instance, persons do not choose 
which gender, racial, class, ethnic, religious, national, or cultural groups to be 
brought up in, yet these sorts of ties may be important aspects of who they are 

and how their experience can contribute to moral understanding.84 

The public and private spheres mirror each other far more than we typically realize or assume. 

Very often, we cannot control to whom we are connected at work, school, or in our 

neighborhoods. In all of these places, we are forced to work with other individuals while still 

carrying involuntarily the baggage of our distinct identities. We can sometimes disassociate 

ourselves from others, but we are all forced to live together at the end of the day. 

Earlier care ethicists such as Gilligan demonstrated decades ago that care ethics can deal 

with conflicts between connected individuals in the private sphere. Critics of care ethics claim 

that care can only focus on problems in the private sphere; however, if these problems reflect 

actual events of the public sphere, then perhaps we should not readily dismiss care ethics’s 

potential power to investigate these issues in “wider society as well.” For example, it is typical 

for an inequitable division of caring labor to exist in the private sphere, which reflects a similar 
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division of labor in the public sphere.85 The transformative power of care ethics becomes visible 

again: The public and private spheres tend to overlap and reflect each other more than traditional 

social and political philosophy would have us believe.86 And, if this is true, then care ethics may 

have greater applicability to both social locations than previously presumed. 

Along with these hallmarks of care ethics, Held offers her own definition of “care.” The 

applicability of this definition tries to extend beyond personal relations and even into 

“institutions of the welfare state,” as well as the “ties that bind groups together,” including those 

that provide a foundation for political and social institutions.87 Held believes that Tronto’s 

definition of care “is much more explicitly labor,” and Held sympathizes with this but also feels 

that care “is also much more.”88 She describes care as both a practice and a value. As a practice, 

care typically recognizes and maintains relations between people. Countless types of work 

complete the ends of care, but “an activity must be purposive to count as work or labor, but it 

need not incorporate any values, even efficiency, in the doing of it. Chopping at a tree, however 

clumsily, to fell it, could be work. But when it does incorporate such values as doing so 

effectively, it becomes the practice of woodcutting.”89 Practices, including those of care, 

typically include different values (such as attentiveness, responsiveness, and competence). These 

values allow “work” to specifically become effective care work.  

Care also serves as a value, and this works in tandem with care as a practice. According 

to Held’s description, we can think of care as reflexive: We can classify certain types of work as 

caring, but there’s no way to judge if this work is completed effectively if we don’t have a 

standard by which to judge it. For example, “A given actual practice of justice may only very 

inadequately incorporate within it the value of justice, and we need justice as a value to evaluate 

such a practice … It is not enough to think of care as simply work, describable empirically, with 
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‘good’ and ‘right’ providing all of the normative evaluation of actual practices of care.”90 An 

action is just if it meets a standard of justice, and an activity is caring if it meets a proper 

standard of care. Practices of care and justice can be deficient at times, but justice and care must 

act as values so that we can evaluate practices as such. 

Furthermore, Held claims that if we continue to think of care as a normative value that 

informs practices, then we can understand that individual practices do not have to correspond to 

a single value only. Many human practices correspond to one or more values, but many practices 

varying from police work to parenting can correspond to multiple values, including that of care. 

Held notes that practices such as parenting (a caring activity of the private sphere) very often 

correspond to values of both care and fairness: Not only do parents focus on caring for their 

children well, but they must be fair when dealing with multiple children and, ideally, they must 

also equitably share their parenting work.91 However, many practices, especially those of the 

public sphere, may correspond to one or more values, but these typically do not include care. For 

example, law enforcement typically corresponds to justice, and justice includes impartiality, 

equality, and recognition of rights. In this example, justice remains the primary value that 

evaluates practices of the police. But, if we can continue to “clarify the values of care, we can 

better advocate their relevance for many practices from which they have been largely 

excluded.”92 It is arguable that making room for care—and thus attentiveness, competence, 

responsiveness, etc.—in police work may better accommodate fairness in this work and perhaps 

even justice. At the very least, care may prevent the use of abusive force. It will not always be 

the case that care is the primary value guiding a practice, but Held maintains that care does not 

have to be completely absent from public activities such as law enforcement.  
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Held, and many other feminists, does not think that justice and care’s respective values 

are mutually exclusive. Although earlier research of care ethics, like that of Gilligan’s, seems to 

suggest that a moral agent must choose which set of values she wishes to satisfy, current research 

on care ethics demonstrates that feminists want people to recognize the importance of both 

justice and care. Held is of this latter camp: “Neither justice nor care can be dispensed with: Both 

are extremely important for morality … What remains to be worked out is how justice and care 

and their related concerns fit together.”93 Rather than continue relegating care to the private 

sphere and justice to the public, Held suggests that we can rely on both values in both spheres. 

Held mentions Gilligan’s suggestion that we “think of care and justice as different but equally 

valid.”94 But, Held notes that many times we will be forced to choose a framework for solving a 

particular problem, and sometimes it will be nearly impossible to choose.95 

Although Held has considered the justice and care question throughout much of her 

recent research, she now says “that caring relations should form the wider moral framework into 

which justice should be fitted. Care seems the most basic moral value. As a practice, we know 

that without care we cannot have anything else, since life depends on it … As a value, care 

indicates what many practices ought to involve.”96 Held points out that individuals, especially 

women, continually perform caring activity in the face of prevailing injustice. Injustice can 

easily thrive in private households, but it does not usually prevent all care from taking place 

within them. When we perceive individuals near and far as relational and interdependent, Held 

believes that we have a far more realistic view of human beings in general: “This relational view 

is the better view of human beings … We can and should value autonomy, but it must be 

developed and sustained within a framework of relations of trust.”97 Persons are individuals, but 

they are individuals enmeshed in a web of relations—this may be one of the few details that all 
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people have in common, yet we tend to overlook this when considering moral responses that 

inevitably affect vast numbers of people. 

Held believes that care can provide the primary moral framework because people cannot 

carry out justice if care does not take place. Since Held takes this to be a basic fact, she believes 

that this moral framework is most appropriate for issues affecting (inevitably) interconnected 

people on the private, public, and global stage. Referring to a question that Tronto raises, Held 

asks how society would change if public institutions more strongly considered the values of care 

in carrying out their commitments. Held says, “Instead of seeing law and government or the 

economy as the central and appropriate determinants of society, an ethic of care might see 

bringing up children and fostering trust between members of society as the most important 

concerns of all.”98 If we took this recommendation seriously, 

What a change from recent years that might be, where in the United States most 
parents are left to scrounge as best they can for the few expensive places available 
for adequate child care, and many children grow up deeply deprived while social 
programs of all kinds are sacrificed in the race for global economic and military 
dominance.99 

Held proposes that putting the values of care on par with justice, or even putting those of care 

before justice in some cases, may give us a completely different picture of society. In the same 

vein, it could also be suggested that we redefine justice as making available conditions of care 

that all people require which would also require reorganization of society’s priorities. I do not 

think Held would object to this latter view. If we are truly interested in the best consistent care 

for children, the sick, or the elderly, Held believes that we will have to fit justice into a 

framework of care. Perhaps we can even say that pursuing care first within our social institutions 

actually responds to the values of justice as much as they do to those of care. 
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Held believes that the transformative power of care ethics could not only change the 

priorities of the various public entities of society, but she also believes that care can change the 

relationships these entities have with each other. Ultimately this could affect global relations 

between smaller communities of diverse yet interconnected individuals: 

Instead of domination [of communities and nations] by military and economic and 
political power and the marginalization of caring activities, the latter would move 
to the center of attention, effort, and support. Bringing up new persons in caring 
relations that would be as admirable as possible would be seen as society’s most 
important goal.100 

If all communities valued identifying and pursuing what would constitute proper care for raising 

admirable human beings and tending to those who have ongoing needs, then the priorities held 

by these communities would primarily respond to the values of care. A generation of “admirable 

new persons” would most likely excel at appreciating and maintaining justice through means of 

care. But in order for this to occur, communities’ organization and their interaction with each 

other would have to change drastically from their current arrangements. 

 Held’s work pulls very strongly on earlier care ethicists, such as Gilligan and Ruddick. 

Although Held ultimately disagrees with Gilligan’s recommendations for “choosing between” 

justice and care ethical perspectives and does not rely on gendered terms such as “mothering” to 

describe caring practices, Held relies on these earlier conceptions of care ethics to push forward 

the conversation of care ethics. Held’s ideas do run parallel to Tronto’s to some extent, but Held 

differs from Tronto in her conception of care as both a practice and value. It is this latter 

conception of care as a value that helps Held to demonstrate that care can and should be relevant 

not only to the public sphere, but to global events as well. 

 Perhaps we are accustomed to hearing appeals to notions of care justifying immediate 

humanitarian responses to major international crises (such as the January 2010 Haitian 
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earthquake). Typically, those who respond to these appeals recognize distant others’ needs and 

even donate supplies or money (“caring-about” and “taking-care-of” to use Tronto’s terms). 

Fewer people donate their time and go to the crisis itself to provide care-giving or actually hear 

the needs of those suffering. We can probably trace these varying degrees of motivation for 

humanitarian effort to respect for care’s priorities. 

 However, not all global tragedies are grisly humanitarian crises, easily filmed and 

dramatized for the evening news. Morally questionable international laws, regulations, trade 

agreements, and economic policies create as much damage as natural disasters in developing 

countries (as well as the neighborhoods of developed countries). Those who defend, strongly 

protest against, or recommend altering these laws and policies typically promote their various 

positions in the public sphere by describing how these policies uphold (or fail to uphold) justice 

for the people subject to them. Rarely do these public debates include arguments to describe 

more “caring” policies (for trade agreements, immigration law, etc.) to protect the world’s most 

vulnerable individuals. By critiquing the practices and policies of society’s institutions, we may 

achieve a better understanding of how the world should look. We may realize that in our attempt 

to be just we have overlooked many human needs that consistently go unanswered. Real justice 

would pay closer attention to human needs and find just ways to go about the practices of care. 

As Held has emphasized, justice needs care even though care regularly takes place within unjust 

circumstances. However, we know that few people would happily volunteer to live in unjust 

arrangements. Both values deserve consideration and we should give more consideration to care 

as a value and a practice for global issues that include and extend beyond humanitarian crises. 

 The need for care ethics’s influence on public and global policies ties into Fiona 

Robinson’s research. While Held is a philosopher and Robinson works on international relations, 
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both feminists argue that care needs to occupy a more prominent spot in global ethical reasoning 

due to its emphasis on human interrelatedness, the context of moral dilemmas, and its potential 

to transform not only public, but global, relations of power. 

 

Fiona Robinson 

Robinson’s construction and application of care ethics directly ties into her international relations 

research, a discipline almost completely consumed with events in the public sphere. International 

relations has traditionally relied on Kantian and utilitarian ethics as “the acceptable voice[s] of 

morality” due to their influence on liberal contractarianism and their corresponding emphasis on 

autonomy, personal independence, non-interference, and fairness.101 Like most care ethicists, 

Robinson remains skeptical regarding the high prioritization of traditional ethical accounts of 

human autonomy and independence. She explains that international relation’s strong emphasis 

on these qualities has contributed to a “global culture of neglect” since notions of 

interdependence on geographically small and large scales have been devalued and ignored within 

the discipline for generations.102 As a result, huge numbers of the world’s people—especially 

those in developing countries whom we perceive as helpless and desperately dependent on the 

West—remain excluded from political and economic structures of power. Her construction of 

care ethics’s most prominent features demonstrates this moral framework’s relevance to public, 

especially global, issues and responds to this culture of neglect. 

 International relations deals with “the worst situations of human suffering—war and 

violent conflict, poverty and injustice, [and] environmental degradation.”103 As a result, this 

discipline cannot escape discussing and attempting to resolve some of the most demanding and 

tragic problems facing human beings; however, Robinson notes that “ethics has often succeeded” 
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in avoiding the latter task of attempting to resolve these issues. Typically, ethics discusses 

people’s rights and obligations within international relations from a decontextualized, arm’s 

length position: “Proclaiming that the poor, the needy, and the powerless have rights tells us very 

little about why they are unable to exercise those rights, and about who is responsible for what 

sort of action to alter their state of poverty or powerlessness.”104 Robinson believes that greater 

consideration must be given to the relations that exist between the people at the center of a 

particular global problem and their relation (or lack thereof) to those fortunate enough to live 

outside of this problem.105 It is necessary to analyze structures of power and marginalization 

within a given problem and trace how these structures stem from or contribute to the relations 

between those suffering from a conflict, those who remain indifferent to it, or even those who 

benefit from the current circumstances. Robinson strongly believes that a critical ethics of care 

comes closest to achieving these goals. 

 Robinson’s critical ethics of care begins with a “relational ontology,” a concept that 

Gilligan, Ruddick, Tronto, and Held have all emphasized in their own work: “Care ethics starts 

from a relational ontology—that is, from the position of a self [that is] delineated through 

connection, and of life as dependent on this connection and based on a bond of attachment rather 

than a contract of agreement.”106 Approaching an ethical dilemma from this starting point 

requires that we “listen to and learn from the particular standpoint of real individuals” living in 

the midst of a problem.107 Furthermore, this starting point does not require that we create and use 

a “moral theory.” She reminds us that care ethics does not seek to construct abstract, 

universalizable rules for solving global dilemmas in the manner of most other moral theories. 

Robinson admits that this may worry defenders of care ethics: “[Care ethics] cannot easily isolate 
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and articulate the answers of the ‘care perspective’ to the moral problems associated with, say, 

global poverty or intervention.”108 

However, it is highly questionable that any ethical theory that has ever purported to solve 

conflicts by means of abstract rules is tremendously more effective than one that does not. In 

fact, Robinson contends that a theory reliant on abstract rules and principles can sometimes be 

very ineffective when dealing with international relation’s conflicts: “Indeed, the ethics of care 

may defend itself against the charge that it cannot tell us what to do by challenging the pretence 

that abstract norms ever ‘tell us’ what to do. Rules appear to be clear guides to action only after 

all that makes a given context unique has been subtracted.”109 In order to apply a rule or principle 

such as the categorical imperative, one must first subtract the context surrounding the problem at 

hand, including the concrete characteristics or personal histories of those grappling with it. This 

rule seeks to analyze our personal maxims so that they are understood as clearly right or wrong 

and thus easier to justify as universally welcome or objectionable: For example, when using the 

categorical imperative, one hopes to easily distinguish acceptable maxims from those that 

neglect duty; however, for Robinson, discounting the rich details of context surrounding 

particular dilemmas, especially those on a global scale which affect thousands or even millions 

of people, proves counterproductive many times. 

Although “care ethics does not preclude the possibility—indeed the frequent necessity of 

judging between right and wrong,” what care ethics does “[deny] is that there are some principles 

which can allow us to determine what is right and wrong in all, or at least all similar, moral 

situations.”110 Principles and rules work best when they are considered or applied in a general 

manner to a specific situation. Care ethicists realize that the unique features of moral agents and 

their surrounding circumstances play a role in the development of specific conflicts. Subtracting 
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away these details to boil down the conflict to its most general features does not mean that one 

will better understand or solve the problem in a manner that truly benefits those who are hurt. 

Rather, care ethicists see this “boiling down” as an obstruction to paying attention to and 

listening to those in need of care. If agents ignore the critical contextual details that compose a 

problem, then they may lose sight of the issue that they set out to analyze and solve. 

Even though most care ethicists agree that a problem’s contextual details are critical to 

approaching an effective resolution, most care ethicists will also agree that “care does not, at first 

sight, seem to respond well to distance.”111 That is, care ethics has always seemed potentially, 

and dangerously, parochial; however, Robinson claims, “The alleged parochialism of care, like 

its alleged essentialism and alleged antifeminism, are all just that: Allegations, even fears, which 

emerge from the widespread perception that care is primarily, if not exclusively, a morality of 

the private sphere.”112 Even after decades of discussing and applying care ethics to problems of 

lesser and greater prominence in the public sphere, it still seems radical to suggest that a care 

ethicist could pay attention to, listen to, or respond to a global problem. Robinson reminds us 

that the world increasingly becomes “a single place” with passing years due to, for example, 

better means of communication and transportation—the world tends to shrink as technology 

allows us to better access to extremely distant people and places.113 

However, we know that the world is not literally “a single place,” and the people within it 

are not peacefully united despite our greater interdependence and interaction with one another as 

a result of globalization. Distant people of the world may seem “closer” or nearer to us than in 

previous centuries, but in reality “[despite] the rhetoric of globalization, a globalizing world may 

even be a world in which existing asymmetries in power and well-being are exacerbated.”114 
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Robinson traces these asymmetries in power, especially those that exist between developed and 

developing nations, to the exclusion and marginalization that results from difference.  

Marginalization and its corresponding tensions tend to evolve from difference because 

the “shrinking world” effect of globalization remains somewhat illusory. Distant groups still 

remain extremely foreign to each other. Furthermore, globalization (more specifically, global 

transportation) may bring together individuals from wealthier and poorer countries in the form of 

arrangements such as care chains; however, specific aspects of globalization (that is, the high 

cost of global travel) also influence the increasing disconnect between wealthier and poorer 

citizens within individual countries. Although international groups of people depend on each 

other for products, employment, or even the profit earned from tourism, not all people or nations 

benefit in the same favorable manner from these global relations. Despite the illusion of global 

“nearness” of distant groups and the perceived problem of care’s parochialism, care ethics is 

most interested in investigating and looking closely at the relationships of power and inequity 

that maintain patterns of global difference, especially in regard to poverty or disease. It can do 

this work because it is inherently interested in the context surrounding a problem—care ethics 

wants to know who “[has been harmed] by the situation, what relationships have been disrupted, 

who has been abandoned, left alone, or hurt.”115 Care ethics tries to highlight a conflict’s most 

central details and resist agents’ desire to render invisible these complicated, disturbing, or even 

self-implicating facts. 

Many people in the developed world may feel completely detached from the malnutrition 

or disease that plagues other people across the globe, but care ethics wants precisely to ask what 

is in place to maintain this detachment. One can argue that great distances account for this 
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detachment, but we also know that globalization has allowed us to overcome these distances 

when we can earn or gain something from doing so:  

A global ethics, if it is to be at all useful, must address difference and exclusion; 
… specifically, it must address difference by seeing it as constituted in and 
through relationships … An era of globalization is indeed one that is characterized 
by new relationships and profound interdependence; it is also, however, 
characterized by radical differences, perceptions of differences that are affected 
by power relations, and patterns of exclusion.116 

The context surrounding specific global conflicts includes the power relations that affect or harm 

those involved with it. If two distant communities close the geographic gap by participating in an 

interdependent relationship, whether through commerce or tourism for example, then this 

“closing of the geographic gap” should be consistent in that it serves all parties involved in a 

more balanced manner. But, we have seen in many global relationships that exclusion and 

marginalization of particular people regularly takes place. Because care ethics is interested in the 

nature of relationships (not only personal or professional relationships, but also those of power) 

and the details surrounding them, care ethics also wants to ask what allows this marginalization 

to occur in the first place. Such an investigation not only provides the first step to eradicating the 

problem but also the steps to identify similar patterns elsewhere and prevent the repetition of 

them. 

 Picking up on similar cues and patterns will also require paying attention to context, since 

the characteristics and needs of the people in one place most likely will not match those in 

another. If, however, we consistently rely on a “moral theory” that highly prioritizes traditional 

notions of autonomy, non-interference, and impartiality in our moral thinking rather than 

sometimes considering a method that examines the finer details of relationships and needs bound 

up in a specific dispute, we will only continue to maintain global structures of inequality over the 
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long-term. We must “recognize that the suggestion that only an impersonal, impartial, universal-

prescriptive ethics is useful in large-scale contexts is what maintains and upholds our disposition 

to ‘keep strangers strange and outsiders outside’; it is a disposition toward distant others which 

must be overcome.”117 This disposition relates to the desire to hide any form of dependence on 

others. Powerful, developed countries do not want to reveal to other nations the extent to which 

they rely on other countries’ various resources. This is especially true of nations that have taken 

other countries’ resources—human, natural, or financial—with threats or by force. Large-scale 

communities rely on each other for all kinds of needs, but the assistance that these communities 

or nations exchange is usually demeaned or quietly concealed since acknowledging help (or the 

outright taking of the desired resource) takes away that nation’s appearance of autonomy. 

While Robinson certainly does not desire to throw out the human rights discourse or the 

notion of individual rights or obligations, she believes that questioning these notions in light of 

care will reveal them as somewhat inadequate or even exclusionary. If we keep individuals at 

arm’s length when discussing a problem within the relationship that we have with them, and this 

problem is a global problem, then this arm’s length approach will only increase the distance that 

separates the people involved. When we further depersonalize a dilemma, and we are already at 

risk of misunderstanding the details of it in the first place, we take an extraordinary risk in both 

international relations and the application of ethics. Robinson demonstrates how the values of 

attentiveness, competence, and responsibility are extremely relevant to the work of international 

relations, which primarily serves the public sphere on a global level. 

Robinson’s work especially relates to that of Tronto and Held. All three of these theorists 

understand how the contained power of care could ultimately question and transform power 

structures in the public sphere. But, Robinson most aligns with Held when she recommends that 
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international relations should rely first on a framework of care rather than “simply” seeking 

justice for helping those suffering from severe, widespread problems. Understanding a global 

dilemma through the lens of care may provide the best avenue to justice. 

 

Feminists’ Criticisms of Care Ethics 

Because care ethics is a product of feminist thought, feminists have put tremendous effort into 

questioning this framework in order to tease out its most problematic aspects. In fact, when care 

ethics became a central topic within feminist theory, many feminists expressed strong skepticism 

regarding care ethics’s helpfulness to feminists and women. Most of this skepticism generally 

stemmed from concerns of essentialism: Care ethics appears to valorize traditional, 

heteronormative, feminine “virtues,” such as self-sacrifice, unselfishness, cooperation, and 

thoughtfulness. Many feminists point to the cultivation and extreme cultural valorization of these 

“virtues,” especially during the mid-twentieth century, as partially responsible for women’s 

social and economic dependence on men, in addition to the propagation of paternalistic cultural 

attitudes toward women. Because traits like altruism and self-sacrifice have traditionally painted 

women as the more dependent, less autonomous, and subordinate sex, some feminists have 

questioned whether care ethics would actually reinforce sexist stereotypes of women rather than 

dissolve them. Four specific criticisms that feminists have made of care ethics include its 

potential essentialist understanding of women and its misplaced valorization of motherhood; its 

tendency to appear too insular and thus parochial; and its incompatibility with traditional 

understandings of autonomy. 

 Sara Hoagland articulates a number of worries held in common by feminists, especially 

in regard to care ethics’s relationship to mothering in feminist literature. She regards mothering 
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as problematic when understood as the primary model of caring. Many times, mothering is 

unidirectional, or unreciprocated by children or care-recipients. Hoagland believes in the 

importance of caring to ethics, but the mother-child relationship seems too inadequate to remain 

at the center of care ethics.118 When we consider the degree of dependency that most children 

have on their mothers, as well as the very limited degree that children can reciprocate the care of 

mothering, it becomes clear that the mother-child relation is one of great dependency rather than 

interdependency between individuals. Ultimately, care ethics seeks to recognize and encourage 

balanced interdependence between people, especially mature adults. 

Hoagland notes that most small children can grow up to eventually participate in more 

interdependent relationships.119 Thus, care ethics should be careful to continually valorize a 

mother-child relation in which mothers do most, if not all, of the caring with little reciprocation:  

[An] ethics of caring whose model is a dependency relationship, ideally 
transitory, provides at best for an incomplete analysis of caring … [To] the extent 
that it is true that the cared-for cannot understand what the one-caring needs or 
wants, the conclusion I draw is that such a relationship is ipso facto a diminished 
caring relationship.120 

The mother-child relation does not fully portray a reciprocally caring and ethical relationship. 

Although mothers often embody many of the traits that care ethicists wish to argue as rational 

and necessary in all people for the well-being of society, mothering relations can also be 

unbalanced.121 Care ethicists, and feminists more generally, are not in favor of advocating 

unbalanced, “diminished,” and exploitative caring relations as the ethical norm. 

Hoagland recommends that we look for a different type of caring relation to place at the 

center of care ethics in order to avoid the romanticizing particular to mothering. Unfortunately, 

she does not specifically recommend what other kind of caring relation should center this ethics. 

Perhaps Hoagland avoids making this recommendation because caring relations have myriad 
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forms; it does not seem wise to insist that one particular kind of relation should provide the 

model for interdependent, caring behavior. In fact, to insist that one kind of relation qualifies as 

the best or most caring may prove counterintuitive to the growth and dynamics of care ethics 

itself. Ultimately, care ethicists want to demonstrate that care has a relevant spot in many types 

of relationships in both the public and private spheres. An emphasis on one kind of relation, 

whether or not it encompasses mothering or parenting, may only hinder care ethics’s progress. 

Another objection to the emphasis on mothering involves the fear of propagating 

patriarchy and parochialism. Feminists who have contributed to care ethics believe that this 

theory can truly contribute to breaking down patriarchal systems of oppression that primarily 

affect women and more vulnerable members of society. However, if the concept of care takes 

root in an extremely personal relationship—a relationship associated most strongly to private 

homes—it may be next to impossible to relate this deeply personal relationship and what it can 

teach us about ethical behavior to weaker ties we may have with neighbors and fellow 

community members. Feminists who contribute to care ethics usually intend to make this theory 

more relevant to the public sphere, outside of private households. The values of care should 

ideally influence public political structures: “Caring cannot be insular and it cannot ignore the 

public reality, material conditions, and social structure of the world.”122 Care ethics must defeat 

the charge of parochialism on two counts: First, it must achieve relevance outside of the private 

sphere and second, it must achieve relevance on a global scale. 

 The first aspect of parochialism has received great attention in the past twenty years. 

Supporters of care ethics do not want to promote an ethical theory that simply maintains the 

status quo with care remaining the primary value in private homes and justice remaining the 

guiding value of the public sphere. Care ethicists believe that care has a place in discussions 
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regarding the workings of government, legislation, and business and the market. If we 

continuously reduce care’s relevance only to private households, we uphold the traditional 

relationship between the private and public spheres and the respective “workers” in each (that is, 

women as care workers in the former and men with formal employment in the latter). 

Since the workings of the private sphere make possible the workings of the public sphere, 

these seemingly disparate entities overlap a great deal.123 If children and adults receive 

inadequate care in the private sphere due to perpetual problems in the public sphere, these 

individuals cannot reasonably contribute to public life (such as school and work) in a positive 

way. Conversely, if schools receive poor funding these students will struggle to compete with 

other students from wealthier areas: The opportunity for higher education will gradually slip 

from the grasp of poorer students, and thus further determine their job opportunities and even the 

care offered in their respective households. The pattern of employment opportunities in a region 

can additionally affect the overall fabric of community life: If most people in a community have 

low-paying, unskilled employment with little opportunity for additional education or promotion, 

their families at home will have to contend with the rising costs of living with a stagnant salary. 

Public events shape experiences in private homes on a regular basis, and people’s home lives 

affect their contributions to their neighborhoods and greater society. Thus, the respective, 

traditional values of both spheres should also spill over into each other, but usually this is not the 

case. 

Anna Julia Cooper noted this overlap of public and private spheres in 1892, long before 

second-wave feminists coined the phrase “The personal is political.” In her essay “What Are We 

Worth?” she very candidly discusses that a person’s value in society greatly hinges on what that 

person does in and for society: “[The world] is intensely practical … What have you produced, 
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what consumed? What is your real value in the world’s economy? What do you give the world 

over and above your cost?”124 Cooper points out that the labor within households greatly impacts 

those individuals wishing to contribute to the positive workings of the world: Household work, 

especially mothering, becomes inevitably intertwined with public employment and labor. 

“[Mothering] is labor, development, training, careful, patient, painful, diligent toil … It is a 

heavy investment, requires a large outlay of money on long time and large risk, no end of labor, 

skill, pains … But there is no other labor which so creates value.”125 Privately, the work of 

mothering pays back these individual laborers nearly immediately and sometimes frequently as 

children accrue smaller and larger accomplishments. Publicly, the work of mothering eventually 

pays back in huge dividends since all of society benefits from a workforce raised with care and 

provided with critical amenities like education and healthcare. 

The boundaries between these two spheres are extraordinarily blurred—both spheres 

overlap very heavily and the events within one largely influences the other. Cooper and 

contemporary feminists demonstrate that downplaying the importance of one sphere (that is, the 

private) to the other (that is, the public) is dangerously obtuse. Without the work of good or 

adequate mothering in households, grown children will struggle to “produce” in the public 

world. Conversely, the opportunity for the best mothering depends on relatively easy access to 

certain resources (such as excellent public education and healthcare) in the public sphere for 

adults, mothers, and children. Care ethicists have great interest in this overlap between the public 

and private spheres because events between each sphere have always overlapped, but the 

traditional guiding values within each (especially care and justice) do not have equal weight 

within each sphere. Virginia Held says, 
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One clearly unsatisfactory possibility is to think that justice is a value appropriate 
to the public sphere of the political, whereas care belongs to the private domains 
of family and friends and charitable organizations … [however] we see that 
justice is badly needed in the family as well as in the state … [And] we can see 
that care is badly needed in the public domain … Assuring that care is available to 
those who need it should be a central political concern, not one imagined to be a 
solely private responsibility of families and charities.126 

The values traditionally confined to each sphere could have a tremendous impact on the events in 

both public and private matters. To argue that these values have always been confined to a 

respective sphere and that this is the “proper” nature of matters simply overlooks the actual truth 

of real societal arrangements.127 

 Held acknowledges this extremely intertwined nature of the public and private spheres 

and the role of mothering in both. Held does sympathize with Hoagland’s and others’ worries 

regarding the ethical relevance of mothering, but Held does not think that we should completely 

dismiss the mother-child relation.128 More generally, Held addresses defenders of liberal ethical 

theories who do not believe that mothering should remain central to the conversation of this 

public and private interplay, especially as it pertains to ethics and applications of ethics. In the 

public sphere, it is true that most agents creating and solving ethical problems are adults and 

should not be thought of as children.129 Additionally, Held understands the difficulty of 

translating an intimate caring relationship, such as that of parenting, to a normative discussion of 

ethical relations in the public sphere. Most relations between individuals in the public sphere, 

even when guided by the value of care, will not reflect a mother-child relationship. Needless to 

say, such an outcome would be extremely undesirable, not to mention unrealistic. 

This does not mean, however, that care itself has no place in public discussions, 

arrangements, or the relationships that constitute welfare systems, healthcare, and education for 
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example.130 Ultimately, Held thinks that the critics who fear the ethical emphasis on mothering 

incorrectly interpret the potential ethical power of the mother-child relation: 

When we think of ourselves as very young or very old, highly dependent on 
others, seriously ill or under heavy medication, or ignorant to the relevant factors 
on which policy is decided, it might sometimes be more suitable to imagine how 
we would wish to be treated by those who would care for us if we were children, 
rather than to imagine what we and others would choose from the even more 
remote and inappropriate position of the fully independent, self-sufficient, and 
equal rational agent. How would we have wanted our parents to treat us?131 

In other words, we should try to remember that we cannot always survive completely 

independently from others, and there is a certain standard of care that we may implicitly desire 

when we have little control over how our needs are met. Care ethicists, including Ruddick, Held, 

and Tronto, remind us that all infant human beings require care and many elderly individuals do 

as well. This does not include young and middle-aged adults, many of whom require occasional 

medical assistance for various ailments or psychological help (whether formally from 

professionals or informally from personal interaction with close others).  

Whenever we interact with those who depend on us, we must seriously reflect on how we 

help them. Reflecting on the mother-child relationship serves as a lesson (albeit, one of many) in 

empathy. Additionally, as Sara Ruddick points out, maintenance of this and other relationships is 

highly cognitive and rational.132 While it is true that mothering can be unreciprocated and 

unidirectional at times, Held reminds us that the thought process of successful mothering 

involves serious reflection and empathy, a trait that usually helps rather than hurts most types of 

public or private relationships. Ultimately, the best mothering cultivates people who can think 

autonomously with regard for others; participate in and maintain healthy relationships with 

others; and contribute to the overall value and workings of their personal household and greater 

community.133 
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In regard to the role of justice in the private sphere, traditional Western ethics and 

political philosophy rarely, if ever, consider the application of justice within households in 

conjunction with the application of care to public policy and legislation.134 In more recent 

literature, feminists such as Held and Susan Moller Okin have challenged political philosophy to 

turn this tradition on its head: What would the lens of care indicate to us about our current public 

policies regarding healthcare, welfare, and children’s schooling? On the other hand, what would 

the values of justice highlight regarding our typical response to domestic violence, child, and 

animal abuse? Traditionally, public policy and political philosophy address only the injustices 

and problems of the public sphere without accounting for the interaction of—and affects on—the 

private sphere. And, care has been continually dismissed from the public sphere as an informal 

activity that family and friends do for each other: Those without this benefit of a social network 

are left to fend for themselves. 

 Held (along with most feminists) acknowledges that justice is a critical moral value; 

however, when “individuals [in society] treat each other with only the respect that justice 

requires but no further consideration, the social fabric of trust and concern can be missing or 

disappearing.”135 Currently, feminists exhibit little interest in further associating caring 

(especially the care that some feminists wish social institutions would adopt) exclusively with 

the task of mothering. But, feminists are interested in examining public relationships of any kind 

under the microscope of care. Care has clear relevance beyond the confines of private homes, but 

avoiding the parochialism of care proves challenging when discussing care’s priorities only in 

light of mothering. Mothering has also become less central to the discussion of care as feminists 

try to employ care ethics over and above matters of local community, especially to global 

problems. Care has a place in discussions of some global issues, but describing care in the 
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context of mothering often proves ineffective when trying to encourage geographically and 

culturally diverse peoples to relate to one another in a context of care.136 

 Many feminists have also discussed care’s relationship to autonomy during the debates of 

the 1990s. In the wake of Gilligan’s In a Different Voice, feminists discussed (and perceived 

Gilligan as suggesting) that autonomy aids and is protected by various ethics of justice, such as 

Kantian deontology and consequentialism. Justice protects individuals and their rights and 

privileges while also outlining agents’ respective responsibilities. In the earliest care ethics 

literature, the values of justice were consistently described as oppositional to those of care.137 

Consequently, traditional notions of autonomy became understood as incompatible with care. 138 

Non-feminists worried that care could not (or had no intention to) protect individuals’ autonomy 

the way rules and principles of justice did. Thus, this camp pointed to care ethics as woefully 

inadequate and the ethic of justice as far more satisfactory. In regards to the “morally 

problematic” dichotomy of justice and care, Carol Gould writes, 

that a synthesis [of justice and care] is required in both ethics and politics … 
What is needed is a rejection of the dichotomy and a new synthesis of the 
perspectives which is not merely a combination of them as they are presently 
defined by which reconstructs them as mutually implicating each other.139 

Gould further argues that avoiding the work of this synthesis is “inadequate both theoretically 

and practically” because it fails to articulate how care and justice are indispensable to each other.  

Care ethicists recognized this problem and had to re-examine care’s relation to autonomy in 

order to explain care as nurturing of and reliant on autonomy. Proper caring and the exercise of 

autonomy are not mutually exclusive. 

 The autonomy problem in care ethics can be discussed from a number of perspectives. 

First, it should be noted that this issue also relates to care ethics’s perceived conflict with 
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essentialism. Because care ethics appeared to call for a new valorization of traditional, female-

gendered values, feminists worried that masculinist, patriarchal structures of power would be 

further strengthened and maintained. These social structures and the gendered traits upheld 

within them have discouraged and sometimes forbidden women’s autonomy. For centuries, those 

who engaged in caring tasks and behaviors did so because society relegated these activities to 

those lacking power in both the public and private spheres: We have traditionally left care work 

to those people with no other options for activities or professions. 

 Participation in care work—the traditional work of women and the generally 

disadvantaged—has long been regarded as a manifestation of one’s lack of autonomy. It has 

often been presumed, especially in regard to women and other “natural” care-givers, that the 

wants and needs of others may too heavily influence care-givers’ ability to make choices and 

think independently. In the course of discussing care and dispelling the fear that its values may 

uphold these essentialist and sexist notions, feminists have found that concepts of care and 

autonomy do not have to be incompatible. The relationship between them is far more 

complicated than initially assumed in the care ethics debate. 

 Jean Keller describes the potential positive interaction between care and autonomy; 

however, this particular understanding depends on a relational concept of autonomy. 

Traditionally, autonomy strikes us as a trait belonging to independent individuals since we 

usually define this trait as “a conception of self-governance, the ability to exercise control over 

one’s life through the choices one makes.”140 It would seem that an autonomous person relies 

very little on others (if at all) to make informed moral decisions: Taking others’ perspectives into 

account when making a moral decision may encourage heteronomous reasoning. Instead, 

Western culture highly values the connection between independence and moral autonomy, and 
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we can trace this tradition through the course of Western ethics and political philosophy: 

“Autonomy has been thought of as the pinnacle of human achievement, the source of human 

dignity, the mark of moral maturity.”141 Most feminists, especially recent contributors to care 

ethics, highly value moral autonomy especially because women’s capacity for it has been 

doubted and denied for centuries.142  

 However, many feminists have questioned the concept of autonomy as we commonly 

understand it in philosophy: Why must we understand this trait as so individualistic? That is, 

why is autonomy always a mark of a person’s ability to exist, think, act, and live apart from, and 

uninfluenced by, others? Why is this particular type of human behavior considered the most 

mature? Feminists point to this understanding as an inconsistency: that meeting the standards of 

an individualistic concept of autonomy would signal the most mature human behavior. Most 

human beings live amongst others and have some sense of human community for their entire 

lifetimes. Additionally, most people rely on their sense of moral autonomy when they feel 

uncertain in the face of competing claims within a particular moral dilemma—claims that come 

from others with whom they interact. Keller says, “Yet the capacity to form and maintain 

relationships, which has received little attention in the Western philosophical tradition, is 

arguably just as much of an achievement as autonomy, and just as important for moral 

maturity.”143 But this attention to relationships, which give rise to the complications of 

competing moral claims, has attracted little attention in the traditional canon of political 

philosophy and ethics. 

This may sound like a weak echo of Gilligan’s conclusions in In a Different Voice. But 

Keller takes this observation regarding relationships a step further: “Autonomy is one human 

good, and the ability to make and sustain connections with others is another; both are necessary 
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for a full and rich human life.”144 In fact, the development of one of these goods depends on the 

development of the other. Keller suggests that healthy, caring relationships inform a strong sense 

of autonomy, and the growth and maintenance of these relationships depends on one having a 

strong sense of autonomy. Care ethicists advocate the importance of a relational concept of 

autonomy since it goes hand in hand with the relational ontology that care ethicists describe as 

central to human experience.145 

A person who becomes increasingly competent in regard to autonomy must develop this 

skill in a social or interpersonal setting—not in an isolated place devoid of others. Moral 

conflicts themselves cannot arise without interaction between people. Thus, care ethicists believe 

that we should think of approaching and resolving dilemmas from the perspective of being in 

relationship with others, rather than being independent and detached from all involved. Earlier 

conceptions of caring relations (as they pertain to care ethics) have to open themselves up to the 

power of an individual’s autonomy, but the conception of autonomy (as philosophers have come 

to know it) must also change to recognize the constant influence of participating in varied and 

complex relationships with others. 

The first of these compromises with autonomy addresses the worries of Hoagland, Card, 

and Barbara Houston. They and other feminists worry that care’s values, especially in the 

traditional gendered sense, encourage women to absorb themselves in all potential (especially 

family and intimate) relationships. Consequently, women may actually lose their sense of moral 

autonomy within exploitative or abusive relationships: 

Elevating care to an ethical ideal threatens to valorize the maintenance by carers 
of relationships that ought to be dissolved or those from which a carer should be 
able to withdraw without being in anyway [seen as an] ‘ethically diminished’ 
[person] … I should have thought the richness of our ethical ideals enabled us to 
reject bad relationships and freed us up for ethically fuller ones.146 
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Many care ethicists agree with Card, and Keller’s relational conception of autonomy provides us 

an “enabling force” for choosing relationships which enrich our lives rather than deteriorate 

them. Autonomy should play a role in who we care for and how we care for them. Men and 

women are allowed to—and in fact should—discriminate between healthy and toxic 

relationships, a point that the earliest care ethics literature did not fully articulate. 

Autonomy is “the ability to exercise control over one’s life through the choices one 

makes,” and this goes hand in hand with self-respect and personal integrity. True autonomy gives 

us room to make to make our own choices, but we must also accept responsibility for these 

choices despite the outcome. “By arguing that integrity and self-respect are also important values 

for the care agent, and that these values provide the standard by which a care agent automatically 

monitors her conduct,” we can both empower and hold responsible care-givers and receivers in 

relationships.147 To maintain one’s personal integrity, a care-giver must autonomously decide 

which relationships deserve effort, which require change, and which need to be severed entirely. 

The critical examination that these decisions require better guarantee the richness of the 

relationships with which one engages.148 More recent conceptions of care ethics advocate that 

this discrimination take place, and autonomy clearly plays a role in this process. In this case, 

autonomy cannot be thought of in the traditional, individualistic sense since the person 

reassessing her relationships must seriously consider relevant others in relation to herself during 

this process. 

Additionally, if the motivation of dignity and integrity encourage people to reevaluate 

their relationships, it should help people realize when they smother those they care-for. That is, if 

a caregiver steamrolls the autonomy of the cared-for, a serious reevaluation of the relationship 

still must take place or the caregiver must take responsibility for the harm she inflicts as a result. 
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This assessment and action is especially critical when the care recipient cannot exercise her own 

autonomy or inform the caregiver of her problems with the relationships. At the same time, 

plenty of people who receive care (or interdependently give and receive care) in relationships 

must also cultivate a strong sense of autonomy. If one is uncomfortable with the care she 

receives or feels that this care is overwhelming or unnecessary, then she must alter or exit the 

relationship. Lastly, individuals should reassess their participation in self-care. Over-neglect of 

oneself will also negatively impact the relationships in which one participates. In all cases, 

autonomy can allow individuals to reflect on and reassess their core relations. This sense of 

autonomy should ultimately improve the state of one’s relations and even help eliminate 

especially toxic relations. 

This feminist and care ethical development of relational autonomy also has relevance to 

conflicts between larger communities or nations. As Robinson points out, agents as well as their 

respective governments have a tendency to “keep strangers strange and outsiders outside.” Just 

as a relational concept of autonomy accommodates the task of assessing the health of personal 

relationships, larger communities should engage in similar assessments of their international and 

global relationships. For example, a wealthy country that can provide aid to poorer countries or 

communities suffering from a natural disaster should be careful not to ignore the collective 

voices of those requiring help with specific needs. On the other hand, a country with tremendous 

resources should make assessments of national “self-care”: It is important for this country to 

share resources with other global populations who may need them, but this task must accompany 

some awareness of the needs of those less-fortunate within the wealthier country itself.149 It is a 

trickier matter to discuss the severing of relationships on a global level: A country that feels 

abused or violated by another government cannot simply exit a toxic relationship. This does 
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excuse the relationship, however, and some action must be taken to prevent further discord from 

this imbalanced relationship. 

Returning to the level of individuals, we can see that we can further develop autonomy 

through relations (especially healthy ones) with others. It is through our interpersonal 

interactions that we learn what we can and cannot tolerate from others. And these same 

interactions teach us when we have unreasonable or unrealistic expectations of others. Autonomy 

is critical to the best relationships because it allows individuals to protect and preserve both their 

integrity and dignity and their connection to others (practices which have traditionally been 

denied to women), all of which contribute to a rich and fulfilling life. Feminists, especially care 

ethicists, have struggled to demonstrate that maintaining and participating in balanced caring 

relationships is as important as achieving “the [traditional] mark of moral maturity”: autonomy. 

Care ethicists believe that we need to completely reconceptualize autonomy and its connection to 

relationships to achieve a healthier and more realistic understanding of how we should engage 

and regard autonomy itself. 

Feminist skepticism of care ethics has paid off for those who have invested themselves in 

the promise of this moral framework. Because care ethics is inherently feminist in origin, it has 

been a critical task to reformulate care ethics to avoid valorizing traditional, heteronormative, 

feminine “virtues.” While care ethics still struggles with the problem of parochialism, the work 

that has been done on this front has demonstrated care’s relevance to the public sphere. Because 

care ethicists have spent considerable time demonstrating that care is as necessary to the public 

sphere as much as it is to the private sphere, this has furthered discussions of the overlap between 

the two spheres themselves. Care, as a practice and value, not only has relevance in the public 

sphere, but it is critical to its successful functioning. This does not mean that care and care ethics 
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are too parochial. This claim overlooks the struggle to have care taken seriously as a political 

influence or priority in the public sphere. One of the most important outcomes of this internal 

criticism has been a new conception of autonomy—a relational concept of autonomy is not only 

compatible with the priorities of care ethics, but may have something to offer to political 

philosophies and ethical theories built on the traditional concept of autonomy as detached 

independence. 

 Using the work of Gilligan, Ruddick, Tronto, Held, and Robinson, I have described the 

basic building blocks of care ethics, as well as the details that have pushed forward the 

conversation of care ethics. When discussed as a “different voice” in the early 1980s, the voice 

of care seemed relevant only to private or local circumstances. But, feminists have wasted little 

time in describing how care ethics may help resolve public and global dilemmas as well. These 

feminists have argued that people’s rights and autonomy can be respected and pursued in light of 

care’s priorities: That is, care’s emphasis on the uniqueness of individuals’ and their relation to 

particular dilemmas and to each other. 

 There are numerous critics, especially feminist critics who, have had to seriously question 

the priorities of care ethics. But, their questions have led to explorations in the theory that have 

shed light on conforming care ethics to feminist goals and priorities. Providing the groundwork 

of care ethics in addition to traditional ethical frameworks will prove necessary to the remaining 

chapters of this project. With the background provided in this and the previous chapter, I 

ultimately intend to demonstrate the extent to which these various frameworks may overlap or 

prove necessary to each other in some circumstances. It may be the case that each ethical 

approach is best suited to some types of dilemmas rather than others. The third chapter will focus 

on the contemporary dilemma of global care chains, which has received the most attention from 
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feminist scholars. By running parallel the details of global care chains to the ethical theories 

discussed in this and the following chapter, I will go on to demonstrate that care ethics best 

speaks to the details of global care chains. 
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CHAPTER 3 

GLOBAL CARE CHAINS AND THE INVISIBILITY OF CARING LABOR AND 
LABORERS 

 

In the previous chapters, I have discussed the details of care ethics and its potential interactions 

with other major moral frameworks. In this chapter, I will examine the problem of global care 

chains while further highlighting the particular strengths of care ethics for their illumination.  

Global care chains pose intricate ethical issues involving numerous persons across international 

boundaries. We will see that global care chains should be remedied, at the very least, with the 

ultimate goal focused on eliminating the need for them.  I will argue that an approach primarily 

guided by the value of care is most promising for this issue since care chains are essentially 

international layers of relationships.  Care ethics is especially suited to highlight the most 

insidious aspects of care chains while suggesting recommendations for how to address them. 

Global care chains constitute a unique set of problems because they are international in 

scale, but they are upheld and motivated by people trying to maintain their local webs of 

relationships.  I will begin by explaining what global care chains are, including the problems 

faced by the domestic workers and employers within them.  We will see that many of the 

problems inherent to them are silent and nearly-invisible social issues that affect most people, 

regardless of their actual proximity to care chains.  After presenting the major features and 

problems of care chains, the next chapter will discuss how care ethics can operate as the primary 

moral framework for resolving these issues.  Additionally, this discussion will recommend 

coupling elements of liberal theory and care ethics: I will show that care ethics can modify and 

strengthen the liberal notion of a formal contract for the protection of domestic workers and 

nannies within global care chains.  However, the formalized contract I discuss must take root in 
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the values that correspond to care ethics, including attentiveness, responsibility, and 

responsiveness toward others as individuals enmeshed in complex social webs.  

Typically, care does not carry any real weight in discussions of global dilemmas.  Indeed, 

most current discussions of international relations do not have as their focus on concrete persons 

enmeshed in real, tangible relationships within their local, national, and global communities.  

According to Fiona Robinson, “liberal contractarianism—the ethics of rights and obligations” 

has been “the acceptable voice of morality in international relations.”1  Individualist approaches 

of this sort, with an emphasis on freedom from interference by the state and other individuals and 

groups, has led to an exclusive emphasis on rights to the detriment of other important moral 

values, and in particular, that of care.2  For feminist scholars like Robinson, Joan Tronto, and 

Rachel Kurian, the liberal individualist focus that currently dominates our approach to 

contemporary issues of globalization and international relations remains unsatisfactory for care 

ethicists. 

 Formalization of care work in this case does not have to be a strictly liberal notion, and it 

can actually promote the values of care ethics between seemingly dissimilar or unrelated parties.  

Ultimately, I will demonstrate that the approach of care ethics to a particular global problem can 

relate to an approach rooted in another major moral framework—the recommendations of care 

ethics and traditional liberal frameworks are not always starkly polarized.  Finally we will see 

that care ethics can make reasonable recommendations for matters on the global scale. 

 

The Origins of a Global Care Chain: A “Macro-Level” Investigation 

To characterize global care chains properly, it is helpful to understand their relationship to some 

of the effects of globalization.  Current world circumstances demonstrate that information, 
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technology, and people can travel through and beyond national borders with tremendous ease.  

Data, images, and communication in their various forms take mere seconds to be transmitted 

around the globe.  Additionally, transportation for goods, consumer products, natural resources, 

and people is the fastest it has ever been and seems constantly to move faster.  As cultures on 

opposite sides of the globe are increasingly exposed to each other, whether through tourism or 

immigration, particular consumer-related details have become increasingly common to these 

various groups of people.3  The cultural homogenization propelled by western businesses and 

corporations paints a deceptively pleasant picture of diverse groups overlapping in our frenzied 

modern world. 

 Feminist scholars like Robinson try to reveal the deceptiveness of this picture for what it 

is.  Globalization may increase the amount and speed of data and people constantly crossing the 

globe; however, this phenomenon has not nearly affected all individuals in an unambiguously 

beneficial or consistent manner: “[What are] the ethical implications of a world which is 

characterized by increasing interdependence and relations across borders?”4  Robinson is 

compelled to ask this question because individuals in particular countries are far more dependent 

on distant and foreign others for resources that make everyday life possible. 

However, globalization has also influenced the more wide-spread “structures of exclusion 

and increase[ed] asymmetries in [people’s] access to power and levels of well-being.”5  

Globalization has dramatically enriched only particular cultures or nations.  Many business 

people in the US, for example, may argue that global technology allows them to work more 

efficiently and effectively.  At the same time, many philosophers are concerned about those 

countries that do not benefit from global innovations in such an obvious or consistent manner, 

especially in regards to the availability of natural resources and medical care.6  It becomes 
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necessary to investigate who lives on the losing side of globalization.  Global care chains are a 

perfect example of the “increasing asymmetries in [people’s] access to power and levels of well-

being” across international boundaries. 

Global care chains take root in a number of intertwined social problems.  Recent years 

have indicated an increased demand for nannies and domestic workers within the United States 

and portions of Europe.  This demand has stemmed from and contributed to a number of related 

conflicts.  These conflicts primarily involve the slow movement of gender de-institutionalization 

and the perpetual existence of patriarchal societal frameworks, in addition to the “masculine 

career model”7 and the unceasing demands of the “second shift” that results from the overlap of 

women’s professional careers and house work.  Gender de-institutionalization refers to feminists’ 

attempts to break down the strict gender roles that have traditionally delineated specific jobs and 

responsibilities to men and women in society.  For example, a society that has done little to de-

institutionalize gender may dictate that it remains women’s place to cook, clean, and care for 

children and elderly relatives in the home.  In the same society, men would be encouraged to 

work outside the home and support their wives and children monetarily.  Furthermore, this 

particular pattern has been prominent in US history for a specific type of household: That is, 

those nuclear families that are white, heteronormative, and middle- and –upper class.  However, 

this expectation has not existed for non-white, working class, or poor families.  In this latter case, 

both heads-of-household must typically work for family survival. 

Shelley Wilcox describes how the persistence of strict gender roles has led not only to the 

increased demand for nannies and domestic workers, but also reliance on the “increasingly 

international division of domestic labor” that accompanies it.8  She notes that the wealthiest 

women in the US have always relied on domestic workers and nannies to do large amounts of 
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housework and provide fulltime supervision for children.  However, Wilcox also notes that more 

middle class women have been in need of similar services due to their increased participation in 

the workforce.  With more opportunities for higher education and the wider range of professional 

opportunities that accompany it, women spend less time at home and more at work.9  Even 

women who may not wish to pursue any particular career find themselves working.  Fewer 

households can rely on a single full-time salary.   

The more prevalent presence of women at the office, however, has not been accompanied 

by the increased presence of men participating in household work.  Women still perform the 

majority of domestic work.  As Susan Moller Okin has remarked, women are “out of the house 

but not out of the kitchen.”10  Okin made this comment in 1989, but Wilcox observes nearly 

twenty years later that “despite women’s participation in male-modeled professions, a sexual 

division of labor based on traditional gender roles stubbornly persists in heterosexual 

households.”11  Working women increasingly reach out for assistance in maintaining their 

homes, and they have found a greater response from other women rather than their own spouses. 

 The international division of domestic labor becomes relevant at this point: Many of the 

women to whom working women turn are from developing nations.12  As the need for domestic 

workers increases in places such as Western Europe and the US, women from places including 

the Philippines, Mexico, and Central America follow this demand, contributing to what Arlie 

Hochschild has termed a “global care chain.”  She writes that “global capitalism affects whatever 

it touches, and it touches virtually everything including what I call global care chains—a series 

of personal links between people across the globe based on the paid or unpaid work of caring.”13  

Although intricate webs of care can exist on local and national levels, the primary characteristic 

of a global care chain is the type of international borders it traverses. 
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Usually, the human links in the chain come from the contrasting settings of developed 

and developing nations.  The most common example of this type of care chain involves a woman 

leaving her family behind in a poorer country to take a job as a domestic worker for a wealthier 

family in a developed country.  She then sends her wages back to her family so that care work 

can be afforded for the domestic worker’s children or elderly relatives at home.  In this way, care 

work performed for a salary in the first world pays the salary of another care worker who tends 

to the needs of the original care worker’s family in her absence.  Global care chains are often 

more elaborate than this, but in general “each kind of chain expresses an invisible human 

ecology of care, one kind of care depending on another and so on.”14 

 Professional women in wealthier countries have felt unable to complete all necessary care 

work in the private sphere, and migrating female workers have steadily pursued employment in 

these households to supplement or replace their low incomes in their homeland.  Hochschild 

explains that many of these women have opportunities in their own communities for professional 

work such as teaching, nursing, and administrative assistance and clerical positions.  In fact, 

many women who choose to migrate to the US for domestic work have college degrees, but they 

cannot afford to live on the wages paid by the more skilled work available in their countries.15  

Childcare work and housekeeping jobs in the US actually offer a better salary for many women 

contemplating migration.16  On the surface, the increased pay offered by these jobs in the US 

appears to have its own set of advantages, but it is questionable whether anyone really achieves a 

winning situation on either end of the care chain.  This arrangement has had specific 

disadvantages to the privileged employers17 of domestic workers and to the domestic workers 

themselves. 
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 It is a complicated matter to discuss the various facets of a care chain, especially once 

one has moved past the general social issues that give rise to them.  Social problems like gender 

deinstitutionalization and the undervaluation of caring labor overlap on many different levels 

within the care chain.  Rachel Kurian organizes the more intricate details of care chains in two 

ways.18  First, Kurian establishes “the macro-meso-micro nexus in the globalization of domestic 

care services.”  Adequately understanding the nature of care chains necessitates their 

examination through all three of these separate lenses.   Each level reveals different facets of the 

asymmetrical power that structures these webs of relation.  By discussing care chains on a 

macro-level, Kurian reveals how twentieth-century global economic policies have created “push” 

and “pull” factors that inevitably encourage the migration of poorer women to supplement caring 

labor in developed countries.  The meso- and micro-discussions of care chains reveal the 

relations of power and privilege within individual care chains after migration is complete and the 

care chain has been anchored across seas. 

 Most of Kurian’s macro-investigation focuses on Western Europe and the political 

formation of the European Union.  She states, 

The m[ovement] of women migrants from the South to the North for the provision 
of domestic care services is a particularly stark example of how these advantages 
and disadvantages [of care chains] have been articulated in the global labor 
market … [T]here is little attention to the macroeconomic policies and structural 
changes in the industrialized and developing countries that directly paved the way 
for this form of female migration.19 

The macro-level of investigation explains “the pull factor,” or the attraction of migrant care 

workers to the EU and other wealthy regions.  In the last twenty years, neo-classical economic 

policies have put a financial strain on particular “public enterprises,” especially health, 

educational, and welfare services, in wealthier and poorer countries. 
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In Europe, countries trying to meet the criteria for EU participation passed measures that 

put the general onus of care back on private households rather than public entities: “It is 

conventional wisdom that institution[al] care is more costly to the public purse than care in the 

community.  The moves toward paying for care at home … are likely to be motivated as much 

by expenditure considerations as by the quality of care.”20  In a similar discussion specifically 

regarding public policy in the US, Joan Tronto and Julie White frame American welfare reform 

that passed in the 1990s (“The Personal Responsibility Act”).21  In both cases, major social 

policy changed more effectively to “cut the apron ties” between the state and those citizens 

understood as too needy and dependent—in most cases, these individuals were poorer women 

with children.  These social policies were formulated at a time when the populations of the 

United States and Western Europe experienced two major social shifts.  First, there was a 

marked increase in the average age of the overall population, with the elderly tending to require 

more attention and care than any other age group.  Second, women were accepting more part- 

and full-time jobs in the public sphere, leaving less time for care work in the private sphere. 

It is on this macro-level of investigation that gender-deinstitutionalization and the 

masculine career model fit into the dilemma of care chains: Placing the onus of care for society’s 

more vulnerable citizens on the shoulders of private households and communities would not be 

such an unmanageable burden if care work were distributed in a more even manner across all 

capable men and women.  As it stands, care work is traditionally assigned by gender: As long as 

women continue to have the greatest responsibility for caring labor, in addition to seeking paid 

employment in the public sphere, care work will remain an overwhelming task to communities 

as a whole.  This is true for communities in both developed and developing countries.  Kurian 

reviews an important statistic regarding the European Union: “In spite of increased labor force 
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participation, women continue to do the main work in the household, much of which is unpaid 

and often even unrecognized as work.  The total number of unpaid hours of work is 1 to 1.5 

times higher than the total number of paid hours of work, with the women’s share of this being 

considerably higher than of men.”22 

Unsurprisingly, a higher demand for “cheap and effective domestic care” became 

apparent in more households during the later part of the twentieth-century.  Specifically, hiring 

migrant females emerged as a primary and preferable strategy for completing domestic work.  

First, migrant domestic workers have been consistently more affordable for middle class families 

than hiring a worker from the local community.  Additionally, to the benefit of these wealthier 

communities, a family that hires this less expensive help guarantees that another educated, 

middle class worker (the female head of household or her daughters) would be available to 

participate in local markets.  Ultimately, this “movement of person power across continents takes 

care of the problems of both social expenditure and the disruption of normative family practices 

in the West.”23  While this “pull” for migrant domestic workers strengthened, “push” factors on 

the same macro-level further encouraged these workers to pursue foreign job opportunities. 

While developed countries were pushing the onus of care work back onto private 

households, developing countries were dealing with the strain of structural readjustment 

programs imposed by the IMF and World Bank.  As a result, “many women have become poor, 

and the poor women have become poorer” in countries such as the Philippines.24  In the public 

sphere, unemployment has risen while governments have tried cutting costs by scaling back 

primary social services.  Similarly to their counterparts in wealthier nations, women in 

developing countries have had to shoulder an increase in unpaid care work in the private sphere.  

However, earning opportunities to pay for caring needs are nearly unavailable.  As Hochschild 
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mentions, many of these women are degreed and prepared for professional work, but the 

temptation of a domestic work salary in Los Angeles, Amsterdam, or Dubai is extremely strong.  

Many times, it proves impossible to resist. 

With these macro-level factors in place, migration becomes a common solution to 

problems in developed and developing nations.  Overall, this results in what Kurian refers to as a 

double disadvantage for developing nations.  First is that many “needed skills are being siphoned 

off by the industrialized countries.”  (Hochschild refers to this phenomenon as a “care drain” 

since these workers—despite their professional background—are usually female and thus care 

workers for their households and families.)  “[S]econd, the training costs for these skills are met 

by the developing countries.”25  In other words, when huge numbers of women migrate from 

specific areas of the world, these countries suffer both a “care drain” and a “brain drain.”  Over 

time, migrant workers begin sending large portions of their foreign salaries to their families at 

home, and the home countries of these workers begin strongly to rely on the huge wave of 

remittances sent to them.  Major source countries for domestic workers—such as the 

Philippines—have enacted directives that outlined the rights of these migrant workers and sought 

to protect them, even when as they work abroad.  Even though most women in migrant domestic 

work lost significant social status in their move to the new host country, their economic support 

to their home country entitled them to “special attention and protection.”26 

However, stretching this special attention and protection to the workers while they are 

actually overseas is far easier said than done.  Kurian shifts to the meso- and micro-investigation 

levels of care chains at this point.  The major global impetuses for care chains—on the sides of 

both “push” and “pull”—have been established.  But, the more minute details that affect 

individual workers and their employers in these situations still need to be highlighted. 
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Within the Care Chain: A “Meso- ” and “Micro-Level” Investigation 

Investigating care chains on the community and household levels is extremely revealing.  The 

motivation behind migrating care workers and those interested in hiring these workers should 

now be clear.  But, once migration has taken place and a care chain has solid roots, however, a 

number of problematic events have the opportunity to unravel.  These include abuse and 

manipulation of the hired worker, in addition to a silent process of rendering invisible this 

worker and the tasks that she does.  Additionally, the more this hired-worker succeeds at 

seamlessly completing the tasks assigned by the employing female head-of-household, the more 

this employing head-of-household may falsely believe that she has attained professional and 

social freedom.   It is on the meso- and micro-level of investigation that we see care chains 

maintaining the status quo in regards to the gendered division of labor in the public and private 

spheres and the low-status traditionally ascribed to care work.  We see, in other words, that care 

chains trap households and communities into unbalanced webs of dependence, rather than 

functional webs of interdependence.  

 In order to find work and make themselves available to those hiring, migrating workers 

typically utilize a third party to enter the host country with a job arranged.  These are 

government-run recruitment agencies or they are private entities.  In both cases, it is unusual for 

the prospective employee to have the necessary funds to pay the recruitment agency fee in 

addition to whatever fees are required for immigration, including the accompanying paperwork 

and overseas transportation.  A migrant worker may choose to borrow money from friends or 

family, and sometimes she must borrow from the recruitment agency itself.27  In any case, she 

travels to her host country with a tremendous debt to be paid with her new salary.  Most 

disturbingly, if a domestic worker enters into her new job with a labor contract (many do not), 
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the terms of contract are usually set by the recruiter.  This has led to miscommunication and 

outright misrepresentation of the worker’s new responsibilities, and there have been incidents of 

workers agreeing to one contract only to have the recruiter secretly swap it out for alternate 

agreement.28  In these instances, the workers have little if any political, social, or economic 

leverage with which to contest such abuses. 

 When domestic workers finally establish themselves in their employers’ home, they face 

the odd employment situation that is domestic work and the fact that care work possesses little 

social value.  Childcare and housecleaning are activities that take place within private homes, but 

this simple fact becomes complicated when a person is directly hired to perform these activities 

for a family.  The domestic worker becomes subject to “a uniquely exploitative employment 

relationship.”29  Typically, employment for any job is usually regarded as a public event: A 

person goes on record for performing specific duties for specific pay and benefits and is 

promoted, demoted, or fired according to whether his or her performance measures up to a pre-

established set of criteria.  But this is a rare arrangement for a domestic worker, whether she is a 

legal or illegal immigrant or an actual citizen of the host country. 

Because of domestic work’s strong connection to the private sphere, few public laws 

bother to address it.  Wilcox notes three federal employment laws in the US that “explicitly 

exclude” domestic work from their protection.30  These workers face a double-sided conflict, due 

to a lack of initiative to protect them by both heads of households and lawmakers.  This prevents 

many domestic workers from achieving what Gabrielle Meagher calls a “contract for service.”  A 

contract for service exists when “the boundaries around the job and the relationship [between the 

domestic worker and her employer(s)] are well-defined and mutually agreed upon.”31  Currently, 

many domestic workers dwell within a state of limbo, uncertain about how closely their work 
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should bind them personally with the families that have hired them.  Additionally, they have 

little legal recourse when they feel threatened or abused in their jobs. As we will see, the US is 

not the only developed country with federal labor laws that have loopholes for employers of 

domestic workers. 

Unfortunately, it makes sense that current federal employment laws would exclude 

domestic workers regardless of their immigrant or citizenship status.  Care work has little or no 

status in either the public or private sphere.  Although care work is the backbone of the private 

sphere—and arguably the public sphere—this work is usually unpaid, especially when household 

members do it themselves.  Sometimes this work is referred to as a “labor of love,” but certainly 

not as labor in an economic sense: 

[T]he work done by women in the household is often not seen as “work.” 
Conventionally, “work” is defined as and limited to economic activity involved in 
the production of goods and services as defined by the United Nations System of 
National Accounts.  However the definition of “work” also excludes unpaid 
services done in the household … which is effectively made economically 
“invisible.”32 

This process of rendering care work invisible is easy to initiate and maintain.  Not only is 

domestic work traditionally devoid of public economic value, domestic workers perform tasks 

for private households, outside of public markets, laws, and oversight.  Although there is 

tremendous overlap between the public and private spheres for the everyday functioning of 

society, extending public labor laws into private homes (to cover minimum wage, maternity and 

sick leave, for example) is rare.  For many employing heads of household, it is probably 

unwelcome as well.  Typically, the elements of the private sphere are to be left alone, unfettered 

by social regulations. 
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 Kurian explores the role of au pairs in the Netherlands to demonstrate how easily care 

work and foreign domestic workers are kept in the shadows of society’s public economic 

institutions.  The European au pair arrangement has been particularly popular since World War 

II, and there is a great deal of legislation that is supposed to outline the work given to au pairs in 

their host household.33  Specifically, this legislation is the European Agreement on Au Pair 

Placement of 1969, but Kurian’s research focuses on the Netherlands since this country did not 

sign the agreement and instead uses its own version of these guidelines.  In the Netherlands, the 

au pair is entitled to a number of protections and rights, including: two days and two nights off 

per week; eight hour maximum work day; 30 hour maximum work week; and monthly “pocket 

money” (€340 maximum as of 2003). The au pair is also protected from performing certain 

tasks, including: gardening; farm or office work; and working as the parents’ maid, butler, or 

party host.  The au pair is simply available to care for the family’s children and to help with 

some domestic chores (such as “light ironing, cleaning, and light shopping”).34 

 The au pair arrangement has come under scrutiny in the Netherlands in recent years.  

During the 1990s, the Netherlands saw a large increase in the number of women working outside 

the household.  Although many of these women have “part-time flexible work arrangements,” 

Dutch communities still saw a corresponding increase in private households hiring domestic 

workers.35  Public childcare options are prevalent in other European nations, but these new 

working mothers found themselves with few options for affordable, quality childcare in the 

Netherlands.  These factors created a shift in the participation of au pair host families: 

[T]he au pair arrangement was to assume a different dimension.  From an 
arrangement based on cultural exchange it become increasingly a vehicle for 
getting support for the middle class in the provision of care within households.  
Women from South Africa, the Philippines, and the countries of Eastern Europe 
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were important as service providers in the globalization of care.  While they came 
across as au pairs, their reality was that they were domestic workers.36 

While guidelines exist to regulate the work of au pairs, these guidelines are very general and 

subject to interpretation.  Due to very little third-party oversight, employers could easily treat au 

pairs as servants subject to the employers’ whims.  Additionally, because these women 

immigrated to the Netherlands from outside of the EU and the European Economic Area, they 

were particularly vulnerable to the abuse and manipulation that tends to thrive in global care 

chains.  Different sets of immigration requirements apply to individuals depending on whether 

their country of origin is in the EU or not. 

This set-up proved particularly problematic for the many Filipina au pairs recruited to the 

Netherlands during the 1990s: “They were clearly seen as ‘cheap’ labor [since] hiring babysitters 

and domestic help for the same number of hours was considerably more expensive.”37  Kurian 

attributes this association between “cheap labor” and non-European care workers to the “in-built 

notions [within care chains] of discrimination with regard to sex, race, color and nationality.”  

Because these poorer care workers are outsiders to their host country’s culture, “ideologies of 

sexism, racism, color, and nationality prejudices … are often reinforced through the relative 

social isolation of women in the host country.”38  Since these care workers are unfamiliar to their 

new terrain and have little familiarity with the few rights they may be entitled to, they are easy 

targets for the abuse and manipulation that typically confronts workers within care chains.  

Foreign care workers—far from home and without any advocates or social safety net—are far 

easier to abuse, cast aside, or ignore than white European au pairs who can better navigate and 

negotiate European cultures, practices, languages, and laws. 
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Like other migrant domestic workers that use recruitment agencies for securing overseas 

employment, au pairs are usually matched with a household through a third party.  (There are no 

government regulations for these agencies.)  As previously discussed, au pairs from poorer 

countries have trouble paying for the placement and immigration costs.  Usually, these fees are 

deducted from her pocket money.39  Most worrisome is her legal status in the country: As it 

stands, the au pair’s guest status is contingent on the host family.  As long as they are happy 

hosting her, her status is secure; however, if the au pair feels unsafe or threatened with the host 

family, a request for a change in host family must be submitted to the Alien Police by a 

particular deadline within her original tenure. 

If the host family is offended or threatened by this action, however, they can choose to 

cease serving as host, often before a new job is secured for the worker (assuming that the Alien 

Police even approve her request).  Au pairs therefore have little control over their living 

arrangements, even or especially if they discover them to be unsafe or unfair.  Coupled with the 

economic insecurity that usually motivates the immigrant’s interest in au pair work, abusive host 

family arrangements can prove disastrous: “[A]ny chances of jeopardizing their jobs would be 

viewed with both hesitation and apprehension as they are likely to be sent home and would be 

unlikely to find another possibility of earning an income either in the host or home country.”40 

 Finally, host families can potentially take advantage of how current laws render invisible 

au pair workers and the tasks that they do.  Because au pairs immigrating to the Netherlands 

attain the status of “family member/guest” (no matter their country of origin), there is no legal 

recognition that au pairs are really employees in their arrangement.  “Guests” are not legally 

understood as workers entitled to the labor rights covered by national legislation.41  This set-up 

hinges on an obvious loophole in the au pair and immigration systems: 
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Underlying these issues is the role of the government which continues to maintain 
restrictive domestic migration policies on the service providers of care, while 
tacitly allowing and benefiting from this work to be done by au pairs (the service 
providers) in the private sphere.   By doing so, the government has effectively 
disbarred them from the normal labor rights.42 

Ultimately, these workers (technically: “guests”) are legal and they are acknowledged “on paper” 

by the government, but the reality of their situation is actually hidden.  Even though they work as 

employees of the host family, they are not entitled to a wage (only “pocket money”) or the 

protection of labor rights and other typical benefits. 

 We can extend the micro-level of investigation even further at this point.  The 

overarching global and national issues that lead to the set-up of care chains are critical, but these 

larger issues most visibly manifest themselves as problematic within individual households.  One 

of the most dangerous problems of care chains is that their maintenance requires framing their 

actual cultural and economic import as if it were superficial: Care chains easily hide or erase the 

actual individuals performing important care work in households.  There is little public 

recognition of the indispensability of Southeast Asian women’s labor that enables educated, 

white, and wealthy women to take advantage of relatively new career opportunities in more 

“progressive” countries.  Worse, many of these domestic workers suffer overwork or abuse, and 

this problem is usually swept under the rug since many developed countries do not have 

legislation that protects these workers or holds abusive employers responsible for their actions.  

Additionally, those (female) employers who “benefit” from care chains may not realize how their 

care arrangements cover-up the critical gender conflicts that affect their situation as twenty-first 

century working women in the public sphere.  A genuine gender revolution will have to 

transform both women and men and female and male roles rather than simply change women’s 

employment opportunities in developed countries. In the next section, I will extend the micro-
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level investigation further to reveal the more misleading and deceptive aspects of global care 

chains. 

 

Extension of the Micro-Level Investigation: Do Immigrant Workers Achieve Freedom 

within Care Chains? 

We have covered many of the sociological observations and statistics that are the primary focus 

of academic discussions of care chains.  Although there is more to analyze, it should already be 

clear that the various parties involved in care chains are desperately trying to grasp at a common 

goal of increased personal freedom and autonomy.   Women in developed countries want to 

pursue professional opportunities that did not exist thirty years ago; women in developing 

countries also want to improve the trajectory of their family’s and children’s future through their 

earnings.   The problem is that care chains tend to exploit the weaknesses and vulnerabilities of 

all who enter into them.  A deeper micro-level investigation of care chains further explores this 

exploitation and reveals the ways that all women (and their corresponding social networks) in 

care chains tend to lose more than they gain in this care arrangement. 

Judith Rollins describes “domestic service as an occupation more profoundly exploitative 

than any other comparable occupation [because] of the precise element that makes it unique: the 

personal relationship between employer and employee.”43  Fulltime domestic workers, whether 

or not they live within their employer’s home, cannot completely avoid some degree of personal 

interaction with the employer and her family.  Domestic workers must come to understand and 

predict the family’s needs and habits, which usually depends upon certain knowledge of the 

household’s individual personalities.44  Additionally, whatever relationship forms between 

employer and employee during this process does not take root within an impersonal, “neutral” 
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office, but within the employer’s home.  Adjusting to this type of job will be nerve-wracking or 

intimidating in a different manner than a typical job in a public setting. 

In some cases, employers may feel compelled to establish a certain degree of closeness or 

intimacy by means such as gift giving, a practice usually found questionable in an office or 

professional setting.  These attempts to “connect” with the worker, however, do not guarantee 

that employers have any genuine interest in learning about their domestic worker’s personal life 

or background.45  If no real attempt is made to learn about the care worker, the structure and 

make-up of her social web goes overlooked.  This yields a lack of reciprocity or equality in the 

employment relationship since the various details that contribute to the embedded nature of her 

life receive no recognition or attention.  It becomes clear that “structural inequalities often 

prevent employers and workers from forming relationships of genuine mutuality and trust.”46  

Forced friendliness or intimacy does not tend to yield any positive or genuine sense of 

connection in these employment relationships. 

Furthermore, these strained circumstances come to be and are made worse by the fact that 

domestic work is traditionally provided within “a relationship of paternalism and 

subordination.”47  Often, domestic workers are considered “like family.”  In the case of Dutch au 

pairs, their official status is noted as “family member/guest.”  It does not matter that these care 

workers provide caring attention to their employers and even love to the children for whom they 

care.  Ultimately, this caring feeling “does not eliminate that the domestic worker essentially is 

following the instructions of those in charge of the household, and that her role is one of a 

subordinate even if she is being paid for her work.”48  Navigating the fluctuation between “like 

family” and “household employee” has to contribute to additional psychological pressure on the 

care worker as well as to opportunities for manipulation and abuse on the part of employers. 
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 Even more troublesome is the informal nature of these very crucial jobs.  Domestic work 

has been traditionally devalued in western society.  Nevertheless, fulltime nannies and 

housekeepers play a large role in the development of the household’s children and even influence 

the dynamics of the family itself.  Because of the perceived awkwardness of formalizing a 

business agreement that revolves around the personal care of individuals in a private household, 

few employers tackle the challenge of clearly outlining the arrangements they have with their 

domestic worker.  While a typical employee in most professions understands the pre-established 

set of criteria that determine how well she performs at work, domestic workers are subject to the 

particular criteria established by the heads of household for whom they work.  As Kurian notes, 

those workers with a contract from their recruitment agency (in regards to Dutch au pairs) have 

found these contracts unfair or simply false. Third parties rarely observe the dynamics between 

these heads of household and the employed domestic workers, and the criteria are therefore 

subject to change at any time for better or worse.  This further creates an opportunity for abuse 

since a lack of formal arrangements leaves domestic workers without options for recourse when 

unfair circumstances arise. 

Many of the immigrant domestic workers discussed by Hochschild and other researchers 

such as Parreñas relate their experiences of extreme psychological pressure while working with 

their employing families.  Women, especially mothers, who have chosen to emigrate for the sake 

of foreign domestic work constantly question their decision to do so.  Many of these workers 

have described the agonizing feeling that haunts them as they think of their children and family 

members that remain in their home country.  Hochschild mentions a particular worker who 

explains her feeling of “going crazy”: “[I]t was like I was having intense psychological 

problems.  I would catch myself gazing at nothing, thinking about my child. … My youngest, 
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you have to understand, I left when he was only two months old.”49   Unfortunately, it is the 

women who already have children who are most likely to give the best impression to potential 

employers in the US.50 

The same employees who are most likely to pursue and take jobs that involve caring for 

other families are usually the same workers who are forced to leave dependent family members 

behind in their home countries.  While wealthier employers pay foreign nannies to manage the 

enriching home environment established for the employers’ children, few ask about the 

environment surrounding the care worker’s child overseas.  How would this other child’s life 

differ if her mother had never felt compelled to leave for her first world job?  What benefits 

would this child have if her mother could be physically present to oversee her own learning 

environment?51  It becomes questionable what the increased pay and greater accessibility to a 

global job market has really allowed these workers to truly gain.  While these workers have 

willingly made a great sacrifice to earn better wages for their families, great distances prevent 

those who have emigrated from participating in and enjoying their personal web of relationships.  

The workers who opt for jobs in developed countries may be able financially to support overseas 

children or elderly relatives with more ease, but the relationships themselves do not receive the 

personal care and attention of the person who has moved away.  Typically, there is no motivation 

for the employer to extend any care or attention toward these distant relations—that is, 

employers have no reason to make contractual arrangements for the domestic worker to take time 

throughout the work week or work year to maintain her relationships at home. 

It is this latter problem facing care workers that especially troubles Hochschild.  In the 

same article that coins the term “global care chain,” Hochschild also discusses the problem of 

“emotional surplus value” and its affect on transnational families: “[W]e need to ask exactly 
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what resources are being unequally distributed [due to globalization].  The obvious answer is 

money, but is care or love also being inequitably redistributed around the globe?”52 Hochschild 

relies on Marx’s use of the term “surplus value” to create an analogy between the public and 

private spheres.  While Marx refers to the surplus value enjoyed by factory owners and 

shareholders at the expense of workers in the public sphere, Hochschild sees a similar 

“skimmed-off ‘surplus’ value” available to a privileged few in the private sphere.53  Hochschild 

thinks that the psychological pressure that migrant mothers feel is unfair not only because it is 

unpleasant or sad.  More importantly, when these workers displace love and care for their own 

children onto the children of their employers, Hochschild sees this transfer of loving emotion or 

feeling as an unfair global distribution of care.  This unequal distribution of care hurts not only 

the migrant care worker, but her own loved-ones in her home country. 

Hochschild asks,  

Seen as a thing in itself, [an immigrant nanny’s] love for the Beverly Hills toddler 
is unique, individual, private.  But elements in this emotion might be borrowed, so 
to speak, from somewhere and someone else.  Is time spent with First World child 
in some sense “taken from” a child further down the care chain? Is the Beverly 
Hills child getting “surplus” love?54 

Because employing heads-of-household within care chains wish to hire someone with the 

competence, knowledge, or “instinct” of a mother, it usually is the case that this worker served as 

a caretaker and/or mother in some capacity in her home country.  As a result, this worker can 

competently care for dependent others in her employer’s home, but this also means that some 

other person—the original recipient of the worker’s caring feeling—now lives without face-to-

face interaction with this worker.  Additionally, it also means that the “First World child” in 

Hochschild’s example receives a surplus of love: This child’s parents, family, and/or close 
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friends (that is, the household’s social network) are present in some day-to-day capacity in 

addition to the presence of the nanny hired to fill-in these personal social gaps.55 

 An analysis of the unequal distribution of care and love is quite sad: It becomes clear that 

those living without the caring interaction of the missed, overseas domestic workers are most 

likely children or elderly relatives.  Hochschild further reveals the depths of this situation—the 

care drain—on communities within the developing world.  Unfortunately, this is not a simple 

matter of helping a few transnational families deal with a long-distance relationship.  Entire 

communities in the developing world feel the effects of the care drain and have had to try to 

learn how to navigate the new social patterns that emerge as a result.  At the heart of the situation 

are the huge numbers of children who have been left behind by parents seeking a decent salary 

overseas. 

Ultimately, the care drain erodes what Hochschild, Uma Devi, and Isaksen refer to as the 

“socio-emotional commons”: “Care chains are not free-standing strips of relationships; they are 

anchored in a commons—a community of give and take of which any individual is one small 

part.”56  The authors further specify the term “commons”: 

By socio-emotional commons, we refer to a group of people whose actions 
express a principle of “generalized reciprocity.”  Each individual in a commons is 
poised to give to others in the community because that individual—and those 
close to her or him—have received something from the community in the realm 
of random small favors in normal times and big favors in times of emergency.57 

Additionally, the authors maintain that these commons are primarily sustained by women—

traditional caregivers—rather than men.58  The socio-emotional commons is yet another complex 

entity that spans the gap between public and private spheres within a community.  Although 

these commons motivate and consist of personal exchanges in the private sphere, the existence of 

the commons itself affects the public workings of the community.  Conversely, the commons is 
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affected by public policy and global issues such as patterns in immigration and the global wage 

gap.  The commons allows for personal reciprocity between family members, friends, and 

neighbors, but the health of the commons can strengthen the overall community.  Alternately, the 

community can also change the commons for worse depending on public policy or cultural or 

economic changes on a global or local scale.  

In their article “Global Care Crisis,” Hochschild, Uma Devi, and Isaksen reference Uma 

Devi’s research on Keralan communities and their socio-emotional commons.  Kerala, a state in 

southwest India, has especially suffered from a care drain as many women and mothers have left 

to perform care work in the Persian Gulf.  Although Kerala has a strong educational system, the 

local and regional economy cannot offer employment opportunities to most adults.  As a result, 

20% of Kerala’s educated workers are forced to move elsewhere.  10% of these emigrants are 

women, and many of these women are mothers who typically leave at least two children behind 

with other family members.  Often, these mothers only visit their children once year for about a 

month.59  Many conflicts result from these circumstances. 

Two of these conflicts are the psychological stress endured by these mothers and their 

children.  In Uma Devi’s study, mothers feel torn between being present for their children and 

providing them with financial security.  Additionally, Keralan culture does not strongly accept 

the “prolonged absence of mothers” even though these women would have trouble supporting 

their families otherwise.60  Children with absent mothers (or parents) do not understand all of the 

forces that have convinced their mothers to emigrate.  Thus, Uma Devi finds that many of these 

children express feeling abandoned, betrayed, or unloved even though they have been living with 

close family.  This last fact usually exacerbates the dilemma: Because children often stay with 

family or close friends for long periods of time, many of these children express feeling like a 
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burden to these individuals.61  All of these factors will have some affect on a local community, 

especially if these circumstances are widespread.  The most worrisome problem is the effect felt 

by the socio-emotional commons when so many families become transnational families, 

especially those with their mother overseas. 

Hochschild connects Alexandro Portes’ particular concept of social capital—accumulated 

through “social chits”—to the workings of a socio-emotional commons.  Social capital can be 

defined in different ways, including the number of social contacts a person has or her 

participation in organizational memberships.  “Social capital [is] primarily the accumulation of 

obligations from others according to the norm of reciprocity,” and the more chits (or 

obligations/favors) a person has collected the more social capital she accumulates.62  When a 

mother leaves her children with relatives or friends and leaves for a foreign country, an exchange 

of chits is inevitable.  In one example offered in “Global Care Crisis,” the authors explain that a 

mother (Sujatha) leaves her daughter with Sujatha’s sister (Pritha) and this sister’s stepdaughter.  

When Sujatha sends her remittances, they are earmarked to pay for her daughter’s expenses and 

education, as well as Pritha’s medical bills and the stepdaughter’s education.  Obviously, the 

remittances are supposed to “make up for” the childcare given to Sujatha’s daughter. 

However, the exchange of remittances and childcare imply another level of favors.  The 

stepdaughter hopes that Sujatha will ultimately pay her back by finding her a similar job in the 

Persian Gulf: Ideally, Sujatha will use her connections in the host country to help out this family 

member in the future.  Sujatha reveals to Uma Devi that she is carefully calculating when she 

will perform this favor—for right now, she would like Pritha’s stepdaughter to stay in Kerala and 

continue serving as an additional caretaker to the six year old child.63  All of these things—the 

remitted paychecks, the childcare offered by relatives, the asking of favors for a new job—are 
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exchanges of social chits that hinge on reciprocity.  Sujatha and Pritha have had countless 

exchanges, ultimately to the detriment of the Sujatha.  Pritha is Sujatha’s only reasonable 

alternative for childcare since she has to leave her daughter behind in order to support her.  The 

problem is that Pritha, who makes emigration possible for Sujatha, is invisible to Sujatha’s 

employer in the Persian Gulf. 

One end of this care chain necessarily relies on the other, but one part of this chain has 

the luxury of being completely unaware of circumstances on the other end: 

[Pritha’s] care giving is utterly necessary to liberate Sujatha for her 50- or 60-hour 
weeks of childcare in the North.  Were Sujatha to “hire” her sister’s stepdaughter, 
for example, it would be seen as necessary to add the cost of that childcare to the 
wages Sujatha is paid in the North.  That cost might be passed on, in turn, leading 
to raised costs of medical services in the Middle East.  But, because the exchange 
of social chits is invisible, Sujatha cannot “cash in.”  The employer in the North 
does not see the need to pay.64 

First, chits are invisible to wealthy employers in the care chain, thus shielding them from the 

complete reality of this care chain.  Second, chits are most relevant and valuable when 

exchanged in a community; chits are in fact dependent on life lived in a community. 

The overseas chit exchange between Sujatha and Pritha is not pointless or valueless; but, 

the authors wonder how much more substance their chit exchange would have if they still lived 

in the same community.  Chits depend on “integral collectivity” or embeddedness in a social 

network in the first place.  In Sujatha’s situation, “we are led to forget all the favors, the chits, 

that would have been exchanged and would have enriched the community had the person stayed.  

Social chits … operate in, derive from, and are sustained by family and community and are 

nothing whatsoever outside them.”65  If we remember that chits are social currency, then we 

realize that chits have the highest “market” value in their home community.  As chits travel 

longer distances, they tend to acquire a monetary value while losing other forms of sociality, 
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such as “the simple keeping of company” and the daily conversation and human exchange that 

would normally accompany them.66 

While it is far easier to send money or gift overseas—and these things are badly needed 

by the family waiting to receive them—none of the children interviewed by Uma Devi would 

have placed this money at a higher value than the human exchange that could have accompanied 

a traditional, local chit exchange.  Clearly, this typical exchange could not take place because the 

mothers and women who have emigrated could not have afforded not to emigrate due to the lack 

of salary opportunity in their home countries.  “[M]igration disembeds relationships of family 

and community, shifting the terms of which it is based away from chit and toward capital 

[remittances and gifts].  South-North migration of mothers over long periods of time, we argue, 

attenuates, distorts, and sometimes ruptures the socio-emotional commons.”67  Ultimately, the 

healthiest socio-emotional commons are upheld by friendly exchanges of chits, not by overseas 

remittances and gifts from long-unseen relatives.  Places like Kerala and the Philippines have 

struggled to maintain the strength of their commons with the loss of personal social chits. 

The authors of “Global Care Crisis” understand any socio-emotional commons to be a 

critical local resource for the successful living of daily life: “One thing that makes a whole into a 

whole is being together, seeing each other, talking directly, physically touching—in a word, co-

presence.  We can imagine a family gathered around a table or a community celebration as 

expressions of socio-emotional commons.”  It is particularly tragic, however, when this complex, 

dynamic, thriving entity “becomes ‘fodder’ for the market.”68  It is not farfetched to compare 

these commons to precious natural resources that are easily damaged, used-up, or destroyed.  

Family and community relationships require interactive maintenance.  Without “being together, 

seeing each other, talking directly, physically touching,” relationships can easily weaken and 
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fade to the point of disrepair.  With this in mind, we must question the world’s participation in 

global care chains.  Care chains may provide a select few with convenient options for home 

maintenance and childcare, but this should not be justified at the expense of socio-emotional 

commons in any developed or developing community. 

When we view care chains from this particular anchoring point in poorer global 

communities, we see how care chains have trapped households and communities into unbalanced 

webs of dependence, rather than functional webs of interdependence.  A healthy socio-emotional 

commons provides a functional web of interdependence between caregivers and care recipients; 

however, the current set-up of care chains tends to erode this social web forcing these households 

to become dependent on overseas work and remittances.  Additionally, care chains fail to benefit 

wealthier households in developed countries.  While professional women in wealthier countries 

believe they are benefiting from care chains, they do not acknowledge that continued 

participation in care chains and increased demand for “cheap” foreign caretakers has covered up 

a different set of social issues in places such as the US and EU.  Rather than seriously question 

the incompatibility of the gendered division of labor and women’s relatively new career 

opportunities, professional women and men have yielded to and accommodated outdated social 

norms by hiring other women who serve as an additional “wife” to the hiring household.  Like 

their poorer counterparts in developing countries, wealthier communities also have become 

trapped into unbalanced webs of dependence since little has been done to include men in care 

work or to change the male-patterned career model to accommodate care work generally. 

The next section continues the micro-level investigation of care chains and focuses on 

households in developing countries.  People participate in care chains to earn greater salaries, 

fulfill their household and family obligations, and even to pursue better careers.  Accomplishing 
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these tasks should lead to greater personal freedom and autonomy—and even stronger webs of 

relation—but care chains rarely contribute to these circumstances in a constructive manner.  It 

may be argued that care chains assist and support wealthy, educated women who want to pursue 

career opportunities.  But this “support” is highly questionable and arguably unacceptable when 

it is achieved by exploiting poorer and potentially more vulnerable women.  Ultimately, when we 

compare the problems caused by care chains in richer or poorer countries, we discover that care 

chains result from and perpetuate a losing situation for all parties involved. 

 

Extension of the Micro-Level Investigation: Do Women in Developed Countries Acquire 

Freedom within Care Chains? 

Care chains maintain and perpetuate a different set of problems on the wealthier end of the chain; 

however, we will see that these issues relate directly to the problems discussed in the previous 

sections.  Participating in a care chain has tremendous economic and status appeal to households 

in developed nations.  Care chains have become inexpensive means of fulfilling challenging 

household duties, and they also allow male and female heads-of-household to pursue fulltime 

careers.69  Care chains also contribute to a number of problematic social patterns, including the 

masculine career model, the rise of “competitive mothering,” the seemingly-permanent gendered 

nature of care work, and the increased devaluing of care work.  This section in conjunction with 

the ones previous will demonstrate that people living within care chains—especially women—

will continually fall short of achieving increased personal freedom and autonomy.  Not only does 

our understanding of these notions require revision, but the current status of care chains will not 

contribute to an improvement in these circumstances. 
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The employing female head of household within a care chain deals with her own set of 

social and emotional pressures, similarly to her immigrant employee.  The origin of this anxiety, 

however, is never honestly investigated: Unfortunately, it does not appear that the women 

seeking domestic workers or nannies have the opportunity (or take the opportunity) to question 

what their household need really indicates about power structures in the public and private 

spheres.  The growing need for domestic help is both a component and manifestation of the 

larger problems of the gendered distribution of caring labor and the masculine career model.  

These problems are often hidden by the short term benefits provided by participating in a global 

care chain. 

For example, global care chains have allowed individuals in developed countries to 

increase their participation not only in the public workforce but also in questionable social 

practices such as “competitive mothering.”70  In Tronto’s discussion of competitive mothering, 

she cites the post-World War II trend of childrearing that places children’s intellectual 

development at the fore of mothering practices.  As “experts” created and disseminated criteria 

for this development, mothers felt increasingly compelled to raise their children in a manner that 

met or, ideally, exceeded these criteria. To keep up with today’s more extreme childcare 

expectations, a fulltime childcare worker proves especially beneficial to middle and upper-class 

dual-income families.  Hiring an in-home nanny, or at least a fulltime nanny, allows parents to 

better manipulate their children’s primary learning environment even though they may not have 

a strong physical presence within it. 

A global care chain has definite benefits for wealthier families in this situation.  Many of 

the women filling these jobs have college degrees and experience as teachers, nurses, and other 

professionals.  As a result, their host-family employers seemingly win twice: They have a private 
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caretaker to constantly supervise the quality of their children’s environment (as specified by the 

employing parents), and this caretaker has an educational background valuable to helping 

children meet the standards of this environment.  Tronto points to parents who want to be able to 

claim that their child’s success stems from his or her own efforts, when in fact there are one or 

more others (such as a multi-lingual nanny) working to contribute to this success without 

receiving acknowledgement.  Hiring families may demonstrate an instrumental interest in an 

employee’s background to the extent that it may further their children’s opportunity to 

outperform classmates at school.  But, nothing requires that a hiring family’s interest extend even 

this far, let alone further than this.  The superficiality of children’s ability to outshine each other 

scholastically may be completely unapparent, or unimportant, to families of developed countries 

within care chains who can easily afford to pay for this service. 

Beyond competitive mothering are more worrisome deceptions that are upheld by global 

care chains, especially regarding the second shift and the slow advancement of gender de-

institutionalization.  Okin says, “In spite of all the rhetoric about equality between the sexes, the 

quasi-traditional division of family labor still prevails.”71  If gender did not play so strong a role 

in society, 

[N]o assumptions would be made about ‘male’ and ‘female’ roles; … [eventually 
it would become] a cause for surprise and no little concern, if men and women 
were not equally responsible for domestic life or if children were to spend much 
more time with one parent than the other.72 

In general, US society does not share Okin’s concerns.  Feminists like Okin have made clear 

calls for gender de-institutionalization, but progress on this front has been extremely slow. 

Okin describes many changes that would force all people to question the role of gender 

not only in households, but in the public sphere as well.  She suggests many moves to change the 
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current establishment of families, marriage, and parenting that seem downright radical, 

including: strong encouragement of shared parenting; parental/maternity leave for male and 

female parents; high-quality on-site daycare for working parents; government subsidies for 

daycare; and flex-time for dual-income households.73  Additionally, she recommends changing 

marriage arrangements and divorce laws in order to better benefit women.  Regarding marriage, 

this would include both parties possessing equal legal entitlement to all earnings and/or complete 

and equal sharing of both paid and unpaid labor in the household.74  The equal sharing of paid 

and unpaid labor in both the public and private spheres not only justifies equal entitlement to all 

earnings (especially to those who may see it as unjustified in any case), but it also places a 

greater value on traditionally unpaid caring labor.  Typically, the female head of household does 

most of the unpaid care work and has no guarantee of entitlement to household funds during 

marriage or during/after divorce. 

Okin’s picture of a near-genderless society is appealing, especially to feminists.  But, this 

picture has yet to appeal to the masses since traditional gender roles still dictate much of the 

work in which men and women participate.  As a result, gender de-institutionalization has nearly 

ground to a halt, and working women have to find some means of assistance in maintaining their 

homes and children.  The greater response from domestic workers and nannies has allowed 

western society to continue utilizing a patriarchal cultural framework and male-patterned work 

environments.  Rather than dismantle these societal frameworks, the hiring of international 

workers to fulfill “women’s roles” has simply patched up this problem and obscured it to large 

degree.  On the surface, it may seem as if working women in the US are defying such obstacles 

as patriarchal norms, but a closer investigation reveals this is not always so.  In fact, “the use of 

nannies [to accommodate fulltime work schedules] allows upper middle-class women and men to 
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benefit from feminist changes without having to surrender the privilege of the traditional 

patriarchal family.”75 

If an upper-middle class woman participates in the workforce fulltime, a role traditionally 

associated with men, she can somewhat enjoy the benefits made available through the 

underdeveloped movement of gender de-institutionalization such as a better salary, medical 

benefits, as well as the satisfaction that accompanies professional achievement.  “Hiring a 

domestic worker [may free] female employers from the day to day execution of their culturally 

assigned domestic duties, thereby enabling them to participate in the public sphere as equals to 

men.”76  However, as we have learned, the traditional patriarchal household still stands behind 

the scenes of women’s professional lives. Women still find themselves responsible for the 

second shift of housework after returning from work.  Because people in US society still 

associate the cleanliness of homes and the behavior of children to a wife/mother’s efforts, the 

employing woman will ultimately receive the credit for the clean home and well-cared for 

children, even when this is primarily due to another party’s efforts.77  If, for whatever reason, her 

domestic worker departs, any resulting neglect to home and children due to the employer’s 

combined fulltime work schedule and socially assigned domestic responsibilities will also fall to 

her shoulders.  Perhaps professional women have career unprecedented career opportunities, but 

the benefits of these opportunities seem tainted given that gender roles have not shifted to 

accommodate both women and men pursuing fulltime jobs. 

This raises the question: What “privileges” can the traditional patriarchal household still 

offer?  It seems that women and mothers in these households ultimately live on the losing side of 

society’s functioning power structures.  As long as one can successfully juggle all of her 

responsibilities, including those assigned by gender, life may run smoothly.  But, struggling with 
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or (inevitably) failing to maintain this juggling act reveals that the privileges of this arrangement 

are false. The apparent “freedom” working women seem to enjoy is deceptive: Should a female 

head of household lose the domestic worker holding the household’s pieces together, she will 

quickly realize her inequality to men within the other major parts of her daily life. 

In the case of professional women within heterosexual households sculpted by patriarchal 

norms, domestic workers become “wives” for the wife. This pattern creates an illusion which 

hides a depressing reality: Most women, even professional women, do not genuinely enjoy the 

benefits of gender de-institutionalization.  The workings of businesses and the market, in 

addition to the social institutions that dictate the use and function of welfare and other types of 

public support, continually fail to recognize the reality behind this illusion.  This failure only 

supports “the old assumption of the workplace” that all workers have wives at home.78  For the 

most part, the hired help provided by a global care chain simply upholds the chimera that 

working women, like traditionally working men, have professional lives without domestic 

distractions.  Rather than rely on global care chains, a genuine move toward gender de-

institutionalization would involve distributing care work laterally within households, rather than 

“being passed down a social class ladder.”79  Such a move would involve husbands, fathers, and 

capable children in middle and upper class families and would avoid a reliance on poorer women 

compelled to accept the alternative of de-formalized domestic work opportunities.  The chimera 

provided by global care chains would begin to dissolve under these circumstances. 

The recommendation of shifting care work laterally to men highlights another issue 

typically concealed by care chains: The devaluation of care work as unpleasant, mindless, and 

beneath a very select group of people.  Historically, it is uncommon for men (generally) and 

wealthy women to perform most or just half of unpaid household care work; however, it is 
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becoming more prevalent for wealthier and middle class women to “opt out” of this work.  These 

women have opportunities to opt out of care work because of alternatives such as immigrant 

domestic workers, nannies, and au pairs.  Generally, care work is simply not valued by most 

people because it is understood as degrading: In western society, nobody wants to scrub toilets, 

change diapers, or bathe the sick and weak.  Additionally, not everybody wants to supervise the 

health, well-being, or education of a community’s children, but all of these tasks are necessary to 

human life and communities generally. Unfortunately, the power structures of the public and 

private spheres continue to label these tasks as undignified even though all people rely on them 

at different times and in various ways. Care work sustains the private and public spheres but 

receives little respect in either location. As such, most people choose to take a pass on this work 

when they can.  Ultimately, those who perform these tasks do so because they have no other 

choice. 

As long as the power structures of the public sphere continue to ignore care work and 

care workers by refusing to recognize how crucial this labor is to all people, this work will 

remain socially valueless.  A social system that prioritizes care, however, would change this 

status quo: 

[T]he interests of the care worker and the care contractor are not so clearly 
opposed: While they are clearly divided by economic class and by relations of 
power and privilege, both the paid care worker and the woman who contracts her 
services are caregivers.  Although only one is paid to care for someone else’s 
children, both are typically primarily responsible for the care of their own 
children and dependent on someone else to do this care, and as caregivers both 
need a social system that will ensure that they and their dependents are well cared 
for, a social system in which care work is highly valued, highly trained, and well 
paid, in supportive conditions.80 
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The wealthier, employing head of household achieves a greater degree of social status in her 

ability to hire a secondary caregiver.  As Weir points out, both women are still caregivers to that 

particular household.  Ultimately, it does not matter who eventually does which type or how 

much care work: Society does not seriously value their efforts toward care work in any case. 

 The employing female head of household temporarily escapes the unrespected role of 

primary caregiver, but this inevitably catches up to her at some point, rendering her and her 

efforts as irrelevant as that of the immigrant domestic worker.  This is a sobering snapshot of the 

care chain, but this is the reality that the care chain quietly covers.  Global communities must 

demonstrate that they can and do highly value care work and that they are willing to provide 

“supportive conditions” for the carrying out of this work.  Until this happens, many changes will 

fail to materialize, including widespread corporate flex-time for working parents; widespread 

high-quality daycare and subsidies for daycare; the removal of gendered labels from particular 

types of labor; and the lateral shift of caring labor to men.  Additionally, poorer women will 

continue to feel forced to emigrate for demanding jobs that are underpaid and undervalued.  The 

cycle of seeking out cheap domestic workers and nannies will continue, and entrenched gender 

norms and patriarchal power structures will continue shaping society. 

 Clearly, care chains are a losing game for all people involved in them.  Once again, we 

see that care chains uphold unbalanced webs of dependence, rather than functional webs of 

interdependence.  We also see that the socio-emotional commons in wealthier communities 

suffer damage: So many individuals and their corresponding households are blind to the power 

structures shaping their everyday lives.  Care chains shield those involved from questioning the 

entrenched patriarchal and gendered norms that delegate particular jobs to certain individuals in 

society.  As long as people are distracted from asking questions about these norms, power does 
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not shift hands in society and the status quo remains in tact: Women bear the brunt of caring and 

domestic labor, and poorer women are subject to the worst of these jobs.  A socio-emotional 

commons cannot possibly be healthy or strong when the most pressing problems of society are 

ignored, overlooked, and unquestioned. 

 Although the people involved in care chains are seeking resources to improve their lives 

and increase their personal freedom, it seems that no one in a care chain is truly free.  Instead, 

those involved are continually choosing among impossible choices in an attempt to remedy 

temporarily the reality of their less-than-desirable circumstances.  In the case of the immigrant 

care worker, 

Real freedom would mean not having to choose between either leaving your 
home and family to do domestic work in another country, where you are 
effectively a domestic slave … or staying with your own family in impoverished 
conditions produced by the global capitalist economy.  This is an impossible 
choice, which no one should be forced to make.81 

In the case of the employing female head of household, real freedom would mean not having to 

choose between either a career, whether for income or personal satisfaction, or earning the label 

of “Perfect Housewife and Mother,” an impossible title to achieve even without a part- or full-

time job.  Care chains trap women and their households into a dependence on human energy and 

resources that cannot be ethically maintained.  The constructive interdependence that could be 

achieved will require the full involvement of society on a regional, national, and global scale. 

This chapter has discussed how wealthier families in developed countries utilize global 

care chains to supplement the unfinished work of dismantling gender de-institutionalization and 

the masculine career model.  Women have a stronger presence in the workforce and are still 

specifically subject to others’ judgment of their home and children.  If they fail on either front, 

this female head of household shoulders the shame.  Reliable domestic assistance may prevent 
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such a failure, but it only covers up our lack of progress in spreading domestic work laterally to 

other men and family members, rather than to women of lower classes.  Care chains force 

women from various international communities to make impossible choices, which are a sure 

sign of the limitations that wealthy or poor women still face and men can choose to ignore.   

Although a select group of women—wealthy, educated, and (typically) white women in 

developed countries—have achieved more personal freedom and autonomy in recent decades, 

there are still large portions of the world’s women who have yet to enjoy these changes.  

Furthermore, some of the successes of this select group of women have been achieved by 

exploiting poorer and more vulnerable immigrant women for the sake of accommodating 

entrenched gender norms and outdated divisions of labor.  As far as care chains are concerned, 

any semblance of increased “freedom” or “autonomy” provided by them is largely false since 

most of the women participating in them must consistently choose between impossible choices.  

In the next chapter, I will further discuss how freedom and autonomy must be reconceptualized 

in order for them to be achieved in a genuine and lasting fashion.  Since care chains have 

actually prevented women from attaining these ends, I will discuss my own approach to 

dissolving care chains and dealing with the problems concealed beneath their façade. These 

approaches will rely on a care ethics framework. 
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CHAPTER 4 

A CARE ETHICAL APPROACH TO DISSOLVING GLOBAL CARE CHAINS 

 
While the last chapter focused on the sociological factors that have created and maintained 

global care chains, this chapter will focus on eliminating care chains, the challenges hindering 

this goal, and the effects this goal may have if reached. Because care chains depend on the 

deformalized nature of care work, my primary recommendation for remedying global care chains 

relies on modifying the liberal concept of a formalized work contract. A formal contract 

reflective of care ethics’s priorities will allow relevant individuals within care chains to adopt the 

qualities of attentiveness, responsibility, and responsiveness. In this chapter, I will explain how 

formalization of domestic workers’ employment circumstances requires a coupling between 

ideas of liberalism, which are prevalent in other major moral frameworks, and care ethics. This 

arrangement not only makes room for care’s values, but also allows domestic workers more 

easily to achieve Meagher’s “contract for service” so they may engage in these jobs with fewer 

fears of abuse and more opportunities for recourse should abuse occur. 

Formalization, if created and pursued with care ethics in mind, will begin making global 

care chains a fairer way of doing the business of caring work and will hopefully lead to the 

eradication of the impossible choices associated with them. I will argue that analyzing care 

chains by means of formalized contracts is a critical first step to acknowledging the false reality 

propagated by care chains, especially in regards to privileged western conceptions of freedom, 

autonomy, independence/dependence, and what it means to “need” care. Contracts could serve as 

an arresting window into reality amongst wealthier women and their spouses who depend on care 

chains to maintain what can only be described as an unsustainable lifestyle. “Unsustainability” in 
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this case refers to the great dependence on caring labor for the fulfillment of needs and personal 

services. Additionally, care chains allow employing families and professional women the option 

of remaining unconcerned about those who do the real work of maintaining their standard of 

living. The presence of inexpensive care workers keeps families and homes intact, but this also 

maintains the illusion that the professional woman employing this worker has achieved a large 

degree of autonomy, freedom, and fulfillment. Drawing up adequate contracts would involve 

spelling out the actual responsibilities of the relevant parties in the care chain and this step would 

inevitably reveal the real circumstances of these arrangements. Acknowledging these 

circumstances will point to the necessity of functional webs of interdependence that move 

beyond the current widespread norms of the exploitation of care workers.  

The end of Chapter Three refers to Weir’s idea of “impossible choices”: Global care 

chains necessitate and maintain that people within them, usually women, must make impossible 

choices. An immigrant care worker must make the impossible choice of remaining in poverty 

with her loved ones with no means of supporting them, or she must emigrate and rarely see them 

in order to support them financially. Women in developed countries must choose between 

balancing a career and home life or “simply” choosing career or home life. For Weir, an 

“impossible choice” is a choice that ultimately commits a person to a lose-lose situation: While a 

home life and a career should be complementary facets of a fulfilled life, these entities 

sometimes present themselves as mutually exclusive, especially to women who serve as their 

household’s primary caretakers. Unfortunately, I believe that many philosophers and non-

philosophers would shrug at these circumstances and argue that life is full of unfair choices. 

However, the unfairness of these circumstances is particularly tragic and particularly telling of 
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our global society. The impossible choices wrapped up within care chains are too widespread 

among the world’s women to be casually categorized as unavoidably unfair. 

 By recommending formalized working arrangements within care chains and all domestic 

work situations, I will demonstrate that the impossible choices surrounding care work do not 

have to be permanent fixtures of women’s lives. All human beings will face difficult decisions at 

various points in their lives, but the pattern of impossible choices amongst particular individuals 

in care chains does not have to be consistent or permanent. A “caring contract” will employ an 

aspect of traditional liberal ethical theory and altering it to serve the priorities of care and care 

ethics. This approach may initially sound divorced from care ethics: Caring contracts will 

succinctly spell out the circumstances that would constitute interference between the signers of 

this agreement. Additionally, this contract would seek a fairer working environment for domestic 

workers and nannies. At this point, the plan seems to strongly identify with the motivations and 

goals of liberal ethical theories. However, this chapter will explain that we can employ contracts 

as a vehicle for implementing a care ethics framework. 

Because care ethics acknowledges and values the interdependence and embedded nature 

of individuals, this framework can modify how we view individuals within formalized contracts. 

If we use caring contracts to put the needs of care workers first, ahead of the privileged 

employer, we will have to understand the contracted worker and her accompanying web of 

relations as worthy of her employer’s concern and respect. Most importantly, caring contracts are 

not supposed to serve as the ultimate response to resolving care chains and their related issues: 

That is, we do not properly address care chains if we regard them simply as a matter of ceasing 

interference between the individuals within them. Caring contracts serve as first step to 

restrengthening socio-emotional commons on both ends of these chains. Finally, formulating this 
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new model for domestic work contracts will continue the thread of Chapter Two to demonstrate 

how care ethics can serve as a primary moral framework for addressing a major global conflict: 

With the help of caring contracts, care ethics can examine this conflict beyond the limits of other 

moral and ethical frameworks. 

 

 Developing a “Caring Contract” for Global Care Chains 

In this section, I will describe how a contract dictating the terms of domestic work actually can 

conform to and uphold the priorities of the ethics of care. If taken seriously, this notion of a 

“caring contract” would not only alter the balance of power in care chains but would also 

motivate employers and employees to understand each other as interdependent individuals 

enmeshed in overlapping webs of relation. This is especially critical for the employee: Her 

personal web of relations and her place within it rarely receive attention from her employing 

family. Typically, contracts function to provide a basic level of expectations and respect from 

individuals involved in an exchange. A contract molded by care ethics’s priorities will not only 

outline reasonable expectations between those within a care chain but would also encourage, 

even implicitly require, that these individuals understand their responsibility to each other’s well-

being.1 

Formalizing the arrangement of domestic work performed in households would mean that 

this arrangement becomes closer in form to Meagher’s “contract for service”: Both employer and 

employee would recognize and mutually agree upon well-defined boundaries and relationships 

within the job.2 The employee must be prepared to work designated hours and days of the week 

and fulfill pre-established and agreed-upon household or childcare services. Employers must 

respect their employee’s schedule, as well as their days and hours of time-off. Compensation, 
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overtime, and additional benefits would be discussed and clearly arranged. Employers would not 

have the same latitude that they currently have to change drastically the type of work or pay 

assigned to their employee. Formalization of domestic work would put in writing these and other 

details of the job, while rebalancing the bargaining power of those choosing to enter this 

arrangement. Workers would have a better opportunity to present and accommodate their needs 

when fine-tuning the details of the job. In the past, contracts and “additional benefits” have been 

rarely entertained within care chains. However, three states are currently working to change this 

situation. 

The deformalized nature of domestic work has motivated new legislation in New York, 

California, and Colorado. This legislation outlines a Domestic Workers’ Bill of Rights and has 

forced the public to begin acknowledging that fulltime domestic workers and nannies require and 

deserve clear and fair boundaries and compensation regarding the work that they perform in 

households. In June 2010, the Domestic Workers’ Bill of Rights passed in the New York State 

Senate: “[S2311D]: An act to amend the labor law, the executive law and the workers’ 

compensation law, in relation to establishing regulations regarding employment of domestic 

workers including hours of labor, wages and employment contracts.” If passed in the New York 

State Assembly, this law would “provide domestic workers with a Domestic Workers’ Bill of 

Rights which would set out the responsibilities of employers and employees as well as rules for 

paid holidays, paid vacations and standard overtime.”3 Similar legislation is under consideration 

in California and Colorado, but has yet to progress as far as New York. 

The changes outlined in the Domestic Workers’ Bill of Rights appear to work strongly 

toward rectifying some of the issues surrounding care chains and domestic work conditions.4 For 

example, if this should become a law, new regulations would dictate the following in New York: 
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time-and-a-half for every hour over forty hours of work per week; entitlement to one day off per 

seven-day calendar week; a limited number of paid vacation days, holidays, and sick days; 

protection from employment discrimination; and advance notice of termination or severance pay. 

The California legislation currently includes a stipulation for the right to “five hours 

uninterrupted sleep under adequate conditions” in order to prevent workers from “placing 

themselves and the people they care for at risk of sickness and unintentional mistakes caused by 

exhaustion.”5 If these standards are legally in place, workers have a means of enforcing these 

standards in court.6  

In regards to global care chains, I am most interested in the regulations that affect 

employment contracts in households. It could be argued that the details of the law alone would 

serve as a regulating contract between both parties, but this seems inadequate given that 

professional workers in the public sphere have contracts despite the workplace protections (such 

as FMLA and OSHA) that protect them. I would argue that this legislation would be incomplete 

if it does not require a specific contract outlining the expectations of both parties within a single 

household. Because every household is different with varying needs, specific expectations of 

household work and employers’ conduct must be clearly stated. Additionally, because legislation 

in the public sphere will newly acknowledge the existence of care labor in the private sphere, 

more must be done to assure care workers that their labor is seen as professional and valuable. 

Contracts have more meaning when there is some degree of oversight in their creation and 

invocation by those contracted. In this case, it should be mandated that households must not only 

create a contract but file them on public record or at least with the domestic worker’s advocate.7 

Furthermore, households that hire nannies and domestic workers through employment agencies 

should still agree to these contracts. The purpose of the contract is to place the needs of the 
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employee first, and this should be respected regardless of a worker’s affiliation with an 

employment agency. 

In her article “The Global Universal Caregiver,” Weir gives a lengthy and detailed list of 

the way social institutions must change to accommodate care workers and a complex model of 

care. Many readers, regardless of their feelings regarding care ethics or feminist philosophy, 

would acknowledge this list as radical and even unimaginable given the current state of the 

world’s socio-economic power structures.8 I argue that a caring contract within a global care 

chain can share the priorities outlined by Weir and also do something more: Drafting this 

mandatory contract would inevitably open the door to discussions of these ideas. Weir’s list 

includes extending citizenship to all workers, including domestic workers; allowing these 

workers (as citizens) to bring their families with them to the US; and eliminating the “economic 

and political conditions which create a class of domestic workers.”9 Rather than remain a radical, 

unimaginable list (Weir herself calls them “dreams” at the end of the essay), these changes 

would have to introduce themselves to the minds of wider society if people wish to continue 

utilizing domestic workers in a manner that accords with just laws. 

In order to adhere to a model of care and open the door to changes in care chains, 

contracts within care chains would have to be written “from the situation of the immigrant care 

worker.” As Weir suggests, any attempt made to alleviate the impossible choices within care 

chains must begin in this manner: “Beginning from this perspective leads to a more complex 

model of care as a global issue: A model that can take into account not only gender equity but 

the redistribution of resources, not only a recognition of care as work but a recognition of care as 

a good that we desire.”10 It may seem biased to formulate the contract from this sole perspective; 

however, we will see that trying to start with the perspectives of both the employing family and 
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the care worker or only the employing family would lead to greater injustice. It is the perspective 

of the immigrant worker that reveals the true reality of a care chain’s roots and surrounding 

circumstances. If formulated correctly, contracts could help to articulate this complex model of 

care that Weir, Tronto, Held and others have been articulating. Ultimately, drafting these 

documents from this specific perspective would have to motivate people to see care and care 

work’s intricacy through new lenses. 

These contracts (and, ideally, the legislation corresponding to them in places like New 

York) would ultimately do more than simply outline working hours, fair wages, and benefits. 

Their stipulations would have to make evident that a person hired to do domestic work and 

childcare in the private sphere is valued and as valuable as any professionalized worker in the 

public sphere. Eventually, entitlement to paid non-working days (such as sick days and personal 

days) would become an expected norm rather than an extreme sacrifice or benevolence on the 

part of the head of household. Ultimately, contracts would also outline the agreements that allow 

the domestic worker extended time-off for visiting her home country. With the help of further 

legislation, it may become easier for domestic workers to immigrate with their children and have 

time for this responsibility outlined in her agreement. 

Approaching formalization from the perspective of care ethics and the immigrant worker 

means that the human lives within care chains become newly relevant to each other. Obviously, 

the members of the hiring family, including their schedules and particular needs, are of concern 

to the domestic worker. However, formalization would make this concern run both ways in a 

global care chain: The worker’s left-behind children or dependent family members should 

become a concern for the hiring family as well. The webs of interdependence corresponding to 

both parties have to receive equal consideration in the care chain. We can see this in Sujatha’s 
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situation from Chapter Three: The paid caretaker’s left-behind family typically receives little or 

no consideration in this arrangement even though these distant individuals make it possible for 

the immigrant worker to leave her home community in the first place.  

As it stands, domestic workers—even full time or live-in domestic workers—are 

understood as easily and cheaply procured. A legitimate working contract between parties would 

eventually change this reality: If heads of household are overwhelmed, offended, or disappointed 

by the numerous costs of hiring a legitimate worker in their household, then these individuals 

fail to understand the worker and her job as the critical contribution that it is. It is understandable 

that families want to meet a particular budget or bottom line for their household; however, this 

bottom-line cannot be met at the cost of exploiting a domestic worker. If we accord domestic 

workers some or all of the rights and protections of fulltime workers in the public sphere, most 

“wealthy” families would find that they cannot honestly afford a household employee. This 

realization would create a chain reaction leading to other critical observations regarding the 

status of care work, care workers, and the women who enjoy the false privileges of the 

patriarchal family and masculine career model. 

Additionally, the shock of this cost may lead to a public re-evaluation of additional forms 

of support for working families. For example, parents and adults currently relying on underpaid 

care workers may call for affordable and high-quality childcare and after-school care. In many 

cities, wealthy parents send their children to private schools to avoid poorer-quality public 

schools. Clearly, any child relying on public schools deserves a high-quality education. But, any 

discussion of better public schools can and should accompany a discussion regarding the 

availability of after-school care for families. If our society claims to value the flourishing and 

safety our children, then we must challenge ourselves to reallocate our resources to provide 
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adequate care for young students in dual-income or single-parent households. By pricing-out 

wealthier families that cannot afford in-home childcare, I do not mean to suggest that these 

families are entitled to no assistance whatsoever. But, it may be that the families who no longer 

can afford the real cost of in-home domestic work will spur on the long-overdue revisions for 

quality public education and childcare.11 

Formalization should ultimately reinforce the ethical elements that Tronto associates with 

the various phases of care-giving: attentiveness, responsibility, competence, and responsiveness. 

For those who can legitimately afford a domestic worker or nanny, their employment obligations 

do not simply revolve around dollars and cents. For a functioning household relationship, even 

one of “simple” professional character, the relevant individuals in this agreement must 

understand each other as embedded individuals with myriad relationships and responsibilities 

that require on-going maintenance and attention. This is especially critical from the perspective 

of the immigrant care worker. Consequently, the recognition of this co-embeddedness requires a 

large degree of attentiveness and competence on the part of the employer. At the very least, an 

employer who agrees to and upholds the rights and protections of a contract—even if she 

somewhat resents them—maintains the most minimal awareness of the worker’s obligations and 

responsibilities to herself and others overseas. It is this idea of the embedded individual that a 

contract motivated by care ethics brings to the traditionally liberal table of formalization. Care 

ethics views individuals as participating in a complex social web, and this view is different from 

those of ethical systems rooted in liberalism’s atomistic view of individuals. 

While formalization of domestic work would give better bargaining power to potential 

employees, diminish fear in cases of abuse, and provide real alternatives to abusive working 

conditions, it would also have an additional positive effect on the hiring-families as well. 
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Formalization has much to teach about responsibility and fairness to the children in employing 

households. Formalization can give children their first lessons about the importance of justice 

and fairness within their households. These children are more likely to witness fair working 

arrangements within their homes if formalization is taken seriously. Okin emphasizes the 

importance of achieving justice within households to better achieve it within greater society: 

“While its forms are varied, the family in which a child is raised, especially in the earliest years, 

is clearly a crucial place for early moral development and for the formation of our basic attitudes 

to others. It is, potentially, a place where we can learn to be just.”12 It is within the family that 

we first recognize our embedded nature as humans and come to see others as embedded in 

intricate social webs like ourselves. Consequently, it is here that we learn how our actions impact 

others and that we should avoid being flippant or careless toward the feelings or priorities of 

these individuals. For children living in households dependent on a fulltime care worker, fair 

relations and concern cannot be extended only to their immediate family without also extending 

to the care worker herself.13 

In the end, if parents must depend on a domestic worker or nanny to accommodate the 

running of the household, then a formalized relationship for this work is essential. Because 

children acutely observe the nuances of every relationship surrounding them within their home, it 

is crucial that they witness their parents respecting the boundaries, needs, and dignity of the 

person they have hired. If children see their family’s domestic worker or nanny manipulated into 

taking on extra responsibilities or working hours without fair compensation, then these children 

will only learn that not all people deserve fairness in the workplace. Or, they will learn that some 

workplaces (public settings like offices) are “more fair” than others (the private setting of a 

home). Either way, the children’s attitude toward in-home workers will be poisoned in a similar 
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manner to the heads of household. If, however, children attach the concept of fairness and the 

attitudes of caring to the relationship between their household and its domestic worker, they will 

grow up with a better understanding and appreciation of the work she does. Additionally, they 

would acquire a greater sense of respect for the worker’s responsibilities and relationships 

outside of the in-home working arrangement. 

Care ethics allows us to see individuals in a new light within this liberally-derived 

contract. Rather than primarily concerning ourselves with preventing interference between 

individuals, we are more concerned with teaching people how to “expand their sense of self”: 

We need to take responsibility for those who provide care for ourselves and for 
our dependents … The citizen [especially the employing head of household] 
would have to be conscious of and accountable for all the work required to care 
for one’s needs and demands. This would require an expanded sense of self, an 
understanding of oneself as embedded in a web of interdependence and 
interconnection.14 

Employing an immigrant domestic worker or nanny in a developed country has been 

unacceptably effortless for generations. Relatively speaking, it is only in recent decades that 

feminists have questioned the split between the public and private spheres and the care work that 

makes both healthy and functioning. And it is only extremely recently that any person, especially 

in a state legislature, has considered legally awarding domestic workers employment rights and 

protections. Contracts dictating these terms of agreement take a large step in making people 

conscious of and accountable for work that has been traditionally taken for granted. A contract is 

the first and necessary step to this realization of embeddedness in a care chain. 

In terms of global care chains, we must look beyond the interdependence between the 

relevant employers and employees: In general, care ethics regards all people concretely and as 

connected beings. The workers and hiring parties within global care chains are embedded in 
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additional relationships and intricate social webs outside of the specific care chain that spans 

over different continents. If employing households realize that they cannot recognize these 

relevant social webs by offering their domestic worker fair compensation and time-off for her to 

occasionally return home and engage with those close to her, then the same households will 

quickly realize that their care work will still have to be completed by some other means. 

However, regardless of whether this employing household is a dual-career household, the female 

head of household will find herself shouldered with this responsibility. Since western society 

does not currently place expectations of care work on men’s shoulders, this will mean that she 

must participate in this work to some degree. This may mean that she has to do this work herself 

if she cannot honestly afford to pass it on to another party and no other household members take 

responsibility for part of it.15  Since this outcome is clearly unacceptable, I will discuss why care 

work and child care must become central public responsibilities rather than remain the private 

burden of individual households. 

In this section, I have focused on the potential power of contracts to erode the impossible 

choices of global care chains. These contracts, especially if coupled with state or federal 

legislation outlining domestic workers’ rights and protections as well as worker advocacy groups 

to help monitor and enforce regulations, would dramatically alter how employing families 

cooperate with nannies and domestic workers. Some families may be able to afford these 

workers and the fair costs associated with hiring them; however, these changes would also 

prevent some families—many of whom may be accustomed to utilizing these services—from 

affording these workers. 

In the former situation, contracts may open the door for attentiveness and responsibility 

to run both ways in this employment relationship: Contracts may force hiring families to realize 
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that fair wages, paid time-off, and extended leave are necessary for immigrant workers for very 

specific and important reasons. If it becomes reasonable, for example, for a worker to request an 

appropriate amount of time-off to visit with family, the worker is more likely to be regarded as a 

human being embedded in multiple personal relationships with corresponding responsibilities 

outside of her job. Rather than being narrowly defined or understood by her image as a private 

domestic worker or nanny, this worker will come to be seen more completely by the signers of 

the contract. Furthermore, contracts would gradually shape care work into a critical profession 

that not only appears, but actually exists, on a par with jobs in the public sphere.  

At this point, we need to address those families who realize that they cannot uphold the 

stipulations of a fair contract. Because these families would be numerous, they have a large role 

in the further changes that contracts may impose on the current system of passing on care work 

to poorer women. Even if these families cannot afford hired help for their household duties, this 

does not mean that no one is responsible for doing this work: Traditionally, the female head of 

household completes this work. If she is part of a dual-career household, then she will find 

herself in the bind of the second shift—an impossible choice rooted in gender norms and the 

male-patterned career model. The women in this bind may serve as a huge catalyst for change in 

society’s institutions and the overlap of the public and private spheres. The next section explores 

the potential power embedded in the troubling situation of the double bind. Contracts can expose 

the true reality of this situation and motivate people, especially women, to make a clear call for 

change in the completion of society’s care work.  
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Contracts: Opening the Door for Social Change and a Reevaluation of Care 

Thus far, I have discussed the necessity of contracts to global care chains and the transparency 

that should accompany these arrangements. This section will discuss the major public reforms 

that feminists such as Okin, Weir, Tronto, and Held have suggested as necessary to resolving the 

dilemmas of the second shift, the need for global care chains, and the gendered nature of care 

work. In the following section, I will address how the concepts of care, care work, needs, 

dependence, and independence must change in relation to these reforms. Ultimately, I will 

demonstrate that caring contracts can act as a catalyst for both sets of changes. 

 I have alluded to the first set of reforms in Chapter Three and the previous section of this 

chapter, but I wish to discuss them in more detail. While the beginning of this chapter examines 

critical changes that must take place within the private sphere’s domestic work arrangements, I 

would like to turn this view outward and examine the changes that would have to take place in 

the public sphere if caring contracts dictated the arrangements within global care chains. In the 

last section, I indicated that many families who currently rely on live-in or fulltime domestic 

workers would discover that they actually cannot afford this help if they legitimately conformed 

to regulations such as the Domestic Workers’ Bill of Rights. As a result, many families would 

have to rely on household members, extended family, and friends (that is, their local socio-

emotional commons) to accomplish relevant care work. Families may also seek out high-quality 

and affordable daycare, but many suburban and urban communities currently have a severe 

shortage of these options. This latter resource will have to become a higher social priority in 

order to accommodate women who have to or want to pursue professional opportunities.  

 If the contracts I have described “price out” many of the families that currently rely on 

fulltime care workers, an opportunity for a critical cultural and sociological shift could take root 
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within this group. Contracts could initiate the following domino effect: They would clearly spell 

out the terms of agreement within care chains, and this agreement would include provisions such 

as fair pay, personal days, and sick leave. The cost of hiring domestic workers would necessarily 

increase and punishments would exist for those who continue to exploit these workers. Many 

families would realize that they cannot afford domestic workers and nannies under these new 

circumstances, thus reburdening the female head of household with care work (the traditional 

household caregiver). For many reasons, these families and especially the mothers and wives of 

these families will find themselves struggling with this additional work. Some may take 

exception to these new responsibilities, and this tension may provide the tipping point for 

reexamining the social priorities of developed countries. 

First, this tension may point to the mindset of “privileged irresponsibility” that currently 

pervades the wealthier classes of developed countries. Examining this mindset would spur on 

further questions about the larger culture surrounding care chains. Julie A. White and Joan 

Tronto define “privileged irresponsibility” as: 

The ways in which the division of labor and existing social values allow some 
individuals to excuse themselves from basic caring responsibilities because they 
have other and “more important work” to perform. Privileged irresponsibility is a 
special kind of personal service in which the recipients of others’ caring work 
presume an entitlement to such care. Such an entitlement “runs in the 
background,” i.e., it is not to be noticed, discussed, or remarked upon … [It] is 
rarely visible.16 

I would argue that privileged irresponsibility is as complex as a complete notion of care, but I do 

not intend to review all sides of this complexity.  However, I argue that this sense of entitlement 

strongly connects to the exploitation that takes place within global care chains: Any person able 

and willing to exploit others so that he or she may pursue particular opportunities, professional or 

otherwise, participates in Tronto and White’s conception of “privileged irresponsibility.”  The 
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introduction of a caring contract to care chains would shed light on the overlooked exploitation 

that regularly takes place within them. I believe that this exploitation connects directly to the 

cultural mindset of “privileged irresponsibility” described by Tronto and White. 

 In the case of families who discover their inability to afford domestic help, particular 

privileges which families (especially female heads of household) have consistently enjoyed will 

become far more difficult to attain. These privileges usually revolve around extra time and 

opportunity for both leisure and careers.17 If a female head of household is reburdened with a 

traditional assignment of care work due to her inability to pay for help—help that was previously 

inexpensive—then this reassignment of responsibility may lead to her (and her household) 

noticing the false privilege and accompanying false freedoms of this lifestyle. But as Tronto and 

White note, “Unless basic questions about the nature of social responsibility are rethought, there 

is no reason to expect that noting this privilege will cause any discomfort … [Such] privilege is 

difficult to unseat.”18 The enforcement of contracts within care chains and legislation such as the 

Domestic Workers’ Bill of Rights may provide the leverage for unseating this privilege and 

opening the door to important social reforms that would protect domestic workers and allow 

women to pursue professional opportunities without the burden of the second shift. 

 If more households find themselves struggling to balance various components of care 

work, then this may be when “basic questions about the nature of social responsibility are 

rethought.” This re-thinking, however, will hinge on the increased value—and corresponding 

higher cost—of care work and care workers. This point of tension opens the door to changes that 

Tronto refers to as “radical” and “revolutionary” and Weir refers to as “dreams.” For Tronto, 

“radical reforms” would include “publicly supported, locally based and organized” child care 

facilities. Tronto recommends this because she feels that “it is wrong to force families to try to 
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solve the problem of child care on their own.” Child care should come to be understood as “a 

central public responsibility,” a task that can be fulfilled by communities working together with 

individuals sharing their collective time and energy.19 Tronto points to a new reliance on the 

socio-emotional commons in the communities of developed nations. We have seen that socio-

emotional commons are easily damaged when they are abused or exploited. But these commons 

can also dissolve if no one utilizes them at all. Publicly supported, locally based and organized 

child care would require a restrengthening of and new reliance on these neglected commons.  

Tronto’s most “revolutionary reforms” focus primarily on a transformation of cultural 

mindset rather than the introduction of new social resources: 

The most profound change that is necessary is to recognize and rethink the ways 
in which the assignment of responsibility for children’s success to their parents 
(and still, primarily, to their mothers) reinforces the “winner take all” attitudes in 
our culture … [R]ethinking how everyone can be properly cared for in a way that 

exploits no caregivers in particular is the most profound challenge that remains.20 

Tronto’s radical reforms focus on increasing the available resources in the public sphere to 

accommodate the critical work within the private sphere. But her revolutionary changes point 

less to the practical world and more to the inner states of persons themselves; however, both 

categories of development are clearly intertwined. The necessary radical reforms cannot strongly 

take hold without some degree of change in the manner that people regard care resources and 

care workers. Rather than approach child-rearing as a starkly individualized task belonging to 

singular households, a wider community concern must inspire the creation of new and affordable 

caring resources for working parents. 

 Weir directly addresses this connection between public reform and the public and private 

reevaluation of care and care workers. In her paper “The Global Universal Caregiver,” Weir 

outlines detailed changes that must take place in the public sphere in order to accommodate care 
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workers in the private sphere. A shift must occur regarding the overall perception of these 

workers and their labor—whether they are mothers or hired domestic workers—so that they are 

understood as critically valuable. Not only does Weir agree that child care should be publicly 

supported, but any care-giving within care chains should also be covered by legislation for 

protected working conditions, and the workers themselves should be allowed to unionize. She 

states that public policy must address the bind of the second shift of care work that all women—

wealthy or poor—face within their households: “Thus paid care work (and thus, as we shall see, 

all work) must be designed to accommodate this reality: a reduced workday and workweek, 

flexible hours, and paid care leaves.” In regards to immigration, foreign nannies and domestic 

workers should have access to citizenship and developed countries must “challenge the 

exclusionary bases of citizenship more generally.”21 These changes in public policy run parallel 

to Tronto’s radical reforms, but Weir interweaves her own ideas of revolutionary change into the 

same list. It eventually becomes clear that the two categories of change are nearly impossible to 

separate neatly. Ideally, both types of change must occur in tandem. 

 In the same list, Weir calls for a new awareness on a widespread social level: First, 

“childcare must be a highly valued social contribution recognized as skilled labor or professional 

work.” Additionally, communities must remember that nannies and domestic workers have their 

own personal relationships that require maintenance, and this recognition is especially critical in 

the case of immigrant workers with family overseas. Thus, we must move beyond articulating 

policy and come to realize that “immigrant care workers desire to care for their own children, 

[and] the right to care for one’s own children must be recognized as a human right.” However, 

the recognition of this human desire points again to policy: “As citizens with the right to care for 

their own children, immigrant care workers have the right to bring their families with them when 
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they immigrate.” But, such policy would be more highly valued if “care of one’s own children 

[were to] be recognized and valued as both a human right and socially necessary and important 

work.”22 Weir, Tronto, and other feminists are not simply calling for changes in public policy. 

They are demanding first a reconception and reevaluation—that is, a sweeping shift in 

perception—regarding care work, care workers, needs, and human dependence. Public policy is 

nearly worthless if few people have any respect for the ideas behind it.23 

 The new understanding of these concepts ties into an issue initially raised in Chapter 

Three. Women who pursue careers with the help of a domestic worker or nanny enjoy a false 

sense of freedom in both their professional and home lives: If a domestic worker performs poorly 

or quits, it is still the female head of household who shoulders the blame for the appearances of 

these shortcomings. In reality, despite any professional accomplishments, wealthier white-collar 

women have not achieved equal status to other men who remain untethered to typical household 

tasks and childrearing. If contracts make domestic help unaffordable for many of these women, it 

would make sense if these female heads of household began questioning the real value of caring 

labor and her own value as one who must perform these tasks. 

We would hope that these women do not value themselves less when completing caring 

labor. But, we also know that this work has little value in the public sphere and is often taken for 

granted within the private sphere. If contracts force a substantial group of women to relinquish 

the privileged irresponsibility that allows them to pass on care work to poorer women, then this 

may trigger a widespread realization of the false freedoms enjoyed while within a care chain. 

This may occur slowly and may even initially face tremendous denial. Ultimately, it will require 

confronting deeply embedded ways of assigning value to particular kinds of work and people. 

Nobody who performs care work, as a paid job or a “labor of love” for her household, wants to 
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believe that she and her work have little or no value in comparison to her own or another 

person’s paid professional work in the public sphere. However, as we have established, care 

work is simply not publicly (or even privately) valued to the degree as other types of paid-

employment. The sense of betrayal sparked within women who have typically passed care work 

to an underpaid employee may inspire a new motivation for “rethinking how everyone can be 

properly cared for in a way that exploits no caregivers.” 

 But, what would this rethinking entail? First, society would have to acknowledge and 

understand care in all of its complexity. And understanding care completely would entail new 

understandings of the traditional, liberal accounts of freedom and autonomy and what it means to 

be dependent on, independent of, or interdependent with others. In this section, I have argued 

that caring contracts that start from the perspective of the immigrant care worker would 

necessarily create a gap in many households’ current “care coverage.” That is, if we can no 

longer legally exploit domestic workers and nannies, then someone else will have to do the work 

that no longer fits into the domestic worker’s work day. This individual will most likely be the 

employing female head of household. As a consequence, women who have previously enjoyed 

the false freedoms of the masculine career model and the current state of “gender equity” in 

society will eventually have a more accurate understanding of their place in society. 

Additionally, these wealthier women will also have to acknowledge the luxury of privileged 

irresponsibility they once enjoyed when fulltime care work was cheap and easy to procure. 

 A number of policy suggestions in this section indicate that much must be done to further 

prohibit the exploitation of domestic workers and nannies while ensuring that those who rely on 

care receive what they need. Much of this policy centers on publicly supported care, especially 

for children but also for other dependent or vulnerable members of society such as the sick or 
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elderly. A major catalyst for the introduction of these new policies entails empowering people—

including mothers and parents as well domestic workers and nannies—who are not fully 

acknowledged as “real” workers. But what of this notion of dependence? In the next section, I 

will discuss care ethics’s role in what Tronto refers to as a “revolutionary change”: That is, the 

change in the public mindset regarding not only care or care work, but what it means to be 

independent of others or dependent on others. This discussion will demonstrate that care ethics is 

able to confront a major global problem, that of global care chains, without neglecting important 

ethical priorities such as justice, fairness, or respect for individuals’ rights. The key to this task 

rests on our understanding of all individuals as enmeshed in webs of relation. 

 

Contracts in Global Care Chains Require and Demonstrate the Strengths of Care Ethics 

Formalization of arrangements in care chains may still seem like a primarily liberal approach to 

this issue rather than one rooted in care ethics. So far, this arrangement succinctly spells out the 

circumstances that would and would not constitute interference between the signers of this 

agreement: This contractual arrangement can recognize individuals’ circumstances and can lead 

to a fairer working environment for domestic workers and nannies. All of these terms that have 

been discussed in conjunction with formalization thus far (“contract,” “justice,” “fairness,” 

“individuals”) are traditionally associated with the motivations and goals of liberal ethical 

theories. Care ethics, because it acknowledges the interdependence and embedded nature of 

individuals, can modify how we view individuals within formalized contracts. Additionally, I am 

suggesting that this step may allow us to begin thinking of relationships within and between 

communities in a more productive manner. Rather than labeling some communities or 

individuals as reliant and needy or self-sufficient and liberated, we can set aside labels and see 
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these entities for what they really are: currently interdependent and potentially mutually 

supporting. 

 Formalized contracts would work most efficiently in care chains if a corresponding 

understanding of care’s complexity takes place in (at the very least) care chains themselves. Held 

refers to this complexity when she discusses care as both a practice and a value. She says, “It is 

not enough to think of care as simply work, describable empirically, with ‘good’ and ‘right’ 

providing all the normative evaluation of actual practices of care … Care is not reducible to the 

behavior that has evolved and that can be adequately captured in empirical descriptions.”24 

Without consideration for care as a value as well as a practice, we would struggle to evaluate 

actions as properly caring. Clearly, care is already very complex when regarded only as a 

practice: There are countless examples of caring labor. But this complexity becomes more 

intricate when care is recognized as an evaluative standard for human behavior. 

Weir describes care as more complex than value and practice. A complex model of care 

is described as: 

A source of freedom and a responsibility, as both work and pleasure, and as both 
duty and desire. Thus, we need to recognize that care giving is 1) work that 
requires fair remuneration and social support; 2) work that must be more 
equitably distributed; and 3) an intrinsic good, a source of identity and meaning 
that should be recognized as a human right.25 

This model of care touches on the incredible intricacy of care chains and the relationships within 

and between households. For example, an immigrant care worker could relate to care as both 

work and pleasure: Her responsibilities within her employer’s house may feel primarily like 

work and, depending on her relationship with this household, may only be a pleasure in finite 

moments, perhaps if she is interacting with young charges. If this worker compared caring for 

her employer’s household against caring for her own household in her home country, work in the 
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first setting may be just that: work. But, the same tasks in her own home may provide some 

degree of pleasure and satisfaction since this work is done for her own well-being and for loved 

ones. 

 That being said, we can shift our focus again: It would be shortsighted to claim that all 

care work one does in her own household is pleasurable. We know from analyzing the problems 

of the second shift that this work done for ourselves and others in our household can also feel 

like unappreciated drudgery. Weir’s point is that care and care work is multi-faceted and must be 

recognized as such. For example, while parenting yields much joy it also yields tremendous 

work: Despite the setting, child care often vacillates between joy and pleasure on the one hand 

and exhaustion and frustration on the other. Furthermore, if we do not recognize care “as an 

intrinsic good, a source of identity and meaning that should be recognized as a human right,” 

then we fail to realize that immigrant care workers are easily deprived of their own opportunity 

to experience the range of emotions inherent to maintaining and enjoying their own webs of 

relation. “Thus people who employ immigrants and other poor and marginalized women to do 

low-paid care work not only deny their servants fair wages; they also deny them the ability to 

achieve the intrinsic good of caring for their own children.”26 It is having the experience of these 

emotions with those closest to us that contributes to a large part of our identity; to lack entirely 

these experiences usually points to some degree of isolation or implies that one has been unable 

to share good and bad times with others of one’s choosing. 

For Weir, this acknowledgment of care as an intrinsic good and human right connects to a 

reevaluation of freedom. In regards to care chains, “freedom would mean NOT to be forced to 

choose among impossible choices.”27 The impossible choice that plagues the immigrant care 

worker usually forces her to relinquish her right to care with and for those who are important to 
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her—those individuals who have the greatest impact on her identity and sense of self. She is 

forced to isolate herself from the full scope, and thus the full benefits, of engaging in care on her 

own terms. At this point, freedom ceases to be “an expansion of self in relationship”28 since not 

all relationships are of the immigrant domestic worker’s choosing and those that she would 

choose exist halfway around the world. 

Freedom, however, is not widely understood as “an expansion of self in relationship.” 

Rather, it is understood as “a withdrawal into self-ownership” and is tightly wrapped up with 

traditional notions of autonomy, non-interference, and independence.29 Typically, a “free” person 

pursues what he needs and wants without harming others. The less this person relies on the help 

of others, the more unfettered, strong, knowledgeable, capable, and thus admirable, he appears. 

The concept of “relationships” has little to do with this understanding of freedom. One who 

appears somewhat dependent or reliant on others may strike us as less than free, less than 

autonomous. Jean Keller says, “Autonomy has been thought of as the pinnacle of human 

achievement, the source of human dignity, the mark of moral maturity.” 30 As I discussed in the 

earlier chapter on care ethics, feminists regard this traditional relationship of freedom and 

autonomy as deeply problematic. 

 A relational concept of autonomy and a downplaying of traditional understandings of 

human freedom make the greatest sense when applied to a tangible issue such as global care 

chains.31 When we consider a relational autonomy in regards to care chains, it becomes clear that 

the freedom we typically point to does not—perhaps even cannot—exist within a care chain. It is 

within relationships that we witness the complications of competing moral claims, and it is 

within relationships that they must be resolved. The competing claims within care chains will not 

be resolved by a “withdrawal into self-ownership”: This would simply maintain the unbalanced 
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power structures that typically support care chains. We must approach and resolve these 

dilemmas from the perspective of being in relationship with others since those within care chains 

are anything but independent and detached from each other. This interdependence, this being in 

relationship, should not be a mark against individuals. And yet, in most western cultures, people 

most admire those who seem to successfully isolate themselves from the influence of 

interpersonal connections on a consistent basis. 

 But, any person with even “just a few” needs cannot truly isolate herself from all others 

and certainly not from her acknowledged—or even unacknowledged—interpersonal connections. 

Discussing the definition or general nature of “needs” is one the most challenging aspects of this 

project, and many feminists have made substantial contributions to this dilemma and its impact 

on care ethics. Human “needs” are challenging to discuss because they change depending on the 

lens through which we examine them or they change because of who is discussing them. For 

example, if we examine needs in regards to class we may determine the following: 

When we pay for someone to clean our house, shine our shoes, lacquer our 
fingernails, or deliver a pizza; when we expect that, to save us time, someone else 
can serve us in our private lives by performing tasks we could—we should—do 
for ourselves, we rely on the existence of a servant class for our own pleasure … 
Regardless of whether we employ them directly, or they work for a company, 
these workers are thus our servants.32 

Privileged irresponsibility may encourage individuals in wealthier classes to categorize 

personally delivered food and manicures as “needs.” Clearly, Meagher disagrees with this 

classification. Her point is that insisting on these personal services as needs simply conforms to 

maintaining certain appearances of wealth rather than demonstrating a reasonable understanding 

that needs should constitute necessary care. Radical economic inequality enables some to see 
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excessive luxuries as needs and the people who provide for these “needs” as servants rather than 

human beings who perform “real” and valuable work like any other professional employee. 

 If we look further down the class ladder—or simply to any person facing hardship—

needs take on a different, more stigmatizing, form. White and Tronto discuss the interrelation 

between needs and a wide variety of people, including mothers who receive welfare; those who 

are sick or infirm; and those with “special needs.” The authors note that very often these 

individuals cannot fully and properly defend their own needs. Because these individuals are 

understood as “needy,” deficient, and abnormal, we tend to value “expert” opinions of what their 

needs are or should be rather than an assessment from these individuals themselves.33 When 

poorer individuals and those who are differently-abled try to use their own voices, those to whom 

they speak have no motivation to listen. As a result, a completely accurate account of their needs 

is overlooked—these individuals are not regarded as experts of their day-to-day situation. 

 The question remains: “[H]ow does one know what constitutes personal service and what 

necessary care? Furthermore, whose account of essential needs will prevail?”34 We can see how 

these questions are especially critical to the nature and structure of care chains. Care chains 

specifically reflect the general reality that the needs of the privileged prevail, even when personal 

services are classified as caring needs.35 In this case, it becomes clearer that contracts within care 

chains would have to start from the perspective of the immigrant care worker.  

 Currently, wealthy employers have no trouble articulating their family’s needs—

legitimately caring and otherwise—because there is no person, entity, or standard available to 

challenge or legitimize them. The care worker in this arrangement is regarded as the dependent 

party and the employing household as self-sufficient and stable (despite the household’s “need” 

for a domestic worker or nanny). Consequently, it is the household’s needs—as the paying entity 
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and assumed expert in the arrangement—that have traditionally dictated the terms of agreement 

to the detriment of the workers who take these jobs. A caring contract would force employing 

households to consider the needs of the worker first, thus calling into question what “needs” 

mean to that household. It may turn out that some households have many legitimate caring needs 

(comfort, security, and help for those who are sick or housebound; protective and cheerful 

oversight for small children) while others have few or none. In other words, the immigrant 

worker must be more highly regarded as an expert in care-giving. As the one performing this 

labor, she would be able to contribute in the classification of her assigned tasks as necessary, 

excessive, or unreasonable. 

 We can see the polarization of the parties in care chains at this point and how the current 

social understanding of needs (or lack thereof) allows the employing party to have the most 

control in the relationship.  When we understand needs to include personal services that are 

generally unnecessary to maintaining health and wellness, we more likely view people as either 

reliant and dependent (those who carry out these services but do not receive them) or self-

sufficient and independent (those who can regularly pay for these services). How would this 

polarized view of people change if we understand them to be interdependent, and how would a 

valuing of interdependence change the way we classify needs and neediness not only within care 

chains, but within communities rooted in a globalized world? Can we overturn these labels and 

see these polarized parties as currently interdependent and potentially mutually supporting? 

 We can return to the concept that opened this section: freedom. Weir generally defines 

“freedom” as “an expansion of self in relationship,” and as far as care chains are concerned 

“freedom would mean NOT to be forced to choose among impossible choices.” The traditional 

concept of freedom as self-sufficiency, independence, and non-interference has little place within 
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a care chain. Those who believe they have achieved this status while participating in a care chain 

must be unable to see that they are within a web of interdependence that spans continents and 

oceans—nobody is completely self-sufficient within it. In the best case, a care chain could serve 

as an opportunity for “an expansion of self in relationship,” but we would hope that a genuine 

expansion of self would lead privileged individuals to take greater personal responsibility for 

their own wants and needs. This change may lead to forfeiting one’s role in the care chain. 

 Additionally, we would hope that this self-expansion, this improved maturity, would lead 

to fair payment, treatment, and valuing of care workers and the results of their labor. Any 

freedom that takes root within a care chain would have an unfamiliar new form, which raises the 

questions: Are global care chains ever a best case scenario as long as 1) those within them 

mistake freedom as independence and self-sufficiency?; 2) only some individuals within care 

chains would have the genuine opportunity to try “expanding their sense of self”?; and 3) socio-

emotional commons in the developed and developing world are under-utilized, ignored, abused, 

or exploited? Only the dissolution of the care chains, in tandem with a reevaluation and 

tremendous restructuring of global structures of economic and political power, could sufficiently 

address these issues. 

 In this section, I have addressed a number of social changes that have to accompany 

contracts within care chains. These changes reflect what Tronto refers to as “revolutionary 

changes” and Weir calls “dreams.” In order for a contract to reflect care ethics, a shift in 

understanding regarding freedom, autonomy, needs, and dependence has to take place. Caring 

contracts newly emphasize and recognize the importance of interdependence, freedom as an 

expansion of self in relationship, and the common confusion between personal services and 

caring needs. They also question the traditional expert of caring needs in care chains—the 
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employing household—and recommend that the person carrying out necessary caring labor is as 

much, if not more, of an expert. 

 Most importantly, the association of care with dependence must change. Those who 

perform caring labor, such as domestic workers and nannies, are typically viewed as dependent 

on their employers and those who require care are understood as dependent on caretakers. Those 

people who feel that they are completely self-sufficient—especially within care chains—are 

usually overlooking someone else’s efforts to help support that image. Because “self-sufficient” 

individuals tend to disembed themselves from the web of people who support their quality of 

life, it is easy for these “self-sufficient” individuals to regard others as unattached to a specific 

web of relations. As a result, these independent individuals may fail to recognize care “as an 

intrinsic good, a source of identity and meaning that should be recognized as a human right.” Not 

only do they fail to respect care as a good, but they deny those who support them—such as 

immigrant domestic workers and nannies—the opportunity to exchange care as a good within 

their own web of relations. Within care chains, a caring contract functions as firm reminder that 

all individuals are enmeshed in webs of relation. In this setting, nobody is completely self-

sufficient or independent. 

 The next section of this chapter refocuses on the specific relationship between care ethics 

and care chains. The complications of care chains point to questions of justice, fairness, rights 

regarding immigration and labor, and racial and gender equality on a global scale. However, I 

have insisted throughout this project and within my discussion of caring contracts that care ethics 

can best approach this issue without a primary reliance on the universalizable principles of major 

ethical frameworks such as utilitarianism and Kantian ethics. The central nature of the care chain 

problem points to care ethics as best suited for resolving this situation. It should be clear that care 
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ethics has the ability to address a global dilemma and recommend changes that would not only 

work to restore justice in the public and private spheres but also restore health to socio-emotional 

commons in developed and developing nations. 

 

Care Ethics as a Legitimate Framework for Resolving Global Care Chains 

At this point, it is helpful to return to Fiona Robinson’s work regarding care ethics and 

international relations. Specifically, I would like to revisit Robinson’s observation that a “culture 

of neglect” has taken a strong hold in relations between communities in developed and 

developing nations. This culture of neglect has clear ties to the privileged irresponsibility of 

wealthier individuals within care chains and the damage done to socio-emotional commons in 

countries that have relied on care chains. While care ethics does not replace the importance of 

justice considerations in regard to the major global inequalities that give rise to care chains, I 

would recommend that care ethics can best identify and treat this culture of neglect and the 

corresponding deprecation of interdependence and communities’ webs of relation. 

Because care ethics hesitates to decontextualize a dilemma or abstract it for better 

“clarity,” this moral framework is most likely to see the reality of care chains and the 

corresponding action that society must take in the public and private spheres. This is the real 

power of care ethics in this dilemma: Not only can this framework demonstrate that care chains 

have to be remedied and eventually dissolved, but care ethics also points beyond care chains to 

wider society. The asymmetrical structures of power that exist between individuals in care chains 

are reflections of greater asymmetries in the public sphere, and dissolving the imbalance of 

power in one location is best accompanied by dissolutions of imbalanced power in the other. 

This may strike us a simple matter of pursuing justice, of working harder to maximize happiness 
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for more people or holding individuals accountable for neglected duties. Care chains are the 

culmination of these issues and more: What is unique in the dilemma of global care chains is that 

they are essentially layers of relationship that are local, national, and global in scale. The 

competing claims within care chains are seated in the connections between seemingly disparate 

individuals who are actually closely bound together. Only when we address the inequities within 

care chains from a perspective of being in relationship—an approach highly valued by care 

ethics—can we make adequate progress in seeing the root cause of these claims and determine 

how to meet them or deem them gratuitous. 

 The culture of neglect that Robinson points to underlies all of the major topics that have 

comprised this discussion of global care chains. Most importantly, it indicates a need for an 

ethical approach that can not only recognize and accommodate relationships but also recognize 

and eliminate the impossible choices that tend to destroy the relationships surrounding care 

chains. For example, we can highlight this point by returning to the Heinz dilemma in Gilligan’s 

research. The culture of neglect and its corresponding impossible choices surface in the eleven 

year olds’ responses to this hypothetical situation. Amy’s inability to think of Mr. and Mrs. 

Heinz’s relationship as superior or subordinate to a universal law regarding stealing strikes her—

and many contemporary care ethicists—as ineffective. Relying only on a universal law to explain 

a potential resolution to this very particular dilemma misses the real issue in the Heinz dilemma 

and misses the opportunity to question the functioning of wider society. 

 Perhaps we shouldn’t expect Amy or other eleven year old children to use a specific 

situation like the Heinz dilemma to raise major questions about the workings of the public 

sphere, such as the inaction of the healthcare system that appears to neglect Heinz and his dying 

wife; however, if adults limit themselves to abstract thinking in dilemmas that actually hinge on 
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the particularity and context of the people involved, the relations and norms that structure our 

societies may suffer devastating loss as a result. In the case of care chains, these losses include 

deterioration of socio-emotional commons on both ends of the chains; the breakdown of 

transnational families facing the impossible choice between togetherness and a living wage; the 

perpetuation of the myth of gender de-institutionalization and the masculine career model; and 

global societies’ general inability to expect more people (male and female) to participate in 

caring labor. 

 If we overlook the details of care chains that scholars such as Hochschild review in detail, 

we may still reach some similar conclusions that have already been raised in this and the 

previous chapter. We may examine an immigrant domestic worker and the employing family and 

decide that justice is lacking: We would maximize more people’s happiness if we granted 

immigrant workers extended leave to visit distant family. Or, all rational people would agree that 

a fair wage should be paid in places of employment, thus immigrant domestic workers should be 

entitled to a raise. Perhaps all rational people would agree that immigrant workers have a right to 

protections against inhuman treatment, including physical and sexual abuse. Care ethicists would 

also agree with these conclusions in the case of care chains. The lens of care reveals so much 

more—because it asks so much more—about the circumstances perpetually surrounding these 

instances of injustice. 

 Why are impossible choices so easily accepted as normal in our global society? The 

Heinz dilemma is an example of an impossible choice and does not seem so farfetched in our 

current time and place: The choice is to save Mrs. Heinz’s life and potentially go to prison or 

allow her to die and avoid a felony. If this dilemma were not a hypothetical, a care ethicist would 

have to ask questions on various levels of investigation. On the first level, we would have to ask, 
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why is the pharmacist—or the community’s pharmacists or pharmacies—allowed to avoid 

working out alternative arrangements with customers like Heinz? Why is the 

pharmacist/pharmacy allowed to continue business in the manner of “a withdrawal into self-

ownership”? That is, as another member of Heinz’s community, why is the pharmacist/pharmacy 

complacent with this clearly deficient system of selling or distributing pharmaceuticals to sick 

people? 

This leads to the next level of questions which focus less on Heinz’s immediate 

circumstances and community and more on the national or global nature of this issue: Why is 

Heinz unable to afford the drug? Why does Heinz not have health insurance? If he does have 

insurance, why is this drug not covered by it? Why are medicines and/or insurances not valued 

more highly in this community or nation? How is Heinz’s situation reflective of his society’s 

asymmetrical structures of power? That is, are other people able to access this drug because of 

their affluence, but Heinz is dependent on the mercy of sheer luck or others’ kindness? Who or 

what is holding these unequal relations in place?  While asking and answering these questions 

requires attention to political economy and justice considerations, I see the asking of these 

questions as motivated by care since they implicitly point to Heinz’s relationship with the social 

institutions that impact daily life. Further considerations, such as those of justice, can follow in 

the wake of care to respond these issues. Ultimately, we see that it is not enough to solve Heinz’s 

dilemma because the impossible choice lurking behind it affects an entire range of people both 

related and unrelated to Heinz. If Heinz is facing this dilemma in the context of his society, then 

it is likely that many other people are facing it as well. This dilemma and the impossible choice 

within it go beyond the Heinz household: It also hurts others, near and far. 
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I am not suggesting that every moral dilemma has to begin and end with a complete 

investigation of this nature. In regards to care chains, however, I am suggesting that this 

investigation is necessary and inevitable. By its very nature, care ethics can do this work because 

it is inherently interested in the context surrounding a problem—care ethics wants to know who 

“[has been harmed] by the situation, what relationships have been disrupted, who has been 

abandoned, left alone, or hurt.”36 When care guides our attention to the complications of a global 

event such as care chains, we see better the far-reaching affects of the damage due to them—

plenty of relationships are disrupted within them, and plenty of people find themselves 

abandoned, left alone, or hurt on both ends of the chain. Care ethics not only demonstrates that 

care chains have to be remedied and eventually dissolved, but care ethics also points beyond care 

chains to the wider perpetuation of impossible choices. In this way, the asymmetrical structures 

of power that exist between individuals in care chains are reflections of greater asymmetries in 

the transnational public sphere: Dissolving the imbalance of power in one location (care chains) 

makes more sense when we dissolve imbalanced power in the other (wider global society). 

 Using care ethics to approach global care chains proves incredibly valuable because we 

find ourselves asking questions about them that we cannot afford to ignore. As Weir points out, 

confronting the reality of care chains probably sheds more light on the current status of the 

world’s women then any other investigation: “The issue of global care chains demands that we 

confront the relations of power among and between women, relations of race and class in 

particular. We need, urgently, to face the question, in theory and in practice, of how to form 

alliances, not just across differences but across apparently opposed interests.”37 Just as 

importantly, “if women are linked by chains of power and exploitation, they are linked, and 

chained, also by global conditions not of their own choosing: By global institutions of public 
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work and private family that render these two spheres inherently conflictual.”38 Perhaps one 

could investigate care chains using the recommended methods and principles of liberal ethical 

frameworks and make progress toward forming alliances between women connected by various 

forms of exploitation, but an investigation led by the perspective of care ethics is especially 

imperative. 

 Care ethics becomes necessary because of the way it values individuals taking 

responsibility for themselves and others. In Gilligan’s research, Amy’s responses indicate that 

her understanding of responsibility reflects the values of care ethics. On the one hand, Heinz can 

follow the law, refuse to steal, and stop himself from interfering with the druggist. This would 

qualify as “responsible behavior,” but it may also be a tragic choice in light of his sick wife. In a 

care chain, an employing household may choose to forego hiring a domestic worker because the 

only way to afford one is to underpay and/or overwork her. Avoiding this exploitative 

arrangement is also “responsible.” But in both cases, behaving responsibly in this way does not 

compel anyone to question how these absurd circumstances have arisen in the first place. Despite 

the “responsibility” of following the law or avoiding exploitation, these actions do not require 

anyone to trace the origin of Heinz’s plight or question the domestic worker’s need for overseas 

work. “Acting responsibly” in these cases takes the form of a limitation of action rather than a 

response that recognizes a particular need and the interdependence of individuals who can help 

one another. Understanding “responsibility” as the refusal to interfere with others or the ability to 

“withdraw into self-ownership” in the appropriate moments allows indifference to separate 

undeniably connected individuals. 

Similarly, we can compare the responsibility that individuals need to take within care 

chains in relation to the Madres, the South American activist group mentioned in Ruddick’s 
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Maternal Thinking. The Madres are connected by a sense of responsibility that takes root in 

preserving the memory of the disappeared and preventing further kidnappings and killings by 

their governments. They do not simply seek non-interference or respect of personal autonomy 

from the Argentine and Chilean governments. It is not enough for these militaristic governments 

to simply “acknowledge responsibility for” the senseless murders they have committed. Ideally, 

the Madres work to make this destructive military regime understand how it has disrupted and 

destroyed countless webs of relation. Perhaps punishment of guilty parties and reparations would 

repair a small part of this social damage, but any reasonable person knows that this would never 

completely account for thousands of lives senselessly lost. 

According to care ethics’s guidelines, a genuine response that reaches out to those hurt is 

required. Action that reveals true sorrow and a genuine attempt at atonement for past violence is 

the only way these governments can begin taking real ownership for their crimes. Care ethics 

requires a response to the hurt, to those who have been harmed by a situation, to the relationships 

that have been disrupted, to those who has been abandoned, or left alone. This response and 

action would have to include clear communication to indicate real intent to comprehend and 

repair the permanent destruction that scars people’s pasts. All of the people in the Madres’ 

dilemma must recognize their interconnection with others, including those who have killed and 

been killed. And this interconnection points to a being in relationship that has always existed, 

even if long ignored, and this interconnection will inevitably continue to exist in the future. To 

simply cease and desist interfering in these victims’ lives is inadequate and unacceptable. 

 In regards to care chains, the exploitation that we must remedy takes root in all types of 

relationships: those between rich and poor women, wealthy men and women, poor men and 

women, and affluent white cultures and poor cultures of color. Any attempt to take responsibility 
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for and change the corrupted power structures between these groups will require examining the 

intertwined histories of these communities. Knowing and understanding such a history should 

prompt a greater moral response than the application of an abstract rule to settle any corruption 

in the situation: “Indeed, the ethics of care may defend itself against the charge that it cannot tell 

us what to do by challenging the pretence that abstract norms ever ‘tell us’ what to do. Rules 

appear to be clear guides to action only after all that makes a given context unique has been 

subtracted.”39 To simply require the competing parties in care chains to cease exploitation or 

interfering in each others lives—regardless of whether this requirement maximizes happiness or 

allows individuals to uphold neglected obligations—misses the further goals that could be met 

by investigating care chains.  

Ideally, we would want the traditionally powerful parties in care chains (wealthy men and 

women who exempt themselves from care work and completion of personal services, and even 

the poorer men who do not contribute to caring labor in developing countries’ communities) to 

understand how typical participation in global care chains has eroded global communities’ socio-

emotional webs of relation. Additionally, this participation has maintained the myths of the 

masculine career model, the value of the patriarchal household, and roles associate with 

traditional gender norms. To fix care chains, wealthier households must make a genuine attempt 

to take responsibility for the damage caused to eroded socio-emotional commons and the 

sacrifices made by transnational families. It seems inadequate to simply end interference 

between these two general groups and ignore the far-reaching connection between the wealthier 

and poorer communities in care chains. It is within this connection that we can begin to identify 

the source of privileged irresponsibility that constitutes so many people’s failure to take 

responsibility for care inside and outside of care chains. 
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Within care chains, the privileged have managed to remain very detached from others 

who only seem distant. Legitimate relationships exist between these two parties but they are 

conveniently ignored by the privileged even though the immigrant workers frequenting their 

homes and communities are responsible for much of their upkeep. I would argue that this sense 

of detachment and the corresponding sense of privileged irresponsibility in regards to caring 

labor are related to a serious misunderstanding of responsibility. Rather than view this as a 

matter of simply stopping people from hiring vulnerable immigrants (whether legal or illegal) 

and forcing them to perform care work themselves, this should be more of a matter inquiring into 

how this practice became one of exploitation and reproduction of an out-dated status quo in 

households. To deem care chains as unethical and thus “illegal” would not really address any of 

the structures of inequality that make these chains desirable in the first place. 

Robinson says, “A global ethics, if it is to be at all useful, must address difference and 

exclusion … Specifically, it must address difference by seeing it as constituted in and through 

relationships.”40 We would have much to gain in the application of care ethics to global care 

chains. First, acknowledging the interdependence of individuals within care chains and 

communities on the local and global scale would remove strong cultural emphasis on the 

importance of self-sufficiency. Because all people spend at least some portion of their lives 

partly or completely dependent on others’ care, it seems unnecessary to place such high value on 

our ability to live apart from others. What we should value is our ability to live responsibly with 

others, taking care of those who have needs that we can address without allowing ourselves to 

become exploited or allowing ourselves to exploit others. This way of life would be especially 

necessary if we legitimately worked to erase care chains: Caring needs would not disappear, but 

we would have to find reasonable ways of redistributing caring labor. 
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This section has discussed the specific relation that care ethics has—or could have—with 

the dilemma of global care chains. While other traditional ethical frameworks could investigate 

this issue and quickly determine that justice has been neglected within care chains, care ethics is 

particularly suited to this issue because care chains are intricate layers of relationship. It is from 

the perspective of care ethics that individuals are understood as embedded in webs of 

relationship, and these webs must be protected as much the individuals that comprise them. Since 

care chains currently exploit immigrant care workers and socio-emotional commons across the 

globe, care ethics values these neglected relationships as much as it values pursuing justice and 

fair working conditions for those in care chains. Additionally, in examining relationships 

between seemingly disparate individuals, care ethics asks how particular bonds between 

individuals and communities have been allowed to deteriorate. By investigating and valuing the 

connections between individuals in care chains, care ethics sheds new light on wider social 

circumstances and unbalanced power structures that force women to participate in the losing 

game of care chains. 

Throughout this chapter, I have discussed the potential value of caring contracts to 

eliminate exploitation within care chains and to eventually motivate the dissolution of care 

chains. It is very likely, however, that this proposal will face a number of challenges from critics. 

In the next section, I would like to discuss a few of the possible challenges to utilizing contracts 

within care chains. 
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Challenges Facing Caring Contracts and the Application of Care Ethics to Global Care 

Chains 

There are several objections that may confront the concept of “caring contracts” within global 

care chains and the utilization of care ethics to discuss this issue. These objections may include a 

fear of formalizing, professionalizing, or commodifying caring labor; a hesitancy to dissolve 

global care chains since many economies in developing countries depend on the remittances of 

overseas workers; and the fear that the alleged parochialism of care ethics may hinder progress to 

rebuild genuine global relations of trust in the wake of global care chains. 

The first objection focuses on feminists’ demand for the professionalization of domestic 

caring labor. Some readers may worry that formalization of caring labor implies 

commodification of this labor. The commodification of various items and activities usually 

causes “the norms of the market [to be] applied to them and imagined to be appropriate for them 

even when they are not.”41 My argument thus far has recommended that domestic labor 

arrangements must come to mirror some aspects of typical business relations, especially in 

regards to contracts delineating the exact responsibilities and compensation for domestic 

workers. Some may worry, however, that we could go too far in formalizing domestic work. If 

we strongly tie domestic work to business or market arrangements and their corresponding 

values of productivity, efficiency, and maximized profit, we greatly devalue this work and its 

traditional correspondence with a “labor of love.” 

 Regarding this traditional concept of a “labor of love,” many critics may hesitate to 

embrace formalized domestic work because it may rely on performing caring labor at “arm’s-

length.” Traditionally we do not associate “real” caring labor as professional work performed at 

arms-length: “This proposal [of formalized domestic work] might seem to make paid 
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housework—and so domestic life—‘more commodified,’ in the sense that it may involve more 

arms length relationships between workers and householders, as well as more tightly specified 

contracts for service.”42 The fear is that formalization will encourage more business-like 

relationships between the employing family and domestic worker, and care work will inevitably 

lose its traditional “labor of love” status. Indeed, this fear may increase when feminists such as 

Weir explicitly call for all care workers—including mothers, nannies, and those who care for the 

elderly or infirm—to receive payment for their work.43 Very often, discussing caring labor as an 

activity that should command a fair price receives little or no serious consideration. Many critics 

or skeptics may express confusion regarding who or which entity should fund this pay 

(especially in regards to paying mothers and similar parties). Additionally, especially in 

American society, many people are socialized to understand caring labor as being essentially 

unpaid. That is, caring labor is traditionally unpaid because it is performed out of love or 

affection for one’s closest family, friends, and companions. Traditionally, people who perform 

caring labor would never expect remuneration. 

Constructing a plan for care work to be strictly carried out like any other service provided 

by the market, like plumbing or electrical work, goes against the grain of what we call “caring 

labor.” This labor has traditionally taught us that care work maintains personal relations between 

people, and these relationships encourage us to continue caring for others. Employing care work 

in an officially depersonalized, arms-length relationship harkens to the manner in which the 

market operates. Virginia Held articulates this hesitancy to approach domestic work as just 

another service: 

In practices such as those involved in childcare, education, healthcare, culture, 
and protecting the environment, market norms limited only by rights should not 
prevail, even if the market is fair and efficient, because markets are unable to 
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express and promote many values important to these practices, such as mutually 
shared caring concern.44 

Formalization would indeed “professionalize” domestic work, forcing out compulsions that most 

would consider “unprofessional.” Domestic work with firm boundaries means that a worker does 

not have “to be friends” with her employer if such a relationship makes her uncomfortable. 

Arms-length relations justified by a contract will better shield immigrant workers from dealing 

with the awkwardness of forced personal relationships while providing care for the employer’s 

household and receiving accommodations for her own needs. 

A critic of formalization may worry that an arms-length approach to paid caring work 

will further depersonalize into a set-up that purely seeks efficiency, productivity, and profit for 

the parties involved. For the sake of maintaining caring labor’s presumed roots of love, empathy, 

and affection, this critic may suggest avoiding formalization altogether in order to ensure care 

work’s continuing emphasis on the priority and maintenance of relationships for their own sake 

and the people within them. This critic may suggest avoiding formalization in a world that has 

shown itself capable of turning any thing or activity into a product. Perhaps, this person may 

suggest, we should put all of our energy into other strategies, such as spreading care laterally to 

other men. Doing so would reduce or avoid any tremendous reliance on fulltime care workers 

and eliminate many currently existing global care chains, in addition to preventing widespread 

commodification of care work. 

 I believe the lateral distribution of care work is an imperative goal for the long run. But, 

the issues surrounding global care chains call for a plan suitable for the short run as well. It is 

true that arms-length engagement with this work may depersonalize it. But, in current 

households that hire domestic workers, how “personally” or “lovingly” is this work performed 
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when it can be potentially commanded, demanded, or enforced by means of intimidation or 

manipulation? It is true that professionals in offices sometimes face intimidation or manipulation 

at work; however, laws exist to remedy these situations. As we have seen, very few opportunities 

for recourse exist for current domestic workers facing conflicting working conditions. 

Employees in the traditional public sphere have the option of becoming a whistle blower if they 

feel abused or harassed at work—domestic workers do not currently have this option. In fact, 

Wilcox reminds us that many immigrant workers actually hide within their private sphere jobs 

since current laws of the public sphere serve to readily deport immigrants, rather than inquire 

into their working circumstances.45 

 Furthermore, this fear of commodification points back to the intricacy of care and care 

work. Held describes care as both a value and a practice, and Weir additionally describes it as an 

intrinsic good, a source of identity and meaning, and even a human right. Because care work is 

not a flat one-dimensional activity, we cannot expect all people in all circumstances to fulfill 

caring obligations in the same manner. We also know that care work in one situation will not 

have the same meaning in another context with different people, even if the same person is doing 

the work in both cases. Due to the complexity of caring labor and the varying contexts it 

encompasses, it would be shortsighted to claim that there will never (or should never) be a case 

where caring labor should be professionalized, fairly paid, or slightly commodified. This also 

points to my reliance on care ethics for this dilemma: Because care ethics is concerned with the 

context of moral dilemmas and avoids abstracting away the details of individual scenarios, care 

ethics may be best equipped to decide which cases of caring labor should or should not be 

performed at arms-length. In the case of global care chains, for example, it seems necessary to 
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encourage this arms-length approach to caring labor if these are the circumstances that usually 

accommodate fair remuneration and working conditions. 

 The intricacy of care and care work will also involve ceasing to think that domestic work 

is always a labor of love. Consistently thinking of care as a labor of love further devalues care 

and caring labor because it blinds us to their real complexity. Some work may in fact be a labor 

of love, and this is why Weir argues that care should be understood as an intrinsic good and 

human right: In some cases, care and care work are enjoyed in and of themselves and we should 

have the power to choose with whom we exchange care, especially in the cases when we perform 

this labor out of love. In regards to care chains, we may have to accept this work as more of a 

commodity for the sake of the worker’s needs and protection. An official contract—even a 

caring contract—dictating the depersonalized terms of relationships between domestic workers 

and their employers will most likely turn the work itself into a product at the center of a 

bargaining arrangement. This may be especially be the case if contracts and corresponding 

legislation introduce us to more agencies or enterprises that serve as domestic workers’ legal 

employer, thereby allowing people to “buy domestic service” from an agency in the manner of 

Meagher, rather than directly “hire a domestic worker.”46 

Modifying current arrangements according to care ethics and establishing formal 

conditions for the protection of workers (especially immigrant workers) will allow us to engage 

traditional caring values that place emphasis on relationships. Rather than give employers 

permission to continue participating in a distant, impersonal relationship with their in-home 

employee, formalization rooted in care ethics could respond to the privileged irresponsibility and 

culture of neglect at the heart of this matter. Robinson reminds us: 
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It should not be taken for granted … that we know how to care for others; care 
ethics involves learning how to listen and be attentive and responsive to the needs 
and sufferings of others. This, in turn, involves a thorough understanding of how 
relations are constructed and how difference is perceived and maintained through 
institutions and structures in societies.47 

To participate in care work in a manner that is compatible with care ethics, we must pay close 

attention to our surroundings and the people within them. When thought of in this manner, care 

has always taken on a very local or even parochial form: How far can we possibly extend our 

attention to others’ needs? Critics may fear that this attention can only reach so far. However, 

with the advent of globalization and our increasing reliance on global care chains, the world 

literally comes to us in the form of people willing to work in our homes for pay. Under these 

circumstances, to act as a caring person means paying genuine attention to the needs of the 

worker in our home, even though this worker may be initially foreign to our family and to our 

larger community. This may also mean, even when guided under the terms of a caring contract, 

that the exchange of care work is slightly commodified in order to better accommodate the needs 

of the worker while still respecting the expectations of the hiring party. These arrangements, 

however, should not be understood as commodifying or detracting from the value of care work 

performed as a labor of love in a more personal context. 

This leads to an additional worry in regards to the potential parochialism of care ethics 

and its application to global care chains. Critics of care ethics may suggest that this framework—

and my solution for remedying care chains—is detrimental to resolving care chains precisely 

because of the global nature of these relationships and the manner that contracts would function 

within them. Ultimately, contracts would force communities in developed communities to form a 

new reliance on and rebuilding of local socio-emotional commons that have suffered neglect. 

Similarly, this turning to the commons in developed countries would also contribute to a 
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rebuilding of exploited socio-emotional commons in developing countries since immigrant care 

workers would be regarded as a valuable—and thus expensive—commodity that few can afford. 

On the surface, it sounds as if geographically distant individuals would continue living distant 

and disconnected lives if care chains dissolved. It would seem that individual communities 

would turn inward, away from the reality of being enmeshed in a global community. A skeptic of 

contracts may view this result as a manifestation of the parochialism that some fear as a 

permanent accessory to care ethics. 

I would argue that this is not a manifestation of parochialism but a new awareness of 

relationships between global communities. A new reliance on local socio-emotional commons 

(in developed communities) and the new opportunity to rebuild these commons (in developing 

communities) would in fact indicate a new awareness of the high value of caring human 

resources. With contracts pricing-out families that cannot afford the true value of caring labor 

and encouraging corresponding appreciation of this work, local communities will increasingly 

rely on “internal” caring resources. However, this turning-inward for local support will hinge on 

the understanding that all socio-emotional commons deserve their own care and maintenance. 

And the individuals who identify themselves as belonging to particular commons have the right 

to participate in and enjoy this care as the good that it is. Furthermore, they have a responsibility 

to maintain it well and to understand that other communities value their commons just as much. 

Parochialism is understood as an insular closing-off of connection to “outsiders.” But the 

understanding and value of care and care’s connection to particular socio-emotional commons 

should not be classified as this type of “closing-off” to others. Rather, it would indicate a new 

understanding of the global importance of caring labor and care’s status as a right and a good. 
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Some critics may remain skeptical of any contract, caring or otherwise, introduced to this 

situation. Carole Pateman, for example, questions why “social justice has to be discussed or 

adjudicated using the metaphor of contract.”48 Pateman believes that contracts only appear to 

negotiate terms between voluntarily agreeing parties: Engagement with contracts “is seen as the 

practice which exemplifies freedom.”49 However, she argues that most individuals bound by 

contracts become subordinates to another party under the terms of the contract, and this 

subordination cannot indicate the achievement of true freedom. However, Pateman’s explanation 

of this view in regards to employment contracts may not diverge too radically from the goals of 

caring contracts. 

Pateman writes:  

Thus a worker who voluntarily enters an employment contract [supposedly] rents 
out not himself but his services or labor power, a piece of the property he owns in 
his person. However, the problem is that property in the person is a fiction. 
Property in the person cannot be contracted out in the absence of the owner. If the 
worker’s services (property) are to be “employed” in the manner required by the 
employer, the worker has to go with them. The property is useful to the employer 
only if the worker acts as the employer demands and, therefore, entry into the 
contract means that the worker becomes a subordinate.50 

I read Pateman as saying that the human being who possesses a contractible skill or labor always 

accompanies these skills to work, but the human being performing this labor suffers disrespect 

when subordinated within the terms of a labor contract: Contracts ultimately neglect that workers 

are human beings. In the case of domestic workers and nannies within global care chains, I 

would argue that Pateman’s observation regarding property in the person is correct. But I am 

specifically employing the caring contract to overcome this exact issue that worries Pateman. 

 As this and the previous chapter demonstrate, employers can easily subordinate their 

domestic workers and nannies and treat them as less-than human without fear of repercussions.  
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My suggestion to pursue caring contracts specifically targets this issue by including a fair price 

for this labor—which would be much higher than the current average rate of pay—and putting 

the needs of the domestic worker first in this arrangement. This does not mean that the 

employing party should be subordinated to the domestic worker. Rather, these moves would 

spell out that the employing party must view their worker as an equal human being who deserves 

fair pay and treatment for the service she provides. By paying her fairly, providing her with the 

benefits that accompany jobs in the public sphere, and understanding that she requires time-off to 

accommodate her long-distance family relationships, the caring contract raises this worker from 

“servant” or “subordinate” to that of a human being performing a job or occupation. 

A critic such as Pateman must also remember that I do not think that caring contracts 

provide the final solution to “fixing” global care chains. Critics of this project may worry about 

how we should achieve the complete dissolution of global care chains in addition to immediately 

improving them. Throughout this project, I have maintained that the dissolution of care chains is 

inevitable to achieve justice for immigrant care workers. Ultimately, because global care chains 

destroy and prevent the complete rebuilding of local socio-emotional commons, we must seek to 

eradicate care chains and the impossible choices that plague the people within them. The 

contracts that I recommend would be the first of many steps to eventually achieve this long-term 

goal. 

Other critics of the caring contract may suggest that use of a contract to legitimize the 

circumstances of care chains may simply serve as a validation of unjust employment 

circumstances and the roles of gender, race, and class within them. One may ask why we would 

want to sustain care chains in any capacity given the exploitation inherent to them. This is 

similar to Pateman’s worry: Contracts appear to arrange and maintain fair relationships between 
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individuals, but they may often quietly legitimize circumstances that one party feels coerced to 

uphold. Or, contracts may simply create circumstances where employers value the work their 

employees perform, and employers may like the particular person serving as an employee in 

their homes, but contracts may not compel the employer to understand the domestic worker as a 

human being worthy of equal respect. In other words, contracts may still allow those who can 

afford the real price of care labor to continue viewing care workers as subordinate human beings. 

In all of these cases, it may be difficult to understand how the employee ultimately benefits from 

the contract. 

I certainly do not intend for caring contracts to operate in this manner. Because I 

understand these contracts as a first step for eventually dissolving care chains, I wish to use them 

in a manner that de-legitimizes the abuse, exploitation, and general lack of respect within these 

circumstances. Caring contracts should contribute to legitimizing caring labor as “real” work and 

those who perform these tasks as “real” employees. Currently, due to the informal arrangements 

within care chains and the lack of oversight of proper working conditions, it is easy for 

employers to think of this work as “chores” that lack the value of typical jobs in the public 

sphere. By association, domestic and care workers find themselves lacking the recognition that 

other public sphere workers (whether white, blue, or pink collar workers) tend to receive.51 

Caring contracts should underline the value of the human being attached to the worker on the job 

(as Pateman emphasizes). It is not enough for a household to like, or even love, their household 

employee if they do not regard her as equal to themselves. Arguably, workers in any occupation 

would prefer equal respect with others over an employer’s “love” or friendship. 

My suggestion is that caring contracts, in tandem with legislation such as the Domestic 

Workers’ Bill of Rights, legitimizes care work as real work and care workers as human beings 
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performing genuine work. If the Domestic Workers’ Bill of Rights required contracts that 

address the needs of care workers and these contracts were overseen by an entity such as 

Domestic Workers United or the National Domestic Worker Alliance, then the current treatment 

of most care workers would become legitimately intolerable. Social institutions and household 

employees could no longer turn a blind eye to this treatment of workers. As it stands, no real 

impetus exists for the public or hiring families to examine their treatment of domestic and care 

workers. If caring contracts can draw some degree of public oversight or interest to these 

circumstances, then the public could no longer “legitimately” ignore the disrespect of in-home 

care workers. 

Other critics may have worries rooted in global economics. Many feminist scholars, 

including Isaksen, Uma Devi, and Hochschild, have indicated that many economies in 

developing nations depend on the remittances sent by overseas workers, especially those workers 

within care chains.52 In “Global Care Crisis,” the authors explain the extent to which the world 

relies on female migration. Those who have participated in care chains have “clearly want[ed] 

this global arrangement to work.” As we have discussed, families in developed countries want an 

inexpensive means to completing domestic work and childcare, and female immigrants desire 

jobs with higher salaries. In addition to the immigrants and their employers: 

[T]he migrant’s children, spouse, parents, and such people as the mason who 
builds her new house and the priest at the village temple who receives a new 
donation want migration to work, too, because they benefit from it. Third World 
governments … also gain enormously from the inflow of taxable hard-currency 
remittances … In sum, many parties … come to have a vested interest in female 
migration and are less interested in hearing about the costs.53 
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If care chains disappeared overnight for whatever reason, it is clear that more people would 

suffer hardships in the short-term rather than feel vindicated or liberated from oppressive 

conditions. 

 Clearly, these are undesirable circumstances. However, an undesirable outcome such as 

the further decimation of poorer countries’ economies would appear on the radar of the care 

ethicist investigating care chains. Because the care ethicist investigates global care chains in the 

manner that she would investigate the Heinz dilemma (discussed in fourth section of this 

chapter), she would have to address this potential outcome. Ultimately, the global economic 

policies and structures of inequality that permit care chains to flourish are the same power 

structures that force some countries to rely on female migration for economic “survival.” In other 

words, we cannot adequately address solutions to care chains, generally, without questioning the 

asymmetries of global power and economics that force women in developing countries to 

emigrate for their families’ economic “survival” in the first place. Care ethicists would not be 

interested in simply eradicating care chains because it is the “right” thing to do in order to 

achieve justice or fairness in an immediate sense. 

Because care chains reflect a larger pattern of relationships—economic and otherwise—

that are spanning the globe, these relationships will inevitably need to be taken into account. It is 

certainly not the goal of this project to suggest that eradicating care chains is enough to “solve” 

them. Rather, as my discussion of caring contracts suggests, many aspects of wider society (such 

as the gendered nature of care work and the masculine career model) will have to be scrutinized 

adequately to discuss why people choose to participate in care chains. Likewise, patterns and 

problems in global economics will also become relevant topics in a conversation motivated by 

the implementation of caring contracts. In this particular case, the economic situation of 
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developing countries in care chains signify that there is another layer of neglect or exploitation in 

this matter that deserves our attention. Unfortunately, I would predict this additional layer of 

problems related to global distributive justice to be exponentially more complicated than that of 

care chains. 

In addition to closely examining and evaluating the global economic policies that force 

women to emigrate from their home countries for employment (i.e., care work) opportunities, 

wealthier countries such as the US will also have to scrutinize current immigration laws and 

policies to accommodate these workers and their participation in caring contracts. As it stands, 

there may be immigrant care workers who wish to participate in a caring contract but fear that 

this participation would publicly reveal their illegal immigration status. Many wealthy families 

can take advantage of cheap care labor because the immigrants performing this work are often 

illegal aliens and thus particularly vulnerable when threatened with arrest and deportation. These 

aliens may desperately rely on their salaries but refuse to demand fair pay or time-off because 

their employer can simply report them to the authorities in retaliation.54 

Global care chains are but one example of how wealthy communities benefit from the 

work performed by poorer immigrants. Caring contracts could better protect these workers from 

unfair working conditions, but it is understandable that current care workers hoping to avoid 

deportation would fear entering them since the protection afforded by laws (such as the Domestic 

Workers’ Bill of Rights) typically does not cover those who arrive illegally on US shores. This 

set of circumstances points again to the wider social discussion that must take place in light of 

addressing global care chains: This discussion will have to include revisions to current 

immigration laws, especially in the US. Wealthier countries must frankly acknowledge their past 
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and present dependence on immigrant labor, especially because this labor (especially in regards 

to illegal immigrants) is so cheaply and easily procured. 

If we must rely on others to complete our caring labor, then we must not exploit these 

workers by threatening them with arrest or deportation if they object to unreasonable or abusive 

circumstances. These immigrants should not operate under a mantle of fear or paranoia: If 

wealthy citizens depend so greatly on immigrant care workers, then we must revise immigration 

laws so that these workers do not become more vulnerable by entering other countries illegally to 

take advantage of employment opportunities. And, if citizens should decide that admitting new 

immigrants for care work is unacceptable, then they must still commit themselves to avoiding 

exploitation and upholding fair working conditions for any employees who do take these jobs. 

Clearly, any discussion of the exploitative global economic policies that force care laborers to 

emigrate from places such as the Philippines, Central or South America, or the Caribbean will 

have to accompany an honest reassessment of immigration policies for those who wish to work 

in wealthier countries. 

 Care ethics may not be suited as a primary framework for all ethical dilemmas, local or 

global. But in the case of global care chains, care ethics clearly has much to offer those 

pondering the effects of these global relationships. While contracts rooted in care ethics do not 

serve as a cure-all to this issue, they certainly contain great potential as a strong starting point for 

resolving it. Many times, we find that the hardest part of working on a dilemma is pinpointing a 

reasonable starting point. The sheer enormity of global care chains is certainly intimidating, 

overwhelming and can appear impossible to grasp in a systematic way. Caring contracts may 

strike some as non-ideal because they may too strongly commodify that which we do not wish to 

commodify: caring labor performed from a commitment of love or the human beings that 
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perform this work itself. We must remember what Meagher says about our attempts to bridge our 

ideal plans to our non-ideal world. Often we realize that: 

[A] double-bind arises out of “the gap between the ideals we can formulate”—or 
ideal justice—and “the progress we can realize”—or non-ideal justice. Both are 
necessary; the former to provide a vision of a good world, the latter as the process 
of pragmatic decision-making by which we try to make progress toward our 
vision by choosing the best available alternative. [In this particular dilemma] an 
incomplete commodification [of domestic and care work] can “substitute for a 
complete non-commodification that might accord with our ideals but cause too 
much harm in our non-ideal world.”55 

While I would strongly agree that this proposed notion of contracts should be carefully 

constructed and executed, I also think that they would do more than simply serve as a 

“substitute” for traditional non-contracted domestic care work. Ideally, they would serve as a 

starting point for a much-needed dialogue in our non-ideal world regarding care chains, gendered 

concepts of labor, and the value of work in the public and private spheres. 

 This chapter has focused on eliminating care chains, the challenges hindering this goal, 

and the effects this goal may have if achieved. My primary recommendation for remedying 

global care chains relies on modifying the liberal concept of a formalized work contract to 

employ what I have described as a “caring contract.” A formal contract reflective of care ethics’s 

priorities will allow relevant individuals, and especially the employing party, within care chains 

to adopt the qualities of attentiveness, responsibility, and responsiveness toward those who 

provide necessary care services. This formalization of domestic workers’ employment 

circumstances requires a coupling between ideas of liberalism, which are prevalent in other 

major moral frameworks, and care ethics. Formalization, if led by the value of care and the 

guidelines care ethics, will take the first step toward the unjust circumstances that typically 

flourish within care chains. 
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Currently, these unjust circumstances reflect a false reality propagated by care chains, 

especially in regards to privileged professional women who believe that care chains allow them 

to escape the second shift of housework. Mothers and wives who may not be able to afford the 

terms of the caring contract may serve as a catalyst for change in society’s institutions and the 

overlap of the public and private spheres: If not all families can afford the real price of in-home 

domestic care (especially child care), and we do not want women to feel that they must stay 

home from work, then we need high-quality public care and flextime options for working 

families. Caring contracts would expose this public need and motivate people, especially women, 

to make a clear call for change in the completion of society’s care work. Additionally, 

implementation of these contracts would call attention to the global economic and immigration 

policies that force people—especially women—to emigrate to wealthy countries for employment 

opportunities. 

In this way, caring contracts would spur on social changes that should ease the tension of 

the impossible choices that wealthy and poor women face around the world: the tensions 

between pursuing professional work or caring for one’s children, and the tension between living 

in poverty with one’s family or emigrating overseas for a living wage. Despite the criticism that 

caring contracts may receive from feminists and non-feminists, I believe that they are a critical 

first step to the dissolution of care chains and a more genuine achievement of freedom and 

autonomy for the world’s women and caretakers. 

 

Concluding Remarks 

The term “global care chain” and the corresponding web of people who participate in them may 

strike us as relatively new topics in ethics, social and political philosophy, and feminist ethics 
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and philosophy. However, once we break through the surface of this topic, we realize that the 

problems within care chains are problems that feminists have struggled with for generations. The 

difference is that these old issues—the institutions of gender and traditionally gendered labor, the 

male-patterned career model, the exploitation of poorer and non-white women for the benefit of 

privileged individuals—are wearing the new clothes of a current and newly relevant topic: 

globalization. 

 This project set out to demonstrate three related claims. First, in my interpretation of care 

ethics’s history and its relation to other major moral frameworks, I have argued that care ethics is 

complex and versatile in its handling of a number of varied social conflicts, both local and 

global. As the first chapter demonstrates, the most challenging moral questions are those that set 

in opposition agents’ personal obligations against other commitments agents may have to their 

local or global community. Examining a case such as the Heinz dilemma demonstrates that 

consistently prioritizing public obligations (refusing to steal from the local store) over private 

commitments (helping one’s wife access medical treatment) does not always serve agents’ or 

their surrounding communities’ best interest. Care ethics encourages agents to remember that 

they and others consistently live within intricate webs of relationships. It should become more 

acceptable for this priority to guide agents’ thinking when the potential outcome of their moral 

choices affects a wide range of individuals. This does not mean that other traditional moral 

frameworks—such as Kantian ethics, consequentialism, and virtue ethics—are less relevant than 

care ethics. Rather, the value of care should be allowed to supplement the shortcomings of these 

other theories when the application of general principles fails to respect an agent’s critical 

personal relationships or priorities. In Chapters One and Two, I have demonstrated that making 
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room for care can better help the achievement of justice and fairness when agents feel torn 

between their personal relationships and their role as global citizens. 

To further demonstrate the strengths of care ethics, the third and fourth chapters show 

that care ethics is best suited to provide the primary ethical framework for illuminating and 

developing adequate responses to the problem of global care chains. In this case, it is true that 

care ethics may pursue similar ethical “goals” as utilitarianism and Kantian ethics, such as justice 

and fairness for those within care chains; however, care ethics pursues these goals by 

recognizing all relevant individuals as embedded in layers of relationship, a concern that is not 

highly prioritized in the three traditional moral frameworks that I have examined. Because 

intricate layers of relationship comprise global care chains, it makes sense that agents should 

pursue fairer working circumstances with a framework that examines how the relevant parties 

within care chains can pursue particular goals (such as financial security and professional 

achievement) without severely damaging their own or others’ webs of relationship. My concept 

of the “caring contract” to dictate working arrangements in care chains not only conforms to the 

values of care ethics but also provides a firm starting point for a wider social dialogue regarding 

the value of care, care work, care workers, and the gendered nature of this work. Caring contracts 

also demonstrate that care’s values can accommodate and pursue justice and fairness in the vein 

of other moral frameworks without neglecting the relational ontology that care ethicists 

understand as central to care ethics. 

Rather than subsume care ethics under virtue ethics or dismiss care ethics as inadequate 

in comparison to these other theories, I have joined other feminist ethicists in claiming that care 

ethics deserves the consideration that ethicists typically give to virtue ethics, utilitarianism, or 

Kantian ethics. Care ethics not only can function as adequately as these more trusted 
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frameworks, but like these other frameworks care ethics brings its own unique perspective to 

ethics generally. This distinctiveness takes root in this emphasis on a relational ontology: 

Relationships give rise to the moral dilemmas we discuss; these relationships are always 

comprised of connected individuals; and moral dilemmas have to be solved to recognize and 

accommodate our being-in-relationship with others. 

 Furthermore, this relational ontology is made more apparent by care ethics’s questioning 

of the concept of “individual.” Other moral frameworks discuss the individual as someone who 

acts responsibly with awareness of his “self-ownership”: This person is self-legislating and 

independent and avoids impeding other people’s participation in their rights and freedom. While 

care ethics does not understand individuals in this manner, it also avoids conflating individuals 

within common webs of relation or recommending that individuals entirely absorb themselves in 

their connections with others. A middle ground is suggested: A conflict rarely affects a single 

person or household. If we therefore pay attention to the context of the dilemma in question, we 

may learn that a problem that seemingly affects a troubled individual actually injures or 

endangers the fabric of an entire community. The relational ontology at the heart of care ethics 

allows us to follow a thread that runs back and forth from the individual in question to a 

community of related and interdependent people. 

 In the case of global care chains, I have recommended that care ethics is the best moral 

framework for resolving this dilemma. While working on this issue, care ethicists will most 

likely focus on “traditional” and familiar ethical goals: justice and fairness for those hurt by this 

problem; recognition of human equality between those who have exploited others and those who 

have been exploited; and reasonable consequences for those who have harmed or continue to 

harm others in the situation. However, in exploring these outcomes, care ethicists will also use a 
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wider lens to study and learn from the context of the dilemma and the specific people and 

communities involved. This study will inevitably point past the original dilemma to problems 

embedded deeply in a community. In the case of global care chains, the deeply rooted problems 

underpinning these care chains are social issues that span wide swaths of time and place and 

affect large webs of relationship not only between individuals, but also between communities 

and even nations. To examine these intricate issues correctly, we must reconsider what it means 

for us “to take responsibility for” injustice and how our sense of responsibility points to local and 

global relationships in which we have long participated but perhaps have not fully appreciated or 

acknowledged. 

 Ultimately, even though I champion care ethics in regards to our thinking about global 

care chains, this argument does not contend that care ethics can replace other moral frameworks 

in all instances. Discussing a traditional notion of a contract in light of care’s values 

demonstrates that the priorities of care ethics occasionally overlap with the liberal priorities of 

utilitarian or Kantian ethics. Rather than view this place of theoretical overlap as problematic, I 

have demonstrated that they may introduce a more complete—or creative—way of approaching 

moral problems. While much ethical scholarship discusses the stark differences between ethical 

frameworks, I hope my discussion of caring contracts has demonstrated the value of occasionally 

combining forces between disparate manners of thinking and their accompanying moral 

priorities, as well as the importance of care ethics as a legitimate ethical framework capable of 

discussing global issues. 

 Further investigations of global care chains may include frank discussions of their 

relation to neo-colonialism. The gendered division of labor persists within households and the 

public sphere across continents and cultures. The coercive means that persuade (or simply force) 
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more vulnerable people to serve more powerful individuals have taken on a different image. 

Powerful and wealthy countries are not literally invading other nations or declaring war on them 

to take forcefully the human resources they desire. Instead, the world’s people can easily remain 

ignorant of how wealthy countries quietly cajole poorer individuals to leave their home 

communities and subject themselves to an indifferent foreign power for a chance to earn the 

means for survival. Ultimately, developed countries tacitly agree to take gross advantage of the 

caring labor and resources that other places have to offer. This easily occurs because most of the 

world’s population does not regard caring labor as a valuable resource (such as oil, clean water, 

or precious metals); because poorer women appear to leave their home communities voluntarily 

without any struggle of making an impossible choice; because wealthy countries have not 

violently threatened other nations for their care workers; and because the people (especially 

women) performing this labor are not typically regarded as fully human beings due to their race, 

gender, and class. It is unacceptably easy to exploit the caring resources of poorer countries 

without actually landing on their soil or forcefully taking control of them.  

 Finally, in regards to the arduous work necessary to eradicating care chains and their 

related social problems, I hope that my recommendations in this work are not mere “dreams” in 

the manner that Weir understands similar social changes. Unfortunately, one cannot help 

entertaining pessimism on this point. One of the major issues that I imagine plaguing any person 

writing on global (or non-global) ethical problems is the fear of completely failing to bridge ideal 

concepts to our non-ideal world. And this fear, I would argue, is attached to the same widespread 

social fear that prevents major changes from taking place in “reasonable” amounts of time. 

Although the gendered nature of care work has been repeatedly discussed by feminists for 

generations, these norms are only slowly replaced. While feminists may readily discern the 
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impossible choices that the world’s women must confront, we also know that many people view 

these impossible choices as a fact of life. 

The corresponding apathy or despair that accompanies these choices sometimes makes us 

feel that nothing can uproot them. What is worse, many feminists also realize that these 

impossible choices do not merely affect the world’s women, but all of the individuals for whom 

the world’s women care and love. As the third and fourth chapters suggest, it appears that 

regulating care labor and estimating its costs and financial worth serves as a reliable mechanism 

for the public reevaluation and revaluing of this labor. Feminists such as Weir demonstrate that 

rendering care chains visible, studying them, and evaluating their details should contribute to the 

larger movement of rearticulating of care work as indispensable, valuable, and necessarily more 

evenly shared. 

A thorough investigation of care chains demonstrates that feminist progress has been 

interrupted. While wealthier, educated women have started to participate in the workforce in a 

new and meaningful way, social and political institutions have lagged behind this change and 

generally do not accommodate dual-income and single parent households. Perhaps few women 

can relate to care chains in regards to paying for household help, but many more women can 

relate to the frustration of the second shift of caring labor and childcare and the corresponding 

lack of resources to accommodate these daily tasks. Plenty more women can relate to the fear of 

wondering how they will make ends meet with the few job opportunities open to them. 

Unfortunately, feminist progress thus far has notably changed the lives of wealthy and middle 

class women for the better, but greater progress is necessary to improve the lives of poorer 

women by altering the social institutions, public policies, and cultural customs that continue to 

overlook the reality of all women’s circumstances.  
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 While it may take generations to overturn completely the gendered nature of care work, 

the corporate traditions of the male-patterned career model that make caring work nearly 

impossible to complete on a daily basis, and the social stigma attached to the most gritty of 

caring labor, there is a glimmer of hope on the horizon for this social change. When I first began 

researching global care chains in 2006, it did not seem possible that passage of legislation 

regarding the injustice within care chains would be a question—let alone a nebulous 

possibility—in various state legislatures in 2010. While these bills in their current form cannot 

completely put care chains to rest, they are a valuable early step in a wider discussion of care 

chains. 

Global communities—especially poorer communities, home to those who struggle for 

daily survival, those who live in the underclass of society, those who feel voiceless and 

powerless—have much to gain if we put the values of care first in collective decision-making 

processes. While many of us will have to make seemingly large sacrifices in this social 

progression, the only substantive “loss” that will take place is the privileged irresponsibility and 

corresponding culture of neglect that allows so many potentially powerful individuals to remain 

detached and disinterested from many of the social issues I have discussed in this project. If so 

much can change in four years regarding legislation that dictates the working arrangements of 

domestic workers and nannies, then care ethicists have good reason to remain optimistic in their 

diverse topics of research. 
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